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ABSTRACT
Recently, there has been an increasing interest in the photovoltaic materials Cu2ZnSnS4
(CZTS) due to earth-abundancy and non-toxicity of its constituent elements. Its alloy with Se,
Cu2ZnSn(S,Se)4 (CZTSSe), has reached a conversion efficiency of 12.7%. Numerous
experimental studies have revealed that the phase constitutions and defect chemistry have very
important influences on the conversion efficiency. To further improve the performance, a
thorough understanding of the phase equilibria and defect chemistry of the Cu-Zn-Sn-S system is
therefore urgently needed.
In this dissertation, the phase equilibria and defect chemistry of the Cu-Zn-Sn-S system
are modeled using a methodology integrating the CALculation of PHAse Diagram (CALPHAD)
method and first-principles calculations. The S-Se system is also modeled due to its important
role in CZTSSe. The first-principles phonon calculations based on the quasi-harmonic
approximation and the Debye model are used to obtain the Gibbs energies of the solid phases.
The central quantities in defect chemistry, the formation energies of point defects, are calculated
based on the supercell approach with proper finite-size corrections for charged defects. The data
obtained from first-principles calculations are used to estimate the parameters in the CALPHAD
model, and finally generate a self-consistent thermodynamic description of the studied system in
agreement with available experimental data in the literature. Based on the thermodynamic model,
the phase-defect diagrams of the Cu-Zn-Sn-S system are plotted, showing the phase equilibria
and defect concentrations simultaneously under different conditions. It is observed that for
reducing secondary phases and harmful point defects, (i) the composition should be towards ZnSSnS2 side; (ii) the excess sulfur should not be in a large amount; (iii) the temperature and the
pressure should not be too high or too low and optimal values exist.
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A large portion of effort in this dissertation is devoted to the methodology development,
which can be divided into three categories: first-principles calculations, CALPHAD method, and
their integration. For the first-principles calculations, the configuration-based estimation (CBE)
method is developed to calculate the formation entropies of point defects efficiently, which
avoids the time-consuming phonon calculations of the defected supercell with low symmetry. In
addition, a hybrid method is developed to calculate the thermodynamic properties of the crystal
with a large unit cell efficiently, where the acoustic phonons are approximated using a Debye-like
model and the optical phonons are explicitly calculated in terms of vibrational frequencies. For
the CALPHAD method, a physical model of thermal vacancies is proposed, which not only
solves the long-standing controversy within the CALPHAD community, but also generates vaporsolid phase diagram in agreement with the experimental data. For the integration of the firstprinciples calculations and the CALPHAD method, a sublattice model that can treat perfect lattice
sites, isolated point defects, point defect complexes and the charge carriers simultaneously is
devised, with the model parameters being computable from the first-principles calculations. The
above methodology development enables the modeling of complicated multi-component
semiconductor systems, which is demonstrated in the Cu-Zn-Sn-S system.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1 Motivation
Sustainable energy is of vital importance for human beings. Among various kinds of
sustainable energy, solar energy is an attractive one, since it is abundant, safe and clean.
Transforming it to electricity is called photovoltaics, often through using solar cells.
The key component in a solar cell is the absorber, which absorbs photons and generates
carriers. The spatial sparsity of the solar energy makes the efficiency and cost especially
important for the absorber materials. The commercial absorber materials include silicon and thin
film compound semiconductors. The silicon for photovoltaics needs relatively high purity, and
large thickness due to its indirect bandgap, increasing its cost. The mainstream photovoltaic thin
film compound semiconductors include CuInxGa1-xSe2 (CIGS) and CdTe. Unfortunately, both
materials have severe issues. First, the elements In and Te have too low abundancy to make these
two materials the major power for the energy in the future [1]. Second, the element Cd is toxic.
To overcome these issues, Cu2ZnSnS4 (CZTS) [2], Cu2ZnSnSe4 (CZTSe) [3] and their alloy
Cu2ZnSn(S,Se)4 (CZTSSe) [4] have emerged as a promising candidate in recent years. Their
elements are not toxic. Cu, Zn, Sn and S are earth-abundant. Se is not earth-abundant, but its
reserves are still much more considerable compared to In and Te [1]. These features, along with
that it can be used in the thin film form, makes CZTSSe advantageous in cost.
However, CZTSSe has its own bottleneck, i.e., the efficiency. The maximum efficiency
achieved in 2014, 12.7% [5], is much lower than CIGS. This is not expected in terms of its
bandgap which is optimal for photovoltaics. It is found that CZTSSe has low short circuit current
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(Jsc), low filling factor (FF), and especially low open circuit voltage (Voc) [6]. Various techniques
[7–10] have been used to characterize the CZTSSe thin films, and the crystal defects and
secondary phases have been attributed to be the underlying reasons for the low efficiency . It is
also found that the efficiency is heavily dependent on the composition [11]. So far, the relatively
high efficiency has been usually obtained under the Cu-poor and Zn-rich condition [4]. In a
general view, although considerable efforts have been made to understand and improve the
efficiency of CZTSSe, there is still lacking of clear and systematic understanding of the
relationship between the processing conditions and the resulted phase equilibria and defect
chemistry, which will be the focus of the present work.

1.2 Overview
The overarching goal of this dissertation is to give a comprehensive description of the
phase equilibria and defect chemistry of the Cu-Zn-Sn-S system by a combined CALPHAD-DFT
methodology. To accomplish this goal, the related methodology is developed.
In Chapter 2, the methodology for the first-principles calculations and the CALPHAD
modeling is described. In addition to the well-established methodology, special attention is paid
to the method of incorporating the first-principles point defect calculations into the CALPHAD
model, enabling a description of defect chemistry of multi-component semiconductor systems
within the CALPHAD method.
In Chapter 3, the phase equilibria of the S-Se system is modeled owing to its important
role in CZTSSe. Due to the lack of sufficient experimental data, first-principles calculations play
an important role in modeling of this system. Especially, it is found that the thermodynamic
properties are extremely sensitive to the functional used in the first-principles calculations. To
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capture the van der Waals force and make the resulted thermodynamics correct, proper dispersion
corrections are necessary.
In Chapter 4, the phase equilibria of the Cu-Sn-S system is modeled. This system
contains multiple compounds, with Cu2SnS3 being also a promising earth-abundant and non-toxic
solar material. Therefore, based on the modeling of the phase equilibria, the optimal conditions
for growing Cu2SnS3 solar materials are discussed. In addition, the native point defects in
Cu2SnS3 are calculated using first-principles, and their influences on carrier recombination are
discussed.
In Chapter 5, the phase equilibria and defect chemistry of the Zn-S system are studied.
The formation energies of native point defects in ZnS are calculated using first-principles, based
on which the parameters of the CALPHAD model are determined. From the CALPHAD model,
the diagrams showing phase constitutions and concentrations of point defects and charge carriers
under different conditions are calculated, and the electrical conductivity is estimated under
different temperatures and partial pressures, showing reasonable agreement with the experimental
data.
In Chapter 6, the phase equilibria and defect chemistry of the Cu-Zn-Sn-S system are
investigated. A simultaneous description of the phase equilibria and defect chemistry is achieved,
based on which the possible consequences from different conditions are discussed, with the aim
of exploring the optimal conditions for growing CZTS solar materials.
In Chapter 7, a physical model of thermal vacancies within the CALPHAD model is
proposed and discussed, in order to solve the long-standing issue in defining the full-vacancy
endmember in the CALPHAD community. This model also gives the vapor-solid phase diagram
in agreement with the experimental data.
In Chapter 8, a hybrid method for calculating the thermodynamic properties of the crystal
with a large unit cell efficiently is proposed and discussed. In this method, the acoustic phonons
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are approximated using a Debye-like model, and the optical phonons are explicitly calculated
using one unit cell. The results show good agreement with the experimental data.
In Chapter 9, an efficient method for calculating the vibrational formation entropies of
vacancies, the configuration-based estimation (CBE), is proposed and discussed. This method
avoids expensive phonon calculations for defects supercells with low symmetry, and therefore
saves a lot of time. The results on Cu, Mg and ZnS show that the CBE method has similar
accuracy with the phonon method.
In Chapter 10, the conclusions are drawn and the future works are discussed.

5

Chapter 2
Methodology
In this chapter, the methodology used to model the phase equilibria and defect chemistry
of a multi-component semiconductor system is described, including the first-principles
calculations and the CALPHAD method. The methodology of the first-principles calculations is
quite mature, and the present dissertation only gives a brief description of the adopted methods
from the literature. The CALPHAD method has been widely used for modeling metallic systems,
but its applications in semiconductor systems are quite scarce. Therefore, a large portion of effort
in the present dissertation is devoted to the extension of the CALPHAD method for describing
semiconductor systems, where the defect chemistry play an important role.
Some methodology developments in the present dissertation are not included in this
chapter, and they will be discussed in the later chapters.

2.1 First-principles calculations

2.1.1 Density functional theory
The first-principles calculations in the present dissertation are based on the density
functional theory (DFT) [12,13]. DFT is based on the Hohenberg-Kohn theorems: (i) the ground
state energy of a many-particle system is a unique functional of the particle density 𝑛(𝑟); (ii) the
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energy functional assumes its minimum value for the ground state density. The DFT energy
functional can be written as
Equation 2.1

𝟏

𝑬[𝒏] = 𝑻[𝒏] + ∫ 𝒅𝒓𝑽𝒆𝒙𝒕 (𝒓)𝒏(𝒓) + 𝟐 ∫ 𝒅𝒓 ∫ 𝒅𝒓′

𝒏(𝒓)𝒏(𝒓′ )
+
|𝒓−𝒓′|

𝑬𝒙𝒄 [𝒏]

where 𝑇[𝑛] is the kinetic energy, 𝑉𝑒𝑥𝑡 (𝑟) is the external effective potential, and 𝐸𝑥𝑐 [𝑛] is the
exchange-correlation functional. The complexity of DFT is hidden in 𝐸𝑥𝑐 [𝑛], which has to be
approximated. The two most common approximations are the local density approximation (LDA)
[14] and the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) [15]. Theses two approximations,
however, have difficulties in estimating some semiconductor properties like bandgap, formation
energy and so on. To overcome these difficulties, the tools beyond LDA/GGA functionals, e.g.,
the hybrid functionals should be used.

2.1.2 Gibbs energy of solids
The Helmholtz energy of a solid phase can be calculated by
Equation 2.2

𝑭(𝑽, 𝑻) = 𝑬𝟎𝑲 (𝑽) + 𝑭𝒗𝒊𝒃 (𝑽, 𝑻) + 𝑭𝑻−𝒆𝒍 (𝑽, 𝑻)

where 𝐸0𝐾 (𝑉) is the static contribution at 0 K without zero-point vibrational energy, and
𝐹𝑣𝑖𝑏 (𝑉, 𝑇) and 𝐹𝑇−𝑒𝑙 (𝑉, 𝑇) represent the temperature-dependent vibrational and thermoelectronic contributions, respectively. At ambient pressure, the Helmholtz energy is equivalent to
the Gibbs energy. The thermal electronic contribution is based on the electronic density of states
and calculated using Fermi-Dirac statistics. For the sulfides in the Cu-Zn-Sn-S system, this
contribution is very small and can be ignored. At each of the selected volumes, F(V,T) is
calculated, and then at a given temperature, the minimum of F(V,T) can be found by fitting an FV curve, which is just the Gibbs energy at this temperature.
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The vibrational contribution can be calculated within the quasi-harmonic approximation
(QHA) by [16]
Equation 2.3

∞

ℏ𝝎

𝑭𝑽𝒊𝒃 (𝑽, 𝑻) = 𝒌𝑩 𝑻 ∫𝟎 𝒍𝒏 [𝟐𝒔𝒊𝒏𝒉 𝟐𝒌 𝑻] 𝒈(𝝎, 𝑽)𝒅𝝎
𝑩

where 𝜔 is the phonon frequency and 𝑔(𝜔, 𝑉) the phonon DOS.
The phonon approach is time-demanding, and it requires the calculated structure is
dynamically stable, which is sometimes not fulfilled. A drastically simpler alternative is the
Debye model, where the vibrational contribution is given by [17]
Equation 2.4

𝚯𝑫 (𝑽)
)+
𝑻

𝟗

𝑭𝑽𝒊𝒃 (𝑽, 𝑻) = 𝟖 𝒌𝑩 𝚯𝑫 (𝑽) − 𝒌𝑩 𝑻 [𝑫 (
3

𝑥 𝑧 3 𝑑𝑧
.
𝑒 𝑧 −1

where the Debye function D(x) = 𝑥 3 ∫0

𝟑𝐥𝐧(𝟏 − 𝒆−𝚯𝑫 (𝑽)/𝑻 )]

The Debye temperature Θ𝐷 is given by the Debye-

Grüneisen model as
Equation 2.5

𝟏/𝟔 𝑩 𝟏/𝟐 𝑽𝟎 𝜸 (𝟔𝝅𝟐 )𝟏/𝟑 𝒉
( )
𝑴
𝑽
𝒌𝑩

𝚯𝑫 = 𝒔𝑽𝟎 ( 𝟎 )

where 𝑉0 is the groud state volume, M the atomic mass, 𝐵0 the bulk modulus, s the scaling
parameter which can be computed from the elastic constants, and 𝛾 the Grüneisen parameter
defined as
Equation 2.6

𝟏

𝜸 = 𝟐 (𝟏 + 𝑩′𝟎 ) − 𝒙

where 𝐵0′ is the first derivative of the bulk modulus with respect to pressure, and the parameter x
is 1 if the calculations are done below the Debye temperature and 2/3 if done above the Debye
temperature.

2.1.3 Formation energies of point defects
The formation energy of a point defect is calculated as [18]
Equation 2.7

𝑬𝒇 [𝑫𝒒 ] = {𝑬[𝑫𝒒 ] + 𝑬𝒄𝒐𝒓𝒓 [𝑫𝒒 ]} − 𝑬𝑷 − ∑𝒊 𝒏𝒊 𝝁𝒊 + 𝒒𝜺𝑭
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where 𝐸[𝐷 𝑞 ] and 𝐸𝑃 are the total energies of the supercell with a defect 𝐷 in the charge state 𝑞
and the perfect supercell respectively. 𝐸𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟 [𝐷 𝑞 ] is the finite-size corrections for the chargeddefect supercell. 𝑛𝑖 and 𝜇𝑖 are the number of removed atoms 𝑖 due to the defect formation and its
chemical potential, respectively. 𝜀𝐹 is the Fermi level.
The thermodynamic transition level between the charge states 𝑞 and 𝑞 ′ of the defect 𝐷
referenced to the valence band maximum (VBM) is calculated as [18]
′

Equation 2.8

𝜺𝒕𝒉 (𝑫, 𝒒/𝒒′ ) =

′

{𝑬[𝑫𝒒 ]+𝑬𝒄𝒐𝒓𝒓 [𝑫𝒒 ]}−{𝑬[𝑫𝒒 ]+𝑬𝒄𝒐𝒓𝒓 [𝑫𝒒 ]}
𝒒−𝒒′

− 𝜺𝑽𝑩𝑴

where 𝜀𝑉𝐵𝑀 is the energy of VBM.

2.1.4 Finite-size corrections for charged defect supercell calculations
In practical calculations, the supercell has a finite size that is usually not able to avoid the
interactions between the point defect and its periodic images. These interactions may include
electric, magnetic and elastic contributions, with the electric contributions caused by the charge
of the point defect being the most important one, which is considered in the present dissertation.
Various kinds of correction method for charged defects have been proposed, but the
proper correction method has been long debated. Komsa et al. [19] has compared several major
methods and found that the scheme proposed by Freysoldt, Neugebauer, and Van de Walle (FNV)
[20] has overall superior performance. Later, Kumagai et al. extended the FNV method to the
anisotropic systems by using the atomic site potential [21]. According to Kumagai et al. [18,21],
this is termed the “extended FNV method”. The extended FNV method is used for finite-size
corrections for charged defect supercell calculations in the present dissertation, and is briefly
described in the following.
The correction energy in the extended FNV method can be expressed as [21,22]
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Equation 2.9

𝑬𝒄𝒐𝒓𝒓 = 𝑬𝑷𝑪 − 𝒒∆𝑽𝑷𝑪,𝒒/𝒃 |𝒇𝒂𝒓

where 𝐸𝑃𝐶 is the screened Madelung energy, and ∆𝑉𝑃𝐶,𝑞/𝑏 is the potential difference between the
defect-induced potential
Equation 2.10 𝑽𝒒/𝒃 = 𝑽𝒅𝒆𝒇𝒆𝒄𝒕,𝒒 − 𝑽𝒃𝒖𝒍𝒌
and the point charge (PC) potential 𝑉𝑃𝐶,𝑞 ,
Equation 2.11 ∆𝑽𝑷𝑪,𝒒/𝒃 = 𝑽𝒒/𝒃 − 𝑽𝑷𝑪,𝒒
∆𝑉𝑃𝐶,𝑞/𝑏 |𝑓𝑎𝑟 is ∆𝑉𝑃𝐶,𝑞/𝑏 at a place far from the defect in the supercell. 𝑉𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑐𝑡,𝑞 and 𝑉𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘 are the
potentials in a system with a periodic array of localized defects with charge q and a neutralizing
background charge and a pristine bulk system, respectively. The values of 𝑉𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑐𝑡,𝑞 and 𝑉𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘 are
taken from the atomic site electrostatic potential.
The extended FNV method is not applicable to the defects with the perturbed host state
(PHS), which is very delocalized and spills out from the supercell, making the correction method
invalid [18,21]. The defect with PHS has small thermal ionization energy, typically less than 0.1
eV [18]. Thus it is simply approximated that the thermodynamic transition level related to PHS is
0, as the treatment in the literature [18].

2.2 CALPHAD method

2.2.1 General descriptions of the CALPHAD method
The CALculation of PHAse Diagram (CALPHAD) method [23] is used to construct a
thermodynamic description of the Cu-Zn-Sn-S system. Using this description, one can establish a
mapping from the processing conditions (temperature, pressure, composition, etc.) to the phase
equilibria which determines the properties. Traditionally, such a mapping is established by
sampling the space of processing conditions and doing experiments at the sampled points, which
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is obviously too inefficient, especially for the multi-component system. The CALPHAD method
simplifies this problem by noting that the thermodynamic function (usually Gibbs energy) of each
phase is a more fundamental variable than the phase equilibria, and the latter can be completely
derived from the former. The Gibbs energy can be parameterized to an analytic function, and the
parameters can be determined by a limited number of experiments. Once the parameters are
determined, the mapping is established and the large portion of the space of processing conditions
not covered in the experiments can be reliably predicted. In recently years, first-principles
calculations have become more and more reliable, and they can replace a large part of the
experiments, further improving the efficiency. Still, a few critical experiments are needed, but
their role is to verify or correct the computational mapping.
In the CALPHAD modeling, the Gibbs energy of an elemental phase or a stoichiometric
compound is parameterized as [24]
Equation 2.12 𝑮 = 𝑯𝑺𝑬𝑹 + 𝒂𝟎 + 𝒂𝟏 𝑻 + 𝒂𝟐 𝑻𝒍𝒏𝑻 + 𝒂𝟑 𝑻𝟐 + 𝒂𝟒 𝑻−𝟏 + 𝒂𝟓 𝑻𝟑
where 𝐻 𝑆𝐸𝑅 represents the sum of the enthalpies of the elements in their reference states, usually
the stable state at 298.15 K and 1 bar, denoted SER, and 𝑇 represents the temperature.
The Gibbs energy of an alloy is parameterized as [24]
𝒌

𝒏
𝜱
𝒐 
𝒌 𝜱
Equation 2.13 𝑮
𝒎 = ∑ 𝒙𝒊 𝑮𝒊 + ∑ 𝒙𝒊 𝒍𝒏𝒙𝒊 + ∑𝒊 ∑𝒋>𝒊 𝒙𝒊 𝒙𝒋 ∑𝒌=𝟎 𝑳𝒊,𝒋 (𝒙𝒊 − 𝒙𝒋 ) + 𝒙𝒊 𝒙𝒋 𝒙𝒍 𝑰𝒊,𝒋,𝒍

Equation 2.14

𝒌 𝚽
𝑳𝒊,𝒋

= 𝒌𝒂 + 𝒌𝒃𝑻

where 𝑜𝐺𝑖Φ expresses the molar Gibbs energy of the pure element i with structure Φ taken from
the SGTE databases [25]. The excess Gibbs energy is expanded in the Redlich-Kister polynomial
𝑘
𝑘
[26]. The binary interaction term 𝑘𝐿Φ
𝑖,𝑗 has 𝑎 and 𝑏 as model parameters to be evaluated.
Φ
Ternary interactions can be captured using 𝑥𝑖 𝑥𝑗 𝑥𝑙 𝐼𝑖,𝑗,𝑙
.
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2.2.2 Universal reference state for electrons
To express the Gibbs energy of a charged system, it is necessary to define a reference
state for electrons. The Gibbs energy generalized to charged systems is then defined as
̃ = 𝑮 + 𝒒𝜺𝑺𝑯𝑬
Equation 2.15 𝑮
where 𝜀𝑆𝐻𝐸 is the energy level of the standard hydrogen electrode (SHE), which is 4.44 eV below
the vacuum level [27] and is adopted in the present work as the reference state for electrons, as
Todorova and Neugebauer proposed in their work trying to treat charged defects individually
using first-principles calculations [28]. It is around the hydrogen level, which is the electronic
transition level of hydrogen at which H+ and H- have the same energies, and found to be almost
universal in semiconductors, insulators and solutions [27]. When the system is neutral, the
generalized Gibbs energy reduces to the conventional Gibbs energy. In most previous treatments,
the reference state selected for electrons is associated with some characteristics of the band
structure of the corresponding material, such as the valence band maximum (VBM) [29–31]. The
advantage of the present definition is that it does not depend on the specific material system,
which is beneficial when constructing a unified database for a multicomponent system.
Since 𝜀𝑆𝐻𝐸 which is 4.44 eV below the vacuum level is used as the reference for electrons,
it is necessary to know the positions of energy levels with respect to 𝜀𝑆𝐻𝐸 or the vacuum level.
This can be done by calculating a slab-vacuum model representing a semi-infinite surface [32].

2.2.3 Extended CALPHAD method for defect chemistry
The general sublattice model capable of realizing this is proposed as
(P,D1,D2,D3,…)(Va,e,h,eh)
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where P represents the perfect atoms, D={Di|i=1,2,3,…} the set of considered defects and defect
complexes, Va the vacancy, e the free electron, h the free hole, and eh the exciton, i.e., the
electron-hole pair binded with each other by the Coulomb interaction, which is the short range
order in the carrier level. The exciton is important for the organic solar materials while less
important in inorganic solar materials where the binding energy of exciton is small and the
exciton can separate into free carriers easily by thermal excitation. Thus there is no need to
include eh in the present case. The first sublattice is the nuclei sublattice, and the second are the
carrier sublattice. As mentioned above, P should have the minimum size while keeping no
fractional number of cations or anions. To compensate the entropy loss due to the grouping of the
perfect atoms, extra entropy should be added to the ideal mixing entropy. Each Di should have
their own size, which is therefore varied. Thus, the notable feature of the present model is the
deconstruction of the crystal lattices, and all the crystallographic complexity is transferred to the
entropic corrections, where the crystallographic information, such as the nearest neighbor number
and the size of the defect complex, is incorporated. The model (23) is highly flexible, since
whenever a defect/defect complex/carrier state is considered important, it can be added into this
model directly.
CZTS including defects is modeled by a two-sublattice model represented as:
(Cu2ZnSnS4, CuZnSnS4, CuZnSnS4-1, Cu3SnS4, Cu3SnS4-1, ZnCu2SnS4, CuZn2SnS4,
CuZn2SnS4+1)(Va, e, h)
where Va, e and h represent vacancy, electron and hole, respectively. CuZnSnS4, CuZnSnS4-1,
×
Cu3SnS4, Cu3SnS4-1, CuZn2SnS4, CuZn2SnS4+1 and ZnCu2SnS4 correspond to 𝑉𝐶𝑢
(neutral copper

′

′

×
vacancy), 𝑉𝐶𝑢 (charged copper vacancy), 𝐶𝑢𝑍𝑛
(neutral copper antisite on zinc site), 𝐶𝑢𝑍𝑛
×
∙
(charged copper antisite on zinc site), 𝑍𝑛𝐶𝑢
(neutral zinc antisite on copper site), 𝑍𝑛𝐶𝑢
(charged

zinc antisite on copper site) and 𝐶𝑢𝑍𝑛 + 𝑍𝑛𝐶𝑢 (copper-zinc antisite complex) written in the
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Kröger–Vink notation [33], respectively. It should be noted that CuZnSnS4 and CuZnSnS4-1 are
both two-fold degenerate, because there are two Cu sites available for the formation of one
copper vacancy with similar energies of formation. Such degeneracy adds k B 𝑙𝑛2 in their entropy
of formation. According to the DFT study by Chen et al. [34], the defects considered in the above
model are energetically favorable, thus should have relatively high abundancy. The Gibbs energy
of CZTS is then written as
′

𝟎
𝑰 𝑰𝑰 𝟎
𝑰 𝑰𝑰 𝟎
𝑰
𝑰
Equation 2.16 𝑮𝑪𝒁𝑻𝑺
= ∑𝒊(𝒚𝑰𝒊 𝒚𝑰𝑰
𝒎
𝑽𝒂 𝑮𝒊:𝑽𝒂 + 𝒚𝒊 𝒚𝒆 𝑮𝒊:𝒆 + 𝒚𝒊 𝒚𝒉 𝑮𝒊:𝒉 ) + 𝑹𝑻 (∑𝒊 𝒚𝒊 𝒍𝒏𝒈𝒊 𝒚𝒊 ) +
𝑰𝑰
𝑰𝑰
𝑰𝑰
𝑰
𝑰
𝑰𝑰
𝑰𝑰
𝑹𝑻(𝒚𝑰𝑰
𝑽𝒂 𝒍𝒏𝒚𝑽𝒂 + 𝒚𝒆 𝒍𝒏𝒚𝒆 + 𝒚𝒉 𝒍𝒏𝒚𝒉 ) + ∑𝒊≠𝑪𝒖𝟐 𝒁𝒏𝑺𝒏𝑺𝟒 𝒚𝑪𝒖𝟐 𝒁𝒏𝑺𝒏𝑺𝟒 𝒚𝒊 𝑳𝑪𝒖𝟐 𝒁𝒏𝑺𝒏𝑺𝟒 ,𝒊

where I and II indicate the first and second sublattices, respectively. The colon is used to separate
′

different sublattices. Taking CuZnSnS4-1 (𝑉𝐶𝑢 ) as an example, the interaction parameter can be
calculated by
Equation 2.17 𝑳𝑪𝒖

𝟐 𝒁𝒏𝑺𝒏𝑺𝟒 ,𝑪𝒖𝒁𝒏𝑺𝒏𝑺𝟒

−𝟏

= 𝒚𝑰

𝟏

𝑪𝒖𝟐 𝒁𝒏𝑺𝒏𝑺𝟒

′

̃
[𝑵𝑨 ∆𝑮(𝑽𝑪𝒖 , 𝝁𝒊 , 𝜺𝑯 ) − ( 𝟎𝑮
𝑪𝒖𝒁𝒏𝑺𝒏𝑺

𝟒

−𝟏

:𝑽𝒂

−

∑𝒊 ∆𝒏𝒊 𝝁𝒊 )]
where 𝑁𝐴 is the Avogadro constant. Only the interaction parameters between the perfect
constituent Cu2ZnSnS4 and the defect constituent i are considered, since the defect-defect
interactions are ignored here.
For a non-degenerate semiconductor in which the carriers obey the Maxwell-Boltzmann
distribution [35], the following expressions can be written:
Equation 2.18

𝟎

𝑮𝑪𝒖𝟐𝒁𝒏𝑺𝒏𝑺𝟒:𝒆 = 𝟎𝑮𝑪𝒖𝟐𝒁𝒏𝑺𝒏𝑺𝟒:𝑽𝒂 + 𝑵𝑨 𝜺𝒄 − 𝑹𝑻𝒍𝒏𝑽𝒇 𝑵𝒄

and
Equation 2.19

𝟎

𝑮𝑪𝒖𝟐𝒁𝒏𝑺𝒏𝑺𝟒:𝒉 = 𝟎𝑮𝑪𝒖𝟐𝒁𝒏𝑺𝒏𝑺𝟒:𝑽𝒂 − 𝑵𝑨 𝜺𝒗 − 𝑹𝑻𝒍𝒏𝑽𝒇 𝑵𝒗

where 𝑉𝑓 is the volume of one formula Cu2ZnSnS4, 𝜀𝑐 the energy of the conduction band
3

minimum (CBM), and 𝜀𝑣 the energy of the valence band minimum (VBM). 𝑁𝑐 =

2(2𝜋𝑚e∗ 𝑘𝐵 𝑇)2
ℎ3
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3

and 𝑁𝑣 =

∗
2(2𝜋𝑚h
𝑘𝐵 𝑇)2
ℎ3

are the effective density of states (DOS) of the conduction and the valence

bands, respectively, where 𝑚e∗ and 𝑚h∗ are the effective masses of electrons and holes,
respectively, and ℎ the Planck constant. More directly, the effective DOS can be calculated using
the original definitions [36]
∞

Equation 2.20 𝑵𝒄 = ∫𝜺 𝒈(𝑬)𝒆𝒙𝒑(−
𝒄

𝑬−𝜺𝒄
) 𝒅𝑬
𝒌𝑩 𝑻

and
𝜺

𝒗
Equation 2.21 𝑵𝒗 = ∫−∞
𝒈(𝑬)𝒆𝒙𝒑(−

where 𝑔(𝐸) is the density of states.

𝜺𝒗 −𝑬
) 𝒅𝑬
𝒌𝑩 𝑻
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Chapter 3
Modeling of phase equilibria of the S-Se system

3.1 Introduction
It is found that when S is alloyed with Se, the conversion efficiency of the resulted
CZTSSe solar cell can have an increase compared with that of the prototype CZTS. The
maximum efficiencies achieved by CZTS and CZTSSe are 11.0% [6] and 12.7% [5],
respectively. To have a better understanding of the S-Se alloying in CZTSSe, the phase equilibria
of the S-Se system should be first modeled. In addition, the S-Se system itself is interesting, since
the solid phases in it are molecular crystals, where the van der Waals force plays an important
role.
The properties of elemental S [37] and Se [38] have been critically reviewed. Selected
thermodynamic and equilibrium properties of the S-Se system have been measured by several
investigators [39–42], however, these data show high uncertainty and inconsistencies. As noted
previously, the system has not been assessed and modeled previously.
The first equilibrium measurements were reported by Ringer [39] in 1902. This work
suggested the existence of four solid equilibrium phases in the S-Se system: the orthorhombic α
phase with space group Fddd, the monoclinic β phase (ordered [43] below 198 K with space
group P21 and disordered [43,44] above 198 K with space group P2/c) on the S-rich side, the
hexagonal δ phase with space group P3121 on the Se-rich side, and an intermediate X phase with
an unknown structure. This investigation also reported information on three invariant reactions: a
peritectic reaction (liquid (L) + δ = X) at 160 °C, a eutectic reaction (L = β + X) at 105 °C and a
eutectoid reaction (β = α + X) at 75 °C. In 1950, Klemm [40] suggested a similar phase diagram
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as the one proposed by Ringer [39], although detailed phase boundary data were not provided. In
1973, Nakagawa [41] investigated the liquidus on the Se-rich side, and found good agreement
with the work by Ringer [39]. A reinvestigation of the full composition interval was performed by
Boctor and Kullerud [42] in 1987. The results differed from the previous studies in suggesting
that the eutectoid reaction does not occur. In 1996, Sharma and Chang [45] constructed a phase
diagram based on all available experimental information with the exception of the work by
Boctor and Kullerud [42], which the authors did not reference.
Although the type and number of equilibrium solid phases in the S-Se system have not
been confirmed, the literature reports agree that the solid α, β and δ phases all are equilibrium
phases. The situation in the intermediate composition region, however, is less understood. Sharma
and Chang [45] assigned the intermediate region as one phase (they called it “γ”, named in the
present work as “X” to avoid confusion with the sulfur allotrope, γ-S), yet several different
structures have been reported, including but not limited to γ-S with space group P2/c [46–49], αSe with space group P21/n [46–49], and β-Se with space group P21/a [47]. The γ-S structure was
found to form for compositions less than 50 at.% Se, while the α-Se structure was found to form
for compositions greater than 50 at.% Se [49]. Whether these structures are stable or metastable
is, however, unknown. In the present work, the crystal structure of the X phase is not assumed,
and its thermodynamic parameters are determined solely from experimental phase boundary
measurements.
The experimental data reported for the invariant reactions in the literature are not in good
agreement. For the peritectic reaction (L + δ = X), Ringer [39] reported a temperature of 160 °C
and compositions 73.5, 83.0 and 87.0 at.% Se for the L, X and δ phases, respectively. Boctor and
Kullerud [42] reported the corresponding values of 168 ±2 °C and 73.5, 85.0, and 92.0 at.% Se,
respectively. Nakagawa [41] measured the electrical conductivity of S-Se samples crystallized
below 150 °C and reported that the conductivity decreased sharply when the S content was
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increased to about 6~7 at.%, suggesting a phase transition [42]. Ringer [39] also investigated the
eutectic reaction (L = β + X) and reported an invariant temperature of 105 °C and compositions
of 29.0, 40.0 and 48.7 at.% Se of β, L and X, respectively. The phase diagram measurements by
Klemm [40], however, indicates that the composition of L was lower than 40 at.% Se for this
reaction. In addition, Boctor and Kullerud [42] reported a temperature of 102 ±1 °C and a
composition of 35 ±1 at.% Se of L, which also deviates from Ringer’s work [39]. In the case of
the eutectoid reaction (β = α + X), Ringer [39] reported a temperature of 75 °C and compositions
of 12.0, 16.5, and 50.0 at.% Se of α, β and X, respectively, whereas the results by Boctor and
Kullerud [42] do not show any evidence of the presence of this eutectoid reaction.
In the present work, we assume that α, β, δ and X are the four equilibrium solid phases in
accordance with the conclusions drawn by Sharma and Chang [45]. Given the large number of
measurements, the eutectic point reported by Boctor and Kullerud [42] is judged to be the most
accurate and hence included in this work. The non-existence of the eutectoid reaction suggested
by Boctor and Kullerud [42], however, is not accounted for since it is not supported by any of the
other studies [39,40,45].

3.2 First-principles calculations
For the first-principles calculations, the general gradient approximation (GGA) for
exchange-correlation functional within the framework of the projector augmented wave (PAW)
[50,51] method is applied. Both GGA’s of Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) functional [15] and
PBEsol [52] are used, along with a dispersion correction using the D3 method [53] to describe the
van der Waals force in the S-Se system based on our previous tests [54]. The plane wave energy
cutoff is 360 eV for all calculations to ensure good convergence of energy and force according to
our tests. The calculated energy converges to less than 510-7 and 510-6 eV/atom for each self-
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consistency step and relaxation of geometric configuration, respectively. Primitive cells of the α,
β, δ and α’ phases, containing 32, 48, 3 and 32 atoms, respectively, are used for calculations of 0
K properties. The k-point meshes are selected as 344 for the α phase, 333 for the β phase,
996 for the δ phase, and 443 for the α’ phase. Denser meshes lead to change of the energy
less than 10-3 eV/atom. The vibrational mode calculation is carried out on one primitive cell for
the α, β and α’ phases and on a 2×2×2 supercell for the δ phase, while setting the convergence
criterion identical to that used in the static structure calculation. For each direction of each atom,
two displacements, ±0.01 Å, are used to obtain vibrational properties.
For the calculations of Gibb energies, neither the standard phonon calculations nor the
Debye model is used due to the large but inhomogeneous unit cells of the molecular crystals.
Instead, a hybrid method developed in the present dissertation is used, which will be discussed in
details in Chapter 8. Here, only the 0 K results are presented.
The results of first-principles calculations of the pure elements at 0 K are listed in Table
3.1. The properties for each phase include energy (the stable phase at 0 K is set as the reference
state), volume, bulk modulus (B) and its pressure derivative (B’). Where available, experimental
information is included in the table for comparison. It is seen that the different DFT functionals
lead to different results and the functional that best represents the experimental data is different
for each element.
For sulfur, PBEsol+D3 represents the experimental data better than PBE+D3. As an
example, PBE+D3 predicts a negligible energy difference between α-S and β-S, just 15.7 J/mol
(considering the accuracy of the present DFT calculations, 0.1 kJ/mol, this number is essentially
0), while the experimental transition enthalpy is about 400 J/mol or even larger [55–57]. The
transition enthalpy does not differ considerably from 0 K energy difference, thus it can be
concluded that PBE+D3 seriously underestimates the stability of α-S with respect to β-S. In
contrast, PBEsol+D3 predicts an energy difference of 0.4 kJ/mol, agreeing well with experiment.
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Moreover, PBE+D3 incorrectly predicts α’-S to be the stable phase of sulfur at 0 K with energy
of -18.3 J/mol compared to α-S. Again, this minor difference is beyond the accuracy of the
present DFT calculations, though it is clear that PBE+D3 predicts that α-S has almost no stability
compared to α’-S. As for volume, both methods have acceptable accuracy. It is noted that
PBEsol+D3 tends to underestimate volume while PBE+D3 tends to overestimate volume. Related
to such tendency, the bulk modulus of α-S is predicted to be 5.804 and 12.242 GPa by PBE+D3
and PBEsol+D3, respectively. Most of the corresponding experimental values are in the range of
7~10 GPa (at room temperature) [58–61]. Considering temperature effects, it is concluded that
PBEsol+D3 gives a fairly good prediction while PBE+D3 does not. Finally, the pressure
derivative of the bulk modulus predicted by PBEsol+D3 is 8.123, closer to the experimental
measurements (5.433~8.324) [58,59,61] than the value predicted using PBE+D3, i.e. 11.403. This
conclusion is consistent with previous observations [54], where PBEsol+D3 was determined to be
the better X–C functional to compute the thermodynamic properties of α-S.
In contrast to pure sulfur, the better functional for prediction of the thermochemical
properties of pure selenium was the opposite, PBE+D3. PBEsol+D3 predicts very large energy
differences between δ-Se and the other selenium phases. For example, it yields an energy
difference of 8.6 kJ/mol between δ-Se and α’-Se, which is much higher than the experimental
transition enthalpies, especially the two most recent values (1200 and 2100 J/mol) [62–64].
PBE+D3 predicts a corresponding value of 3.0 kJ/mol. As for volume, PBE+D3 performs quite
well, while PBEsol+D3 underestimates volume severely, by -13.1% and -10.4% for δ-Se and α’Se, respectively. Moreover, PBEsol+D3 overestimates the bulk modulus of δ-Se, predicting a
value of 34.163 GPa, which is significantly outside the experimental range (about 7~15 GPa)
[58,59,65], while PBE+D3 predicts a much more agreeable value, 14.359 GPa. It appears that the
main reason for the large error when calculating the selenium phases with PBEsol+D3 is that
PBEsol+D3 overbinds δ-Se severely.
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Since PBE+D3 incorrectly predicts the stable phase of sulfur at 0 K (Table 3.1),
PBEsol+D3 was employed for the continued study. Available experimental data were used to
correct the calculation results for the selenium phases using PBEsol+D3, thus relieving the
overbinding problem, which is discussed later.
Solid solutions in the S-Se system are very complex. They consist of molecules, which
may contain both sulfur and selenium of different ratios [49,66–72]. The interactions within and
between the molecules are also very different, being covalent bonds or van der Waals force.
Three phases, α, β and α’, contain molecular (S, Se)8 rings. Each ring contains eight atom sites
and is crown-shape. Each atom site can be occupied by either sulfur or selenium, leading to 30
ring configurations [70]. A strict treatment would take all 30 species as constituents of this
system. Calculations for such a large system, however, are beyond the scope of the present work
and hence, it is necessary to look for an approximation. From Raman and NMR spectroscopic
experiments, it was found that within a molecule, the same kind of atoms tend to neighbor each
other [68]. The reason for this is that the homonuclear bonds (S-S, Se-Se) are energetically more
favorable (~7.4 kJ per mole pair of a S-S bond and a Se-Se bond) than the heteronuclear bonds
(S-Se), as supported by several computational studies [73–75]. As temperature increases, of
course, ordering of the sulfur and selenium atoms becomes more random, increasing the entropy.
Relative population of different species depends on three factors: intra-molecule covalent bonds,
inter-molecule van der Waals forces, and entropy. To bound the Gibbs energy, the homo-species
model and the random solid solution model are constructed for DFT calculations to describe the
low and high temperature behavior of solid solutions, respectively. The corresponding results will
be shown in the next section along with the CALPHAD modeling.
The homo-species model consists of only two species, S8 and Se8, thus there are no
heteronuclear bonds. Although this model has the van der Waals energy penalty imposed by size
mismatch between S8 and Se8, it is plausible since the covalent bond is considerably stronger than
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the van der Waals forces. In the random solid solution model, each atom site is randomly
occupied by sulfur or selenium to achieve maximum entropy. It is expected that the real situation
should be between these two models. Consequently, by applying both models, an estimation of
the mixing enthalpy bounds for a given composition (in terms of selenium concentration) can be
obtained. When temperature increases, the mixing enthalpies should approach the random values,
since the degree of disorder increases.
The above results are for 0 K. The finite temperature properties will be discussed in
Chapter 8, where they are used to demonstrate the hybrid method for calculating thermodynamic
properties of crystals with a large unit cell.

3.3 CALPHAD Modeling of phase equilibria
Table 3.2 summarizes the evaluated parameters used to describe the Gibbs energy of the
pure components that were fixed using the calculated finite temperature properties (i.e. phases
other than the reference phases and unstable X phase). The corrected parameters based on
Equation 8.7 are also listed. The interaction parameters were evaluated using the available phase
boundary measurements [39,41,42] along with estimations for mixing enthalpies from application
of DFT. Using the parameters shown in Table 3.3, the assessed low temperature phase diagram
was calculated (Figure 3.1). As shown in this figure between 298 and 500 K at 1 bar, the
experimental phase boundary data show some scatter, however, the general agreement between
the calculated phase diagram and experimental data is evident. The peritectic reaction
temperature predicted by this assessment is 433.1 K, which is in excellent agreement with the
value observed by Ringer [39] (433.16 K). The predicted eutectic reaction temperature, 372.3 K,
is slightly lower than the values reported by Ringer [39] (378.16 K) and by Boctor and Kullerud
[42] (375.16 ±1 K). The predicted eutectoid reaction temperature, 337.7 K, is lower than that
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observed by Ringer [39] (348.16 K). Comparing the three invariant reaction temperatures, the
discrepancy on eutectoid reaction temperature is relatively large. It was not possible to
satisfactorily reproduce the other data in addition to this reaction without over parameterizing.
Sluggish solid state reaction kinetics at lower temperature can obfuscate measurements.
Moreover, the existence of this eutectoid reaction needs further experimental verification [42].
The phase diagram in the lower plot in Figure 3.1 spans the temperature range 298 to 1300 K at 1
bar, revealing the gas phase at higher temperatures. Due to possible incompleteness of species
considered (for species containing both sulfur and selenium atoms, only SSe is considered), the
modeling of the gas phase may deviate from reality to some extent. In addition, experimental data
for the phase equilibria between the mixed S-Se gas and liquid/solid is lacking. Thus, more works
are needed to elucidate the thermodynamics of the mixed S-Se gas. However, as long as the
temperature is sufficiently high, the present description of the gas phase should be accurate, since
the small SSe molecules are dominant among the mixed S-Se species. The present assessment
indicates a congruent volatilization temperature at 1029 K and composition 76 at.% Se at 1 bar,
which is suitable for experimental verification as well as evaluating the accuracy of the present
description of the gas phase.
Figure 3.2 shows the pressure-temperature diagram of the S-Se system at 25 at.% Se, 50
at.% Se and 75 at.% Se. According these diagrams, it is found that when the pressure is relatively
high, the solid phase transforms into the liquid phase and then into the gas phase with increasing
temperature. When the pressure is relatively low, the liquid phase disappears and the solid phase
sublimates into the gas directly. For the composition 25 at.% Se and 50 at.% Se, the
transformation from the liquid to the gas is accompanied by the gradual temperature change,
while for the composition 75 at.% Se, the temperature is almost unchanged during the
transformation, indicating a congruent volatilization, in consistence with the previous observation
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from the temperature-composition diagram. In addition, the congruent volatilization temperature
decreases when the pressure gets lower.
Figure 3.3 shows the enthalpy of mixing S and Se as a function of composition for each
of the four phases considered in the present work. As expected, the mixing enthalpy for the α
phase from CALPHAD modeling is approximately bounded by the values from the homo-species
model and the random solid solution model. In addition, the homo-species model is closer to the
CALPHAD modeling result than the random solid solution model, suggesting a low degree of
disorder. For the β phase, the mixing enthalpy from the CALPHAD assessment is very close to
that from the random solid solution model, but quite different from the homo-species model,
suggesting a high degree of disorder in this phase. This is probably because of the narrow
stability range of the β phase at temperatures near the melting temperature. For the δ phase, the
enthalpy of mixing from the CALPHAD modeling, the homo-species model and the random solid
solution model are close to each other, which is quite different compared with phases consisting
of molecular rings. In addition, the δ phase has the highest mixing enthalpy among all the phases
considered in the present work. For the liquid phase, excellent agreement with the experimental
data [76] is evident using a simple substitutional solution model. This is somewhat unexpected
since it seems reasonable to assume that molecular species should be found in the liquid due to
the complex crystallographic aspect of the solid phase structures as well as their physicalchemical build up as discussed above. However, the suitability of the simple subsitutional
solution model may be due to the fact that the two elements are next to each other in the same
column in the periodic table, resulting in similar bonding energies in various complex clusters.
The formation enthalpy and entropy at 298 K at 1 bar are shown in Figure 3.4. The
reference states are the α-S and δ-Se at the same conditions. When the Se content increases, the
system undergoes transitions as α→α+X→X→X+δ→δ, which are reflected by the kinks of the
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formation enthalpy and entropy. The formation enthalpy and Gibbs energy can be measured in
experiments and compared with the calculated results in the present work.
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Table 3.1 Calculated 0 K equilibrium properties of phases of the pure elements (S, Se) from DFT
using PBE+D3 and PBEsol+D3, including energy, volume, bulk modulus (B0) and its pressure
derivative (𝑩′𝟎 ). Note that (i) the percent errors of the calculated volumes with respect to
experimental data are also shown; (ii) all the calculated properties do not consider the zero point
vibrational energy.
Element
S

Method
Expt.

Energy(J/mol) a
0

Volume(Å3/atom)
25.76 [77]

%Error
-

B0(GPa)
7.692~14.5 b

β1

PBE+D3
PBEsol+D3
Expt. d

0
0
470 [55],396
[56],401.7±2 [57]
15.7
423.6
561.3
3369.3
3181.3
-18.3
95.9
3681.4
10022.1
3576.9
9750.3
0

27.29
23.51
25.50 [43]

5.9
-8.7
-

5.804
12.242
-

27.81
24.22
24.35
26.86
22.20
27.49
23.66
32.13
28.19
32.52
27.74
26.57 [78]

9.1
-4.8
-

7.046
10.867
10.393
7.252
9.349
6.383
10.265
9.058
15.142
8.393
14.033
7.085~14.9 e

0
0
6700 [62],2100
[63],1200 [64]
3019.0
8579.5

25.99
23.08
29.78 [79]

-2.2
-13.1
-

14.359
34.163
-

5.597
8.432
8.712
5.790
5.610
7.893
7.973
9.420
6.954
6.962
7.381
5.828
[59],6.31
7 [58]
10.435
8.447
-

31.49
26.68

5.7
-10.4

7.737
13.342

6.157
7.248

δ

PBE+D3
PBEsol+D3
Expt.
PBE+D3
PBEsol+D3
Expt.
PBE+D3
PBEsol+D3
Expt.
PBE+D3
PBEsol+D3
Expt.
PBE+D3
PBEsol+D3
Expt.
PBE+D3
PBEsol+D3
Expt.

α’

PBE+D3
PBEsol+D3
Expt.

β2

δ

α’

Se

α

β

PBE+D3
PBEsol+D3
a

𝐵0′
5.433~8.
324 c
11.403
8.123
-

Phase
α

The energy is relative to that of the stable phase, and the experimental values are conversion

enthalpies.

b

Fitted with modified Murnaghan equation: 7.692 [58], 9.373 [59]; fitted with

Murnaghan equation: 8.239 [58], 8.843 [59]; 9.7 [60], 14.5 [61].
c

Fitted with modified Murnaghan equation: 8.324 [58], 5.433 [59]; fitted with Murnaghan

equation: 7.106 [58], 6.547 [59]; 7 [61].
d

Experimental values are of the β phase.

e

Fitted with Murnaghan equation: 7.085 [58], 7.90 [59]; 8.974 [59], 14.9 [65].
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Table 3.2 Parameters of Gibbs energies for phases of pure elements (except the unstable phase αSe, the unknown X phases and the reference phases, α-S and δ-Se) based on DFT calculation
using PBEsol+D3.
Element
Phase
aiφ
biφ
ciφ
diφ
aiφ(modified)
biφ(modified)
ciφ(modified)
diφ(modified)

S
β
482.420
-1.001
0.078
-0.00139

δ
3013.008
-1.319
0.400
-0.00916

Se
α’
142.825
-1.993
0.545
-0.00284

β
9668.747
3.269
-1.575
0.00395
3255.222
5.258
-1.575
0.00395

α’
8502.029
3.093
-1.563
0.00380
2088.504
5.082
-1.563
0.00380

Table 3.3 Parameters used to describe the S-Se system from CALPHAD modeling. Values are
expressed in J/mol-atom.
Phase
L
α
β
δ
X

Parameter
0
L
0 𝛼
𝐺Se
0
L
0 𝛽
𝐺Se
0
L
0 𝛿
𝐺S
0
L
0 𝑋
𝐺S
0 𝑋
𝐺Se
0
L

Expression
5030-11.414T
𝛿
6018+ 0𝐺Se
2000-15.500T
𝛿
3255.222+5.258T-1.575TlnT+0.00395T2+ 0𝐺Se
9500-25.550T
3013.008-1.319T+0.400TlnT-0.00916T2+ 0𝐺S𝛼
13000-25.000T
100+1.800T+ 0𝐺S𝛼
𝛿
1300-2.300T+ 0𝐺Se
1000-0.300T
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Figure 3.1 Calculated S-Se phase diagramsin the range 298 to 500 K at 1 bar and compared with
phase boundary data from Ringer [39], Nakagawa [41], Boctor et al. [42] (upper plot) and the
same diagram in the extended range 298 and 1300 K at 1 bar showing the gas phase (lower plot).
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Figure 3.2 The pressure-temperature diagram of the S-Se system at the composition (a) 25 at.%
Se (b) 50 at.% Se (c) 75 at.% Se based on the CALPHAD assessment.
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Figure 3.3 Mixing enthalpy calculated by DFT using homo-molecules model and random solid
solution model shown with the results of CALPHAD modelling from the present work and the
experimental data [76].
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Figure 3.4 The formation enthalpy (upper plot) and the formation entropy (lower plot) as a
funtion of composition at 298 K and 1 bar based on the CALPHAD assessment.
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Chapter 4
Modeling of phase equilibria and defect chemistry of the Cu-Sn-S system

4.1 Introduction
Recently, there is an increasing interest in the Cu-Sn-S system. Cu2SnS3 is recognized as
a promising earth-abundant photovoltaic absorber material [80], and the In-doped Cu4SnS4 has
potential applications in thermoelectricity [81]. A compound based on the Cu–Sn–S framework
has been discovered to be a new electrode material for high-efficiency lithium ion batteries [82].
The compound Cu2SnS3 also finds applications as nonlinear optical materials [83]. In addition,
Cu-Sn-S is a key subsystem of the Cu-Zn-Sn-S-Se system, which attracts much attention due to
the great potential of Cu2ZnSn(S,Se)4 as an earth-abundant and non-toxic photovoltaic absorber
material [2].
As a potential earth-abundant and non-toxic solar material, Cu2SnS3 is the most studied
compound in the Cu-Sn-S system [80,83–92]. Device efficiencies based on Cu2SnS3 and its alloy
have achieved over 4% and 6% respectively [93–95]. The bandgap of Cu2SnS3 is usually reported
around 0.9-1 eV [95–99], and can be tuned by alloying with Si or Ge on the Sn site [94,100].
Several structures are reported, including cubic, tetragonal, monoclinic and triclinic [87,94,101].
All these structures are varieties of the zincblende structure with different degrees of Cu/Sn
disorder. The crystal structure of the monoclinic Cu2SnS3 is shown in Figure 4.1, along with the
other Cu-Sn-S compounds considered in the present work.
There have been numerous experimental works conducted on the correlation between the
synthesis conditions and the performance of Cu2SnS3 materials [93,96,97,99,102–111]. Most of
the condition optimizations focus on the Cu/Sn ratio and the annealing temperature. The reported
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Cu/Sn ratios resulting in optimal performances include 1.9 [93,97,102], 1.89 [103], 1.86 [105],
1.5-2.2 [106], 1.84 [96], 1.77 [110], 1.67 [107], 1.46 [108], 1.44 [109], and so on. The reported
optimal annealing temperatures include 520 ºC [96], 550 ºC [105], 570 ºC [99], 580 ºC [103,109],
600 ºC [111], and so on. The works aiming to optimize the sulfur content and the pressure of the
Cu-Sn-S system are quite rare. The sulfur content is often measured for the thin films, which is
only one part of the Cu-Sn-S system, since the gas also exists. The pressure is often measured for
the atmosphere containing inert gas or nitrogen, thus the partial pressure pertinent to the Cu-Sn-S
system is usually not clear. Various secondary phases are reported, including Cu4Sn7S16 [99,103],
Cu2Sn3S7 [103,111–113], Cu4SnS4 [114], Cu5Sn2S7 [110], Cu3SnS4 [98,102,115], CuS
[108,112,116–118], Cu2S [108,113,114,117], SnS [96,97,105,109,114,116,117], Sn2S3 [108],
SnS2 [114,117], Cu6Sn5 [114], Cu3Sn [114] and so on. The secondary phases are usually thought
not beneficial. Despite considerable works, there still lacks a systematic understanding of the
relationship between the synthesis conditions and the performance of Cu2SnS3 materials.

4.2 First-principles calculations
DFT calculations are implemented using Vienna Ab-initio Simulation Package (VASP)
[119] with the projector augmented wave (PAW) method employed [50]. For the defect
calculations in γ-Cu2S, a 2×2×2 supercell which consists of 96 atoms when the supercell is
defect-free and a 2×2×2 mesh of Monkhorst-Pack k-points [120] are used. In the phonon
calculations, the finite displacement method is applied with a displacement of 0.01 Å. An energy
cutoff of 370 eV is used for plane-wave basis expansion in all the calculations. In our previous
works [54,121], it has been shown that the description of van der Waals force is important for the
sulfur-containing systems and the D3 correction [53] was added to the PBEsol functional to
achieve an accurate description. The correlation between d electrons of Cu can be treated using
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DFT+U [122,123]. Considering both issues, PBEsol+D3+U is used for all of the first-principles
calculations, with the effective Hubbard U = 6 eV [124]. In the Hubbard model, U weighs the
strength of on site Coulomb interaction between electrons [125].
DFT has been successful in calculating the formation enthalpy of metal alloys and
intermetallics. However, it suffers much larger errors when used to calculate the formation
enthalpy of semiconductors and insulators, such as oxides and sulfides. This is attributed to the
distinct chemical nature of these compounds and the pure elemental phases. In the case of ternary
compounds, a way of alleviating this issue is to use the binary compounds as the reference states
instead of the elemental phases, since the chemical nature of the binary compounds is closer to
that of the ternary compound [126]. Thus it is helpful to define and calculate:
Equation 4.1

𝑯′𝒕𝒆𝒓𝒏𝒂𝒓𝒚 ≡ 𝑯𝒕𝒆𝒓𝒏𝒂𝒓𝒚 − 𝑯𝒃𝒊𝒏𝒂𝒓𝒚 (𝟐𝟗𝟖).

′
where 𝐻𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑎𝑟𝑦
and 𝐻𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑎𝑟𝑦 are the enthalpies of the ternary compound with the binary

compounds and the elemental phases (both at 298 K) as the reference states respectively, and
𝐻𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑟𝑦 (298) is the formation enthalpy at 298 K of binary compounds. Usually, 𝐻𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑟𝑦 (298)
has been measured experimentally, and they are based on the literature [127–129] in the present
′
work. 𝐻𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑎𝑟𝑦
can be relatively accurately calculated using DFT, and then 𝐻𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑎𝑟𝑦 can be

determined.
The formation energies of neutral point defects in the Sn-doped digenite phase (γCu2S:Sn) calculated by DFT are listed in Table 4.2. For each defect, two concentrations are
calculated. It can be seen that the formation energy is strongly dependent on the concentration.
The dilute isolated antisite SnCu has a very high formation energy, 2.463 eV relative to S+SnS.
However, when it is binded with three copper vacancies VaCu forming a defect complex
3VaCu+SnCu, the formation energy becomes -0.321 eV relative to SnS2. This means that Sn can
have considerable solubility in γ-Cu2S. The calculated formation energies are used to determine
the CALPHAD model parameters of the digenite phase.
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Quite a few ternary compounds have been reported for this system in the literature. The
equilibrium compounds suggested in the literature include Cu2SnS3, Cu4SnS4, Cu2Sn4S9,
Cu2Sn3S7, Cu4Sn7S16, Cu4Sn3S8, Cu5Sn2S7 and Cu10Sn2S13 [130–134]. The most frequently studied
compound is Cu2SnS3, and its structure can be monoclinic, tetragonal and cubic, depending on the
extent of disorder of the cations [89]. Since accommodating such complexity is beyond the scope
of the present work, Cu2SnS3 is only modeled as an ordered compound. The three compounds
Cu2Sn4S9, Cu2Sn3S7 and Cu4Sn7S16 belong to the solid solution Cu2Sn3+xS7+2x (0≤x≤1). For
simplicity, Cu2Sn3+xS7+2x (0≤x≤1) is modeled as a stoichiometric compound, and is represented by
its intermediate composition Cu4Sn7S16 (x=0.5). No thermochemical or structural data is available
for the Cu4Sn3S8 compound which was suggested to be a high temperature phase by Fiechter et al.
[131] However, the study by Olekseyuk et al. [134] disapproved its existence and hence, this
compound is not included in the present work. Also the Cu5Sn2S7 compound has no reported
thermochemical or structural data. However, it was reported that Cu5Sn2Se7 has C2 symmetry
below 873 K and I4̅2m symmetry due to partial disorder of the cations above 873 K, and both
structures are superstructures to the sphalerite type with tetrahedral coordination of the atoms
[135]. It was also reported that Cu5Sn2Te7 has C2 symmetry [136]. Based on this, it is reasonable
to infer that most probably Cu5Sn2S7 has C2 symmetry at room temperature and I4̅2m symmetry
at elevated temperatures due to partial disorder of the cations. Nevertheless, for simplicity,
Cu5Sn2S7 is modeled as an ordered compound in the present work. Cu10Sn2S13 has only been
reported once [130], and no thermochemical or detailed structural data are available other than
being assigned a tetragonal symmetry, and is therefore not modeled in the present work. The
room temperature crystal structures of the studied compounds are illustrated in Figure 4.2. The
thermodynamic properties of the Cu-Sn-S compounds considered in the present study are listed in
Table 4.3.
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The thermodynamic properties, H’ in Equation 4.1 and S, of Cu2SnS3 are plotted in
Figure 4.3, along with the phonon density of states (DOS). There are 24 atoms in the unit cell of
Cu2SnS3, resulting in 72 modes. In experiments [95,99], two peaks around 290 and 352 cm-1 (8.69
and 10.55 THz) were observed in the Raman spectrum of Cu2SnS3, which is consistent with the
features of the high-frequency region of the calculated phonon DOS. For H’, the DFT value is
lower than the experimental value [137] by more than 20 kJ/m.f. (kilojoule per mole formula),
which normally cannot be regarded to fall within the experimental uncertainty interval. However,
this kind of discrepancy is not quite surprising due to two reasons. First, besides the cited
experimental value, -10.4±12.7 kJ/m.f., there is another measurement [129], which has a very
different value, 82.2±6.8 kJ/m.f., indicating that the experiments may have larger errors. Second,
it is still difficult to achieve chemical accuracies using DFT at the current stage, and the error in
calculating the formation enthalpies of compounds is usually larger than 4 kJ/m.a. even when
using chemically similar references [138]. Considering these factors, the agreement between the
experiment and the DFT is acceptable, though not very satisfactory. Since it is currently difficult
to tell which value is more accurate, the value of the CALPHAD modeling is between those of
the experiment and DFT to prevent possible bias. For the entropy, the values from all four
methods achieve good agreement. The Debye model gives a higher entropy than the phonon
approach, of which the latter is usually considered more accurate than the former. This is because
the vibrational spectrum assumed in the Debye model is a drastic simplification of the real one.
However, the experimental value at 298 K [137] is also higher than that of the phonon
calculation, though not as high as the value predicted by the Debye model. Considering its
significant computational complexity, the phonon approach does not show advantages in the
accuracy for the present case. The reason may be that the phonon calculation is based on the
perfect crystal structure, but the actual structure includes considerable defects, and ignoring them
will underestimate the entropy. In the CALPHAD modeling, the value at 298 K is made to be
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close to the experiment [137]. At higher temperatures, the value from the CALPHAD modeling is
higher than that of the phonon calculation by a larger amount, e.g., the difference at 300 K is 14.7
J/m.f./K, while it increases to 44.5 J/m.f./K at 900 K. The reason is that the defects become more
abundant as temperature increases. In addition, at higher temperatures, the anharmonicity is more
significant, which is not captured by the quasi-harmonic phonon approach.

4.3 Modeling of phase equilibria

4.3.1 The binary systems
The modeling for the Cu-Sn system by Moon et al. [139] is adopted without
modifications in the present work. The modeling of the S-Sn system by Lindwall et al. [140] was
improved and adopted. The improvements include revisions of the Gibbs energies for SnS2 and
Sn2S3 to make their entropies closer to the experimental values. The parameters for the liquid
were adjusted accordingly. The remodeled temperature-composition phase diagram compared
with experimental data [141–144] is shown in Figure 4.2. The comparison between the present
model and the experiments on the thermochemical properties of tin sulfides is shown in Table 4.1,
where it can be seen that the present model agrees well with the experiments [129]. The present
model of S-Sn, as well as the whole ternary system Cu-Sn-S, is written in the tdb file in the
supplementary material.
A thermodynamic description for the Cu-S system has been published by Lee et al. who
modeled the ternary Cu-Fe-S system [145]. In the present work it is found that the
thermochemical data of the copper sulfides and the heat of fusion of γ-Cu2S [127,128,146,147]
can be better reproduced if the parameters for the copper sulfides and the liquid are reevaluated.
The remodeled temperature-composition phase diagram with the experimental data [148–151] is
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shown in Figure 4.2. The comparison between the present model and the experiments on the
thermochemical properties of copper sulfides is shown in Table 4.1, where it can be seen that the
present model agrees well with the experiments [127,128,146,147].

4.3.2 The ternary systems
The liquid is modeled using the associate model [24]. The species include Cu, Sn, S,
Cu2S and SnS. The interaction between the two associates Cu2S and SnS is determined based on
the activity measurements [152,153]. These measurements show that the Cu2S-SnS liquid
solution is not regular and that the activity does not vary much with temperature. Figure 4.4 (a)
shows the calculated activity of the SnS component at 1373 K, achieving overall agreement with
the experimental data. The calculated isothermal section at 1473 K is shown in Figure 4.4 (b). At
this temperature, only liquid phases are stable. However, there exist two miscibility gaps, which
are derived from the two liquid miscibility gaps in the binary M-S systems (M=Cu, Sn). In the MS systems, there are repulsive interactions between Cu and Cu2S, as well as Sn and SnS, probably
due to the fact that it is not energetically favorable for the metal species and the metal-rich
associate to be close to each other. Similarly, repulsive interactions are introduced between Sn
and Cu2S, as well as Cu and SnS, resulting in the phase boundaries of the miscibility gap at the
metal-rich side which is in good agreement with experimental data [154]. The tie-lines are also
well consistent with the measurements, except from the measurements farthest from the Cu-S
section, for which certain discrepancy exists.
The calculated Cu2S-SnS2 isopleth is shown in Figure 4.5 (a). There are two sets of
experimental phase boundary data in the literature with essentially similar results [131,133].
However, the authors have different interpretations of their data. The major discrepancies are the
stability of the two compounds, Cu4SnS4 and Cu4Sn7S16. In the work by Piskach et al. [133], both
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Cu4SnS4 and Cu4Sn7S16 transform to Cu2SnS3 and a binary compound below their melting points.
In the work by Fiechter et al. [131], both Cu4SnS4 and Cu4Sn7S16 melt congruently. For Cu4SnS4,
this discrepancy is not a serious issue, since the two relevant invariant temperatures are very close,
thus both opinions lead to similar Gibbs energies of Cu4SnS4. For Cu4Sn7S16, this discrepancy is
much more serious, since the two relevant invariant temperatures differ by nearly 200 K.
Depending on what opinion that is adopted, the Gibbs energy of Cu4Sn7S16 will be significantly
affected. Unfortunately, there are currently no sufficient evidences to determine which opinion is
the correct one. Here, we obey the principle of simplicity, regarding the invariant temperature of
943 K as that of the transition Cu4Sn7S16=2Cu2SnS3+5SnS2. An alternative would have been to
interpret this temperature as the polymorphic transition temperature of Cu4Sn7S16, which has not
been confirmed and would complicate the thermodynamic description. To be consistent, the
opinion of Piskach et al. [133] about Cu4SnS4 is also adopted in the present work. In Figure 4.5
(a), it can be seen that the calculated phase boundaries fit the selected available experimental data
very well [131,133]. The calculated melting point of Cu2SnS3 is 1129 K, in excellent agreement
with the experimental values 1129 K or 1133 K [131,133]. The calculated eutectoid temperature
for the reaction γ-Cu2S=β-Cu2S+Cu4SnS4 is 646 K, in consistence with the experimental value of
656 K [133].
Figure 4.5 (b) shows the calculated Cu2S-SnS isopleth, which is in excellent consistence
with Koike’s measurement [152]. The calculated eutectic temperature and composition are 770 K
and 48 mole% SnS, and the experimental values [152] are about 763 K and 45 mole% SnS,
respectively.
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4.4 Optimal conditions for growing Cu2SnS3 solar materials based on phase equilibria
The thermodynamic model of the Cu-Sn-S system can be used to guide synthesis of the
materials within this system. Here we will focus on Cu2SnS3, which is a potential earth-abundant
solar material. Several methods are used to grow Cu2SnS3 thin films, including co-evaporation of
Cu, Sn and S followed by annealing with S [93,99], or without annealing [98,106], co-sputtering
of CuS/SnS [96], Cu2S/SnS2 [102] or Cu/SnS precursors [111,113] followed by annealing with S,
deposition of Cu/Sn precursors followed by annealing with S [103,105,108–
110,112,115,117,118], mixed S and Sn [95,107] or H2S [114,116], mixing and milling of Cu, Sn
and S powders followed by heating in N2 atmosphere and then annealing with S in H2S/ N2
atmosphere [97], and so on. The aim here is to search optimal growth conditions and pathways
based on thermodynamics and qualitative kinetics. In principle, the “optimal” conditions should
be considered in terms of the solar conversion efficiency. However, since the efficiency is
dependent on many factors [155] which cannot be fully captured by a thermodynamic model,
considering the efficiency explicitly is not possible at this moment. Alternatively, the simplified
treatment is that any solid phase except Cu2SnS3 is considered detrimental due to the introduction
of interfaces which cause recombination worsening the efficiency [155].

4.4.1 Cu/Sn ratio
The calculated temperature-sulfur content phase diagrams under 10 Pa with different
Cu/Sn ratios are shown in Figure 4.6. To make the growth of Cu2SnS3 thin films absorptioncontrolled [140], it is desirable to ensure the conditions located within the Cu2SnS3+gas region.
The other regions contain secondary phases or liquid, which are considered detrimental. It is
clearly seen that the Cu/Sn ratio has very large impact on the size of the Cu2SnS3+gas region, and
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some impact on its position and shape. When the Cu/Sn ratio changes from 1 to 1.9, the
Cu2SnS3+gas region keeps increasing, accompanied with shrinkage of the Cu2SnS3+gas+α-SnS
region, but when the ratio reaches 2, this region disappears. Experiments have observed drastic
worsening of performance of the Cu2SnS3 solar cell when the Cu/Sn ratio went across 2 [110].
The major phases responsible for such a dramatic change is Cu4SnS4 and Cu5Sn2S7, which are
both Cu-rich phases compared to Cu2SnS3. With the Cu/Sn ratio increasing, stronger stability of
Cu4SnS4 pushes Cu2SnS3 towards lower temperature.
The optimal Cu/Sn ratio is dependent on the other conditions, e.g., at some relatively high
temperatures, a low Cu/Sn ratio may be better, since higher Cu/Sn ratio causes a shift towards
lower temperature. However, generally speaking, ~1.9 is optimal since it gives the largest
stability range for Cu2SnS3 without detrimental phases. This conclusion is consistent with the fact
that ~1.9 is the most reported optimal ratio in the literature [93,97,102,103,105]. For a relatively
low Cu/Sn ratio, SnS [96,97,105,109,114], Cu4Sn7S16 [99], and Cu2Sn3S7 [111–113] are often
reported as a secondary phases. It is straightforward to understand the formation of these Sn-rich
compounds, since the excess Sn cannot vaporize completely and has to exist in condense phases
partly. Decreasing pressure or increasing sulfur content can vaporize more Sn. However, things
often have two sides. Decreasing pressure to get relatively high vacuum means higher costs.
Increasing sulfur content also has negative effects, which will be discussed later.

4.4.2 Pressure
The calculated temperature-sulfur content phase diagrams with a Cu/Sn content ratio at
1.9 under different pressures are shown in Figure 4.7. The pressure has very large impact on size,
position and shape of the Cu2SnS3+gas region. With pressure decreasing, this region moves
towards lower temperature rapidly, which is also reflected in the pressure-temperature phase
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diagram shown in Figure 4.8. Under 104 Pa, the Cu2SnS3+gas region is quite narrow, especially
along the x(S) axis, limited to a very high sulfur content. Under 102 Pa, the dimension along x(S)
becomes much larger, and the temperature range also has moderate expansion. Under 1 Pa, the
dimension along x(S) only increases slightly and almost reaches x(S)=0.5, while the temperature
range has little expansion. Under 10-2 Pa, the expansion along x(S) is stopped by x(S)=0.5, since
the gas phase mainly consists of Sx and SnS molecules and its sulfur content should be larger than
0.5, as a result, the assemblage of Cu2SnS3+gas cannot have a sulfur content less than 0.5. The
temperature range is smaller compared with that under 1 Pa. This is due to that under low
pressure, Sn and S are easier to vaporize, favoring the formation of Cu-rich compounds. The
pressure also has impacts on the secondary phases, e.g., under 102 Pa, the tin sulfide is SnS2
instead of SnS.
The optimal pressure should be around 1-100 Pa, which maximizes the size of the
Cu2SnS3+gas region. A higher pressure is not beneficial, while a lower pressure is relatively
acceptable, though the temperature range is narrower. However, it is also this narrower
temperature that brings an advantage. There exists a suitable temperature, at which the window of
x(s) of the Cu2SnS3+gas region is very large, due to the “flat” shape of this region at low pressure.
This is important when there is significant sulfur content fluctuation within the thin film and x(S)
spans a broad range. From this perspective, low pressure is superior to the medium pressure 1100 Pa.
In the literature, the pressure is usually not well documented or not fixed. The gas often
contains inert gas, and the partial pressure excluding the contribution from inert gas is not
available. It is also difficult to calculate it based on the provided parameters. One work annealed
the deposited Cu/Sn precursors with sulfur under 10 Torr (1333 Pa), and the resulting highest
device efficiency was only 0.28% [105]. The too high pressure may be one of the reasons for the
low efficiency.
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4.4.3 Sulfur content
From Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7, it is easy to see the impact of the sulfur content. In
thermodynamic equilibrium, the system can be described by a global composition and
represented by a point in the phase diagram. There is a sulfur content, xm(S), maximizing the
temperature window for the Cu2SnS3+gas region. Obviously, xm(S) is dependent on the Cu/Sn
ratio and the pressure. Too low or too high sulfur content weakens stability of Cu2SnS3. If x(S) is
too low, tin sulfides may form. If x(S) is too high, Cu4SnS4 or even γ-Cu2S may form. At first
glance, this may look not reasonable, since S-rich conditions should favor the formation of S-rich
compounds. But here the total pressure is fixed, a higher sulfur content means lower partial
pressure of SnS, thus SnS is easier to vaporize and Cu-rich compounds are left.
In reality, there is usually composition fluctuation and no global equilibrium. If assuming
local equilibrium, the system can be represented by a line segment along x(S) in the phase
diagram. The optimal global x(S) should keep the line segment within the Cu2SnS3+gas region as
much as possible. In addition, before reaching the final temperature, the system may enter the
Cu2SnS3+gas+tin sulfide region if x(S) is not large enough. There is a point where Cu2SnS3,
Cu4Sn7S16, Sn2S3 and gas coexist, with a sulfur content xc(S). When x(S)>xc(S), the
Cu2SnS3+gas+tin sulfide region will not be entered. Interestingly, in most cases xc(S)=xm(S).
However, even though globally x(S)>xc(S), since the penetration of S into the thin film is a
diffusion-controlled process, unless the time is long enough, it is still very probable that the inner
region has lower S chemical potential than the outer region and the atmosphere, thus
corresponding to a relatively low x(S) in the phase diagram. If the temperature is not low enough,
tin sulfides will form. Once tin sulfides forms, no matter keeping the temperature and
approaching the global equilibrium gradually through diffusion, or increasing the temperature, tin
sulfides will vaporize evitably. Although Cu2SnS3+gas is obtained, the evaporation of tin sulfides
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leaves voids in the film, resulting in a detrimental morphology. Thus it is disadvantageous to
sulfurize sulfur-deficient precursors at high temperature directly. Several works observed the
voids due to evaporation of SnS after sulfurizing Cu/Sn precursors at high temperature
[110,112,114]. To avoid this issue, the sulfur-deficient precursors should be sufficiently
sulfurized at low temperature first, and then annealed in S atmosphere at high temperature.
Another solution is to start from a material with sufficient sulfur content, e.g., by co-evaporation
[93,99] or milling mixed elemental powders [97]. It is worth noting that a high efficiency of over
4% was achieved by co-evaporation [93].

4.4.4 Temperature
No matter which method is used, annealing at some temperature is usually included. The
calculated pressure-temperature phase diagram with a sulfur content at 0.85 and a Cu/Sn ratio at
1.9 is shown in Figure 4.8. It can be seen that the annealing temperature should be in a very
limited pressure-dependent range to obtain Cu2SnS3+gas. As discussed in the last section, if there
is sulfur content fluctuation within the film, the optimal temperature should keep the fluctuation
within the Cu2SnS3+gas region as much as possible, which means that the window of x(S) should
be relatively large at this temperature.
For the methods using sulfur-deficient precursors, a relatively low sulfurization
temperature is also needed. The dash line in Figure 4.8 represents the temperature (about 687 K)
at which the Cu-Sn alloy begins to melt, which should be avoided to prevent liquid. Thus the
sulfurization temperature should be lower than the dash line. Under low pressure, the
sulfurization temperature should be also low enough to prevent the formation of SnS, as shown
by Figure 4.7 (d). However, if it is too low, Cu5Sn2S7 may form. In addition, kinetics will be slow.
To accelerate kinetics while preventing detrimental phases, a good choice may be about 673 K
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(400 ºC), with a pressure larger than about 0.1 Pa to suppress SnS. In the literature, the Cu/Sn
precursors are usually sulfurized above 500 ºC. At such a high temperature, not only metal liquid
may form at the beginning of sulfurization, but also Cu2S-SnS liquid may form after considerable
sulfurization, as shown by Figure 4.5 (b). These liquid phases may be also one of the reasons for
the observed voids [110,112,114].

4.4.5 Synthesis pathway
From the above analysis, it is clear that sufficient sulfur content throughout the precursor
before annealing is important. This can be done by co-evaporation or mechanical alloying of Cu,
Sn and S. If the precursor is sulfur-deficient, it should be sulfurized first. The optimal Cu/Sn ratio
is about 1.9 for both sulfurization and annealing. Thus, if there is some Sn loss after sulfurization,
the annealing atmosphere should contain some Sn. The sulfurization may be done at about 400 ºC
under 0.1-100 Pa. There is no special requirement for the amount of sulfur, as long as it is
sufficient to sulfurize the precursor into the assemblage Cu2SnS3+ Cu4Sn7S16, while keeping the
pressure. The subsequent annealing may be done under a relatively high pressure, 1-100 Pa,
associated with a temperature around 500-600 ºC. Unlike sulfurization, the control of sulfur
content is very important for annealing. The sulfur content of the sulfurized precursor is only
slightly larger than 0.5, and tin sulfides can form if annealed without sulfur. Considering the
composition fluctuation, sulfur should be added to ensure x(S) of the system slightly larger than
xc(S). We note that a similar two-step growth method has been proposed, but the high
temperature annealing is without sulfur [118].
In Figure 4.7 (c), a synthesis pathway is illustrated as an example. Starting from the
Cu/Sn precursor, the first step is sulfurization at 573 K (300 ºC), and the second step is annealing
at 773 K (500 ºC) with a global sulfur content of 0.9. It should be stated that for the sulfurization
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path, the described object is a local point in the material, which experiences an increase of the S
chemical potential. It is clear that this pathway can effectively circumvent the detrimental phase
regions, such as Cu2SnS3+gas+α-SnS and Cu4Sn7S16+Cu5Sn2S7+gas. Although this pathway also
goes through Cu2SnS3+Cu4SnS4+α-SnS, the formation of α-SnS is not detrimental, which can be
understood from Figure 4.9, where phase fractions along the pathway are plotted. In the
sulfurization, the reaction sequence is (ignoring Sn2S3 due to its small amount)
Cu6Sn5+3S→2Cu3Sn+3α-SnS
2Cu3Sn+5S→2α-SnS+3β-Cu2S
α-SnS+2β-Cu2S+S→Cu4SnS4
Cu4SnS4+α-SnS+S→2Cu2SnS3
2Cu2SnS3+5α-SnS+5S→Cu4Sn7S16
It can be seen that the elimination of α-SnS is not due to evaporation. Increasing the
temperature for annealing, the reaction is
Cu4Sn7S16→2Cu2SnS3+5SnS↑+5S↑
The secondary phase Cu4Sn7S16 decomposes into Cu2SnS3 and gas, and the single
condense phase Cu2SnS3 is obtained.

4.5 Native point defects in Cu2SnS3: implications for reducing carrier recombination

4.5.1 Properties of the perfect crystal
Several structures of Cu2SnS3 are reported, including cubic, tetragonal, monoclinic and
triclinic [87,94,101]. All these structures are varieties of the zincblende structure with different
degrees of Cu/Sn disorder. In the present work, only the monoclinic structure illustrated in Figure
4.10 is studied for simplicity. It has 24 atoms in the conventional unit cell with the space group
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Cc. The calculated lattice parameters listed in Table 4.4 are in good agreement with the
experimental values. The slightly smaller experimental lattice parameters may be partly caused
by abundant thermal vacancies due to their low formation energies which will be shown later.
The dielectric constants are important in the finite-size corrections for charged defects, thus also
calculated and listed in Table 4.4. Due to the Cc symmetry, the dielectric tensor has four
independent components, showing weak anisotropy. The total dielectric tensor 𝜖 𝑡𝑜𝑡 is the sum of
the ion-clamped dielectric tensor 𝜖 𝑒𝑙𝑒 and the ionic contribution 𝜖 𝑖𝑜𝑛 . It can be seen that 𝜖 𝑖𝑜𝑛 is
much less contributed to 𝜖 𝑡𝑜𝑡 than 𝜖 𝑒𝑙𝑒 from Table 4.4, since the ionicity of Cu2SnS3 is not very
strong. The band structure is plotted in Figure 4.11, clearly showing that Cu2SnS3 is a direct
bandgap semiconductor, with both VBM and CBM located at the Γ point. The calculated bandgap
is 0.80 eV, the same with another HSE study [90], and is also in reasonable agreement with the
experimental values around 0.9-1 eV [95–99].

4.5.2 Chemical potential diagram
The stability of Cu2SnS3 is limited by the other phases in the Cu-Sn-S system. The
formation energies of the compounds in the Cu-Sn-S system are calculated using HSE and listed
in Table 4.5. An overall agreement between the calculations and the experiments [127–129,137]
is found, although it is still difficult to achieve the chemical accuracy (~0.04 eV/atom) by DFT at
the current stage even using chemically similar references [138]. Such good agreement is usually
not achievable for the LDA/GGA level calculations. Using the calculated formation energies of
these compounds, the chemical potential diagram of the Cu-Sn-S system is generated and
visualized in Figure 4.12. Cu2SnS3 is surrounded by Cu, Cu2S, Cu5Sn2S7, Cu4Sn7S16 and SnS,
which are therefore the possible secondary phases in Cu2SnS3. Within the stability region of
Cu2SnS3, the variation of Cu chemical potential is small, while both Sn and S have large variation
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in their chemical potential, which has an important consequence in the point defects as will be
discussed later. It should be noted that the phase equilibria is dependent on the temperature,
which has been revealed by our previous work [156], although we focus the 0 K first-principles
calculations in the present work. It is also noted that Cu4SnS4 and Cu3SnS4 do not appear in the
chemical potential diagram, since they are not thermodynamically stable against other phases,
according to the present calculations.

4.5.3 Native point defects
The native point defects of Cu2SnS3 studied in the present work include 𝑉𝐶𝑢 , 𝑉𝑆𝑛 , 𝑉𝑆 ,
𝐶𝑢𝑆𝑛 and 𝑆𝑛𝐶𝑢 . The sulfur atoms have two different coordinations, consisting of “three Cu plus
one Sn” and “two Cu plus two Sn” respectively, therefore leading to two types of S vacancies,
𝑉𝑆1 and 𝑉𝑆2 . The thermodynamic transition levels between different charge states of defects are
listed in Table 4.6, including both the uncorrected values and the corrected ones. The extended
FNV method employed here is not applicable to the defects with the perturbed host state (PHS),
which is very delocalized and spills out from the supercell, making the correction method invalid
[18,21]. The defect with PHS has small thermal ionization energy, typically less than 0.1 eV [18].
In Table 4.6, three uncorrected levels are close to the band edge, including 𝑉𝐶𝑢 (0/-1), 𝑉𝑆𝑛 (0/-1)
and 𝐶𝑢𝑆𝑛 (0/-1), thus related to small thermal ionization energy and possibly PHS. The holes in
0
0
0
𝑉𝐶𝑢
, 𝑉𝑆𝑛
and 𝐶𝑢𝑆𝑛
are possible PHS. One way to tell if a defect level is PHS is based on its

scaling behavior with the size of the supercell [19], which may be not efficient. Here, the charge
density of the studied defect state [157] is used for this purpose. Figure 4.13 shows the charge
0
0
0
density of the lowest unoccupied states of 𝑉𝐶𝑢
, 𝑉𝑆𝑛
and 𝐶𝑢𝑆𝑛
. It can be clearly seen that the hole
0
0
0
in 𝑉𝐶𝑢
is very delocalized and spills out from the supercell. While for 𝑉𝑆𝑛
and 𝐶𝑢𝑆𝑛
, the holes are

relatively localized and contained in the supercell, despite certain extent of delocalization.
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0
0
Therefore, it is justified to treat 𝑉𝑆𝑛
and 𝐶𝑢𝑆𝑛
in the framework of the extended FNV method, i.e.,
0
the correction is zero due to the zero charge, but this is not true for 𝑉𝐶𝑢
due to its acceptor-like

PHS. To address this issue, it is simply approximated that 𝜀 𝑡ℎ (𝑉𝐶𝑢 , 0/−1) ≈ 0, as the treatment
in the literature [18]. After the corrections, the thermodynamic transition levels are deeper, and
some of them are removed from the bandgap, with the remained deep levels being 𝑉𝑆𝑛 (0/-1), 𝑉𝑆𝑛
(-1/-2) and 𝐶𝑢𝑆𝑛 (0/-1). Both 𝑉𝑆1 and 𝑉𝑆2 have no thermodynamic transition levels within the
bandgap, no matter the corrections are applied or not. An comparative example is the sulfur
vacancy in Cu2ZnSnS4 (CZTS), which also has not transition levels in the bandgap [158]. It is
noted that a previous GGA level study reports the charge states within the bandgap ranging in [1,0], [-4,0], [-3,0] and [0,3] for 𝑉𝐶𝑢 , 𝑉𝑆𝑛 , 𝐶𝑢𝑆𝑛 and 𝑆𝑛𝐶𝑢 , respectively [80], which is almost
similar to the present uncorrected results.
The local structures and defect single-particle levels of selected defects are illustrated in
−1
Figure 4.14. For 𝑉𝐶𝑢
, the distances between the vacancy and the neighboring S atoms are

2.19~2.27 Å [Figure 4.14 (a)], while in the perfect crystal, the Cu atom forms three bonds of 2.28
−1
Å and one bond of 2.33 Å with the neighboring S atoms. 𝑉𝐶𝑢
has no in-gap states [Figure 4.14
0
−2
(a)]. As shown in Figure 4.14 (b)(c), 𝑉𝑆𝑛
and 𝑉𝑆𝑛
have rather different geometrical and

electronic structures. In the perfect crystal, the Sn atom forms two bonds of 2.36 Å and two bond
0
of 2.47 Å with the neighboring S atoms. For 𝑉𝑆𝑛
, the distances between the vacancy and the

neighboring S atoms are 2.21~2.31 Å, and there are two unoccupied defect single-particle levels
−2
slightly above VBM. For 𝑉𝑆𝑛
, one S atom has a significantly larger distance of 2.35 Å with the
0
−2
vacancy, compared to the corresponding value of 2.25 Å for 𝑉𝑆𝑛
. The two defect levels of 𝑉𝑆𝑛
are

within the upper part of the bandgap, with the lower one fully occupied. From Figure 4.14 (d)(e),
−1
it can be seen that 𝐶𝑢𝑆𝑛
has two Cu-S bonds of 2.36 and 2.40 Å, larger than those of 2.33 and
0
0
2.36 Å in 𝐶𝑢𝑆𝑛
, respectively. The two defect levels of 𝐶𝑢𝑆𝑛
are within the lower part of the
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−1
bandgap, with the lower one at VBM half occupied. 𝐶𝑢𝑆𝑛
has only one in-gap defect level, which
+1
is in the upper part of the bandgap and unoccupied. 𝑆𝑛𝐶𝑢
has Sn-S bonds of 2.61~2.73 Å, and has

no in-gap states but has an occupied defect level 0.11 eV below VBM [Figure 4.14 (f)].
The formation energies of point defects Cu2SnS3 are calculated under two different
conditions of (μ(Cu), μ(Sn), μ(S)) represented by A=(-0.606, -1.303, -0.092) eV and B=(0, -0.081,
-0.905) eV in Figure 4.12, respectively. The secondary phases at A are Cu5Sn2S7 and Cu4Sn7S16,
while those at B are Cu and SnS. The results are shown in Figure 4.15. No matter under which
−1
condition, the most favorable charged defect is 𝑉𝐶𝑢
, making the intrinsic Cu2SnS3 p-type with the
−1
minority carriers being electrons. Under the condition A, the pinning level of 𝑉𝐶𝑢
, where its

formation energy becomes zero, is far away from CBM, making n-type doping very difficult
under this condition. 𝐶𝑢𝑆𝑛 and 𝑉𝑆𝑛 are deep centers, which have defect levels deep in the bandgap
and are detrimental for the solar cell performance since they can accelerate electron-hole
recombination. 𝐶𝑢𝑆𝑛 should be more abundant than 𝑉𝑆𝑛 due to its lower formation energy. In the
0
p-type conditions, i.e., when the Fermi level is near VBM, the formation energy of 𝐶𝑢𝑆𝑛
is only

about 0.94 eV, leading to a concentration of ~1016/cm3 at a typical growth temperature 550 ºC.
0
Such abundant 𝐶𝑢𝑆𝑛
can capture electrons effectively, severely limiting the minority carrier life

and reducing the conversion efficiency. Similarly, 𝐶𝑢𝑆𝑛 is also found a deep center in Cu2ZnSnS4,
but the formation energy is higher [158]. Under the condition B, 𝑉𝐶𝑢 is less favorable compared
with the situation under A, and no pinning level occurs within the bandgap, making n-type doping
possible. The deep centers 𝐶𝑢𝑆𝑛 and 𝑉𝑆𝑛 are also less favorable. At first glance, this seems a little
counterintuitive for 𝐶𝑢𝑆𝑛 , since B has so high Cu chemical potential that Cu metals form. But B
also has the highest Sn chemical potential within the stability region of Cu2SnS3. Since Sn has
much larger variation in its chemical potential than Cu, it plays a dominant role in the formation
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of 𝐶𝑢𝑆𝑛 . Therefore it is seen that the phase stability has a profound influence on the defect
chemistry.
In the experiments, usually S-rich conditions are employed, which are closer to the
condition A, resulting abundant 𝐶𝑢𝑆𝑛 deep centers according to the present calculations. This
may be one of the reasons why the conversion efficiency of pure Cu2SnS3 solar cells has not
exceeded 5% [93] so far. The condition B can reduce 𝐶𝑢𝑆𝑛 and 𝑉𝑆𝑛 , but the drawback is the
existence of Cu, which may reduce the shunt resistivity and be detrimental for the solar cell
performance. A better condition may be to decrease the Cu chemical potential a little from B and
goes into the single phase Cu2SnS3 region or the Cu2SnS3/SnS mixture region to avoid the
formation of Cu while keeping low concentration of the 𝐶𝑢𝑆𝑛 deep center. This condition is
relatively Sn-rich and S-poor. Admittedly, the solar cell performance is also determined by many
factors in addition to the concentration of deep centers, although we focus point defects here.
Note that based on the analysis of the phase equilibria of the Cu-Sn-S system, it is
thought that sufficient sulfur content should be used to avoid formation of tin sulfides which are
easy to vaporize and leave voids in the film resulting in a detrimental morphology. After
considering point defects, it is known that high sulfur content may cause abundant deep centers.
Thus, using a S-poor condition while suppressing the evaporation of tin sulfides seems important
for improving the performance of the Cu2SnS3 solar cells.
According to the present calculations, the two most abundant transition levels are
𝜀 𝑡ℎ (𝑉𝐶𝑢 , 0/−1) ≈ 0 and 𝜀 𝑡ℎ (𝐶𝑢𝑆𝑛 , 0/−1) = 241 meV, while the other transition levels are
associated with much higher formation energies and more difficult to be detected. A recent
experimental study found two trap levels with activation energies 41 ±0.4 meV and 206 ±7 meV
based on impedance spectroscopy [159], which are in excellent agreement with our results. The
satisfactory explanation of experimental facts demonstrates soundness of the methods used in the
present study. It is worth noting that there are large discrepancies in the previous theoretical
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works employing GGA level calculations [80,160]. For instance, in Ref. 3, the formation energy
0
of 𝐶𝑢𝑆𝑛
is above 2.5 eV, but in Ref. 13, it is below 1 eV and can be even less than -0.5 eV in

some conditions. Such discrepancies indicate that the GGA level calculations may be not reliable
enough, and more sophisticated tools like the hybrid functionals are necessary.

Table 4.1 Thermodynamic properties of the binary compounds in the Cu-Sn-S system, including
formation enthalpy at 298 K H(298), heat of fusion Hfus, and entropy at 298 K S(298). The units
of H(298) and Hfus are kJ per mole formula, and the unit of S(298) is kJ/K per mole formula.
Material

Space group

Method

H(298)

Hfus

S(298)

α-Cu2S

P21/c

CALPHAD

-79.51

120.88

Expt.

-79.50±1.3 [127]

120.9±2.1
[127]

γ-Cu2S

Fm3m

CALPHAD

-74.44

Expt.
CuS

SnS a

P63/mmc

Pnma

13.24

132.83

12.84 [147]

CALPHAD

-53.81

67.25

Expt.

-53.26±0.21 [128]

67 [128]

CALPHAD

-109.67

31.96

76.98

Expt.

-109.6±4.0 [129]

31.60 [161]

76.82±0.84
[129]

Sn2S3

Pnma

CALPHAD

-267.91

164.37

Expt.

-264.0±21.0 [129]

163.6±6.0
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[129]
P3̅𝑚1

SnS2

CALPHAD

-155.85

80.57

Expt.

-151.5±4.0 [129]

88.86
87.4±1.5
[129]

a

H(298) and S(298) are for α-SnS, and Hfus is for β-SnS.

Table 4.2 The formation energies of neutral point defects in the γ-Cu2S:Sn solid solution
calculated by DFT. The unit of 𝐸 𝑓 is eV.
Defect

Reference materials a

Concentration

𝐸𝑓

VaCu

S

0.015625

-0.915

1

0.547

0.015625

2.463

1

1.003

0.0625

-0.321

1

2.220

SnCu

3VaCu+SnCu

a

Sn+SnS

SnS2

The reference materials are in their stable structures at 298 K.

Table 4.3 Thermodynamic properties of the ternary compounds in the Cu-Sn-S system, including
formation enthalpy at 298 K H(298), enthalpy referenced to the binary compounds at 298 K
H’(298), and entropy at 298 K S(298). The units of H(298) and H’(298) are kJ per mole formula,
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and the unit of S(298) is kJ/K per mole formula. The reference binary compounds are CuS and
SnS for Cu5Sn2S7, and α-Cu2S and SnS2 for the others. The functional used in the DFT
calculations is PBEsol+D3+U.
Material

Space

Method

H(298)

H’(298)

S(298)

-35.0

188.1

group
Cu2SnS3

Cu4SnS4

Cc

DFT
CALPHAD

-266.6

-31.2

201.8

Expt.

-242.6±12.0

-10.4±12.7

196.3±21.9

[137], -150.0±5.5

[137], 82.2±6.8

[137], 279.0±1.0

[129]

[129]

[129]

-29.5

306.4

Pnma

DFT
CALPHAD

-351.3

-36.5

325.9

Expt.

-327.7±18.8

-14.8±19.2

266.5±28.2

[137], -220.8±9.4

[137], 92.1±10.3

[137],

[129]

[129]

414.0±20.0
[129]

Cu4Sn7S16

R3̅m

DFT
CALPHAD

Cu5Sn2S7

-1317.7

DFT
CALPHAD

-597.4

-77.7

1120.5

-67.7

851.9

-106.4

440.2

-109.0

476.2

Table 4.4 Calculated lattice parameters and dielectric constants of the monoclinic Cu2SnS3.
Lattice parameter
Cu2SnS3

a= 6.601 Å

𝜖 𝑒𝑙𝑒

𝜖 𝑖𝑜𝑛

𝜖 𝑡𝑜𝑡

𝜖11=10.16

𝜖11=3.71

𝜖11=13.87
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Cc (#9)

b=11.425 Å

𝜖22 =10.86

𝜖22 =3.69

𝜖22 =14.55

24 atoms

c=6.607 Å

𝜖33 =11.48

𝜖33 =4.18

𝜖33 =15.66

𝛽=109.44°

𝜖13=-1.61

𝜖13=0.38

𝜖13=-1.23

a= 6.449 Å

NA

NA

NA

Expt.

b=11.319 Å
c=6.428 Å
𝛽=108.37°

Table 4.5 Formation energies of compounds in the Cu-Sn-S system calculated by PBEsol+D3
and HSE, compared with experimental values. The energies are in eV per formula. The reference
̅𝒎), tetragonal Sn (I41/amd) and orthorhombic S (Fddd).
states are fcc Cu (𝑭𝒎𝟑
𝐸𝑓
Compound

Space group
PBEsol+D3

HSE

Expt.

Cu2S

P21/c

-0.45

-0.76

-0.83 [127]

CuS

P63/mmc

-0.45

-0.54

-0.55 [128]

SnS

Pnma

-1.00

-0.99

-1.13 [129]

SnS2

𝑃3̅𝑚1

-1.36

-1.47

-1.57 [129]

Cu2SnS3

Cc

-2.21

-2.80

-2.52 [137]

Cu4SnS4

Pnma

-2.46

-3.51

-3.40 [137]

Cu4Sn7S16

𝑅3̅𝑚

-11.17

-13.03

NA

Cu3SnS4

𝐼4̅2𝑚

-3.04

-3.39

NA

Cu5Sn2S7

C2

-5.34

-6.29

NA

Table 4.6 Thermodynamic transition levels of point defects in the monoclinic Cu2SnS3 with and
without the extended FNV corrections [21].
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Defect

q/q’

𝜀 𝑡ℎ (uncorrected)

𝜀 𝑡ℎ (corrected)

𝑉𝐶𝑢

0/-1

-0.067

0

𝑉𝑆𝑛

0/-1

0.093

0.470

-1/-2

0.120

0.689

-2/-3

0.146

>CBM

-3/-4

0.382

>CBM

0/-1

-0.049

0.241

-1/-2

0.314

>CBM

-2/-3

0.384

>CBM

+1/+2

0.121

<VBM

+2/+3

0.541

<VBM

𝐶𝑢𝑆𝑛

𝑆𝑛𝐶𝑢
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Figure 4.1 Room temperature crystal structures of (a) Cu2SnS3 (b) Cu4SnS4 (c) Cu4Sn7S16 and (d)
Cu5Sn2S7. The red, grey and yellow balls represent Cu, Sn and S, respectively. Note that the
crystal structure of Cu5Sn2S7 is not determined experimentally, and it is assumed in the structure
of Cu5Sn2Se7 and Cu5Sn2Te7 in the DFT calculations.

Figure 4.2 Remodeled temperature-composition phase diagrams of (a) S-Sn (b) Cu-S with the
experimental data.[141–144,148–151]
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Figure 4.3 (a) Phonon density of states (b) enthalpy with the binary compounds Cu2S and SnS2 at
the standard condition (298 K and 1 atm) as the references, H’ and (c) entropy S of the ternary
compound Cu2SnS3 with experimental data.[137]
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Figure 4.4 (a) Calculated activity of the SnS component in the liquid within the Cu2S-SnS
isopleth of the Cu-Sn-S system at 1373 K with the experimental data.[152,153] (b) Calculated
isothermal section at 1473 K of the Cu-Sn-S system with the experimental data of the tie lines of
the liquid miscibility gap.[154]

Figure 4.5 Calculated (a) Cu2S-SnS2 isopleth (b) Cu2S-SnS isopleth with the experimental data of
the phase boundary.[131,133,152]
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Figure 4.6 Calculated temperature-sulfur content phase diagrams under 10 Pa with a Cu/Sn
content ratio at (a) 1 (b) 1.5 (c) 1.9 and (d) 2.
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Figure 4.7 Calculated temperature-sulfur content phase diagrams with a Cu/Sn content ratio at
1.9 under the pressure (a) 104 Pa (b) 102 Pa (c) 1 Pa and (d) 10-2 Pa. In (c), ① and ② represent
the paths with a fixed temperature at 573 K and a fixed sulfur content at 0.9 respectively.
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Figure 4.8 Pressure-temperature phase diagram with a sulfur content at 0.85 and a Cu/Sn content
ratio at 1.9. The dash line represents the melting temperature of the Cu-Sn alloy.
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Figure 4.9 Phase fractions along the paths: (a) 573 K, sulfur content from 0 to 0.9 (b) sulfur
content 0.9, temperature from 573 K to 773 K. Both paths are with a Cu/Sn content ratio at 1.9
under 1 Pa.

Figure 4.10 Crystal structure of the monoclinic Cu2SnS3. The Cu, Sn and S atoms are represented
by the red, grey and yellow spheres respectively.
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Figure 4.11 Band structure of the monoclinic Cu2SnS3.

Figure 4.12 Chemical potential diagram of the Cu-Sn-S system based on 0 K HSE calculations.
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0
Figure 4.13 Charge density of the lowest unoccupied state of (a) neutral Cu vacancy 𝑉𝐶𝑢
(b)
0
0
neutral Sn vacancy 𝑉𝑆𝑛
and (c) neutral antisite 𝐶𝑢𝑆𝑛
within the (001) plane through the position

of the defect in the monoclinic Cu2SnS3. The unit of the charge density is 𝑎0−3, where the Bohr
radius 𝑎0 =0.529 Å. The contour lines are spaced by 0.005 𝑎0−3 . Each figure contains four
supercells. The position of the defect is indicated by the red dash circle.

Figure 4.14 Local structures and defect single-particle levels of selected point defects in the
monoclinic Cu2SnS3.
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Figure 4.15 Formation energies of native point defects in the monoclinic Cu2SnS3 under the
condition (a) A and the condition (b) B. The Fermi level is referenced to the VBM.
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Chapter 5
Modeling of phase equilibria and defect chemistry of the Zn-S system

5.1 Introduction
The Zn-S system is a good example to demonstrate the theoretical framework of
modeling phase equilibria and defect chemistry of semiconductor systems using CALPHAD
described in Chapter 2. ZnS is the prototype of the zincblende structure, which is the most typical
structure of common semiconductors. ZnS also has many applications, such as light-emitting
diodes [162], sensors [163] and biological imaging [164], for which understanding and control of
point defects are important.

5.2 First-principles calculations
An improved GGA (Generalized Gradient Approximation) [15] exchange correlation
functional PBEsol [52] using the projector augmented wave (PAW) [50] method is employed. For
the lattice energy of formation of ZB-ZnS and its defects as well as the bandgap of ZB-ZnS, LDA
(Local Density Approximation) and GGA are inaccurate, thus the hybrid functional proposed by
Heyd-Scuseria-Ernzerhof (HSE06) [165] is used in combination with PBEsol. This functional has
shown to perform well in this aspect [157]. The fraction of exact exchange was set to be 36%,
following the similar studies on WZ-ZnS in the literature [30].
For the defect calculations, a 2×2×2 supercell which consists of 64 atoms when the
supercell is defect-free and a 2×2×2 mesh of Monkhorst-Pack k-points[120] are used. In the
phonon calculations, the finite displacement method is applied with a displacement of 0.005 Å.
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An energy cutoff of 360 eV is used for plane-wave basis expansion in all the calculations. Fully
first-principles finite-size corrections for charged-defect supercell calculations were included,
following the scheme proposed by Freysoldt et al. [20], with a static dielectric constant of 8.0ε0.
Since 𝜀𝑆𝐻𝐸 which is 4.44 eV below the vacuum level is used as the reference for electrons, it is
necessary to know the positions of energy levels with respect to 𝜀𝑆𝐻𝐸 or the vacuum level. This
can be done by calculating a slab-vacuum model representing a semi-infinite surface [32].

5.2.1 Properties of perfect ZnS crystal
Since it is known that LDA and GGA have limitations when it comes to predicting the
enthalpy of formation of semiconductors [158,165], the hybrid functional, HSE06, is used to
calculate the enthalpy of formation of ZB-ZnS. For comparison, several functionals are tested,
and the results of the enthalpy of formation of ZB-ZnS for the different functionals are shown in
Table 5.1 and compared with the experimental data [166]. Except HSE06, all functionals result in
a quite large deviation from experiments, with about at least 30 kJ per mole of formula (m.f.). In
the case of the HSE06 functional, the deviation is less than 10 kJ/m.f. Because the enthalpy of
formation of a defect is related to the enthalpy of formation of the bulk crystal, an accurate
prediction of the latter is necessary for an accurate prediction of the former. Therefore, the
enthalpy of formation of defects obtained with the HSE06 functional is selected in the present
work.
The phonon DOS of ZB-ZnS is calculated at several volumes using PBEsol, and the one
at the 0 K equilibrium volume is shown in Figure 5.1. Thermodynamic properties of ZB-ZnS at
finite temperatures are calculated based on the volume-dependent phonon DOS within the quasiharmonic approximation (QHA). Figure 5.2 shows the calculated entropy, linear thermal
expansion coefficient and bulk modulus as functions of temperature. A good agreement with the
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experimental data [25,167–169] is achieved, demonstrating the validity of the present
computational approach. Particularly, the negative thermal expansion (NTE) in the low
temperature range found in experiment [169] is well reproduced by the present calculations. This
phenomenon is also present in some other compounds of zincblende structure, such as CuCl,
HgTe and CdTe, due to the softening of a low-lying transverse acoustic (TA) mode under
pressure [167] as also predicted in the cases of Si and ice [170].
The calculated bandgap of ZB-ZnS at 0 K by HSE06 is 3.86 eV. Measured bandgap as
function of temperature (in eV) is as follows [171]:
Equation 5.1

𝑬𝒈 = 𝜺𝒄 − 𝜺𝒗 = 𝟑. 𝟔 − 𝟕. 𝟑 ∗ 𝟏𝟎−𝟒 (𝑻 − 𝟐𝟗𝟖)

This leads to 𝐸𝑔 (𝑇 = 0) = 3.82eV and in excellent agreement with our calculations
which demonstrates the reliability of the present approach based on HSE06 for calculating the
bandgap as well as the related properties, such as the lattice energy of formation of point defects.
The band edges measured at room temperature referenced to the energy level of SHE
[27,172] is 𝜀𝑐 (𝑇 = 298K) = +1.04eV and 𝜀𝑣 (𝑇 = 298K) = −2.56eV. The temperature
dependence of the band edges is not known and, though not rigorous, it is assumed that the center
of the bandgap does not vary with temperature (in eV):
Equation 5.2

𝜺𝒄 (𝑻) = +𝟏. 𝟎𝟒 − 𝟑. 𝟕 ∗ 𝟏𝟎−𝟒 (𝑻 − 𝟐𝟗𝟖)

Equation 5.3

𝜺𝒗 (𝑻) = −𝟐. 𝟓𝟔 + 𝟑. 𝟕 ∗ 𝟏𝟎−𝟒 (𝑻 − 𝟐𝟗𝟖)

It should be realized that the temperature-dependence of the band edges here is arbitrarily
assigned due to the lack of experimental and theoretical results, but the resulting bandgap has the
correct temperature-dependence. In other words, the temperature effect is considered for the
bandgap only, not for the band edges.
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5.2.2 Thermodynamic properties of defects
The 0 K energy of formation, ∆𝐸, approximating the enthalpy of formation, is illustrated
in Figure 5.3 for the native point defects in ZB-ZnS. The chosen elemental phases in equilibrium
are hcp-Zn and α-S under the Zn-rich condition and the S-rich condition, respectively. The sulfur
interstitial is not considered here since it is not favorable from chemical intuition due to the
relatively large size of the sulfur ion, which is also confirmed in previous DFT calculations
′′
[173,174]. It can be seen that at low temperatures, the favorable defects are VS∙∙, VS×, VZn
and Zn∙∙i ,

under all conditions. The other defects have significantly higher lattice energy of formation than
the most stable one under a given condition, mostly by several eV, as shown in Figure 5.3. It is
therefore plausible to limit the following discussion to these four major defects.
The entropy of formation, ∆𝑆, as a function of temperature is shown in Figure 5.4. The
chemical reservoir is the stable phases at room temperature of the pure element that is excess in
′′
the defected system. For VS∙∙ , VS×, and Zn∙∙i , it is hcp-Zn, while for VZn
, it is α-S. It can be seen that

for all the defects, the entropy of formation is zero at 0 K, which is in consistence with the third
law of thermodynamics. At sufficiently high temperature, the entropy of formation changes very
slowly. Note that the present studied condition is at zero pressure. Previously, it has been shown
that the entropy of formation at fixed volume is a constant in the high temperature limit [175].
The deviation from a constant at the present condition is due to anharmonic effects. The situation
′′
at intermediate temperatures is more complicated. For VS× and VZn
, the entropies of formation

increase almost monotonically with temperature. For VS∙∙ and Zni∙∙, there is a peak representing the
′′
maximum entropy of formation. The magnitudes of entropies of formation of VS× and VZn
are

quite large, over 7𝑘B and 5𝑘B at high temperatures, respectively. It is well known that the quasiharmonic approximation breaks down when approaching the melting temperature. For this reason,
the DFT values based on this approximation are only considered up to 800 K, see Figure 5.4
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(solid lines). Instead, the DFT results are parameterized using an analytic function, which can be
used to extend the data to the higher temperature range, as well as determine the parameters used
in the thermodynamic models. An ideal function should have as few parameters as possible while
being able to describe different cases. A possible form is proposed in the present work as follows
Equation 5.4

∆𝑺
𝒌𝐁

𝒃

𝒅

= 𝒂 ∙ 𝐞𝐱𝐩 (− 𝑻) + 𝒄 ∙ 𝐞𝐱𝐩 (− 𝑻)(𝒃, 𝒅 ≥ 𝟎)

which is a double exponential function with only four parameters a, b, c and d.
The parameterized entropy of formation is represented by the dashed lines in Figure 5.4
along with the DFT values (solid lines). It can be concluded that even this simple function is able
to describe the various cases very well. In addition, this function has some physical significance
since the two exponential terms roughly represent two competing processes of thermal activation
of phonons; related to the atom in the crystal and the one in the chemical reservoir, further
justifying its use. It is also worth mentioning that although a simpler function is possible to
describe the high temperature behavior, the double exponential function proposed here enables
description of both the high and the low temperature behaviors at the same time.

5.3 Modeling of phase equilibria
Based on first-principles calculations and available experimental data, the parameters for
the thermodynamic model of the Zn-S system are determined. Using this model, various kinds of
diagrams describing the thermodynamic equilibria of the system can be calculated. The phase
diagrams do not only give us the information on what phases that are present when the system is
in equilibrium, but do also have important implications for defect studies. Since the phase
containing defects is not isolated but in equilibrium with other phases, it is impossible to
understand the thermodynamics of the defects without a comprehensive knowledge of the
thermodynamics of the full system.
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Figure 5.5 (a) shows the calculated temperature-composition phase diagram of the Zn-S
system at 1000 Pa using the present thermodynamic model. Though the hcp, the α and the β
phases are modeled as solid solutions, it is evident from the diagram that the mutual solubilities
of Zn and S are negligible. The calculated transition temperature for ZB-ZnS  WZ-ZnS is 1293
K which is the same as the experimental value [176]. There is a direct transition from WZ-ZnS to
gas without any liquid formation at this pressure. Figure 5.5 (b) and (c) show the pressuretemperature phase diagrams at the compositions x(S)=0.75 and x(S)=0.25 which correspond to
the sulfur-rich condition and the zinc-rich condition, respectively. When comparing these two
diagrams, it is seen that the gas phase regions are essentially the same, while the region where
ZB-ZnS and another solid phase or the liquid coexist at the zinc-rich condition is much larger
than that at the sulfur-rich condition. Hence, the region where ZB and the gas coexist is much
smaller at the zinc-rich condition than at the sulfur-rich condition. This difference is mainly
because sulfur is more volatile than zinc and consequently, if the liquid phase and the secondary
solid phases in equilibrium are unwanted during e.g. a synthesis, the sulfur-rich condition is to
prefer.
The vapor pressure of ZnS has been measured as a function of temperature under the
sulfur-rich condition [177]. These temperature-pressure data constitute the phase boundary
between the gas phase region and the ZB/WZ+gas region, which are represented by the black
squares in Figure 5.5 (b). A good agreement between the experimental and the calculated result
is apparent, demonstrating the reliability of the present thermodynamic model.

5.4 Modeling of defect chemistry and carrier concentrations
In this section, the point defect diagram is introduced. It describes the types and
concentrations of the major point defects at various conditions of pressure, temperature and
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composition. From the point defect diagram, the majority carrier under various conditions can be
derived and plotted. If the majority carrier is the electron, the phase is n-type. If the majority
carrier is the hole, the phase is p-type. These diagrams provide comprehensive information about
point defects in materials.
The point defect diagrams at the sulfur-rich condition and the zinc-rich condition are
shown in Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7, respectively. The defect concentration is depicted by
contours. Since the thermodynamics of the full system is considered, we avoid studying the point
defects at the conditions where the compound is not stable. In the high temperature and low
pressure range, the ZB-ZnS transforms to gas, see Figure 5.5, and in the other ranges ZB-ZnS is
stable but coexists with a second phase. The point defects are studied in the regions where ZB"
ZnS is stable. In Figure 5.6, at the sulfur-rich condition, VZn
is dominant, and the hole

concentration is higher than the electron concentration. With increasing temperature, the
concentration of all defects increase, which is a necessary result of thermal activation. With
"
increasing pressure, the VZn
concentration increases and hence the hole concentration, while the

other defects decrease. In Figure 5.7, at the zinc-rich condition, VS× is the dominant defect except
"
in an area close to the gas phase region where the VZn
defect has a higher concentration.

However, VS× is neutral, so it does not contribute to the carrier concentration. In spite of this, the
"
donors VS∙∙ and Zni∙∙ are more populous than VZn
at conditions far away from the gas stability

region and consequently, the electron is the majority carrier. The majority carrier diagram is
"
described in more details below. With increasing pressure, the concentrations of VZn
and the holes

decrease, while the concentrations of other defects increase. It is interesting to note that increase
"
of the pressure does not necessarily increase the dominant defect concentration, such as VZn
, close

to the gas phase region at the zinc-rich condition.
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The majority carrier diagrams are shown in Figure 5.8. At the zinc-rich condition, the
region close to the gas phase is p-type, and the region further away from the gas is n-type. At the
sulfur-rich condition, the whole considered region is p-type. However, since the electron mobility
is much larger than the hole mobility in ZB-ZnS, the conductivity related to electrons is still
likely to be larger than the conductivity related to holes in certain condition ranges, as will be
demonstrated below.
Experimental data for electrical properties of the intrinsic ZB-ZnS phase is very scarce.
Moreover, measurements of point defect concentration are usually quite difficult. The
conductivity, σ = 𝑒(𝑐𝑛 𝜇𝑛 + 𝑐𝑝 𝜇𝑝 ), is relatively easy to measure, where 𝑒 is the elementary
charge, and 𝑐𝑛 (𝑐𝑝 ) and 𝜇𝑛 (𝜇𝑝 ) are the concentration and mobility of the electron (hole),
respectively. The carrier mobility is heavily dependent on the sample quality and the external
condition, and a wide range of values have been reported for the ZB-ZnS phase. To reduce the
uncertainty, only the mobility ratio

𝜇𝑛
𝜇𝑝

is used here and as a result, the absolute magnitude of

conductivity is not considered. Instead, the conductivity normalized to its minimum is calculated
as a function of the zinc partial pressure, 𝑃𝑍𝑛 , at 973 K and 1073 K under the sulfur-rich
𝜇𝑛
𝜇𝑝

condition. A reasonable 

of 33 (𝜇𝑛 =165 cm2/(V·s) and 𝜇𝑝 =5 cm2/(V·s) [178]) is assumed for

both temperatures due to lacking of more detailed data. Although the present treatment is quite
rough, it can be justified to some extent. For undoped semiconductors, both 𝜇𝑛 and 𝜇𝑝 decrease
with temperature, thus the temperature effect is at least partly canceled in

𝜇𝑛
𝜇𝑝

[179]. The results

are shown in Figure 5.9 in comparison with available experimental data [180]. The
experimentally observed “valley” due to the double carrier mechanism is well reproduced by the
present calculations, although there is some discrepancy for 𝑃𝑍𝑛 of the minimum conductivity at
973 K. In the low 𝑃𝑍𝑛 regime, the conductivity is dominated by holes. As 𝑃𝑍𝑛 increases, holes
decrease and thus, the conductivity decreases. When 𝑃𝑍𝑛 is high enough, the conductivity is
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dominated by electrons and increases further with 𝑃𝑍𝑛 ; i.e. the conductivity increases with 𝑃𝑍𝑛 in
the high 𝑃𝑍𝑛 regime. Note that 𝑃𝑍𝑛 cannot increase without limits since, at the sulfur-rich
condition, a high 𝑃𝑍𝑛 partial pressure represents low total pressure and eventually ZB-ZnS will be
replaced by gas. This is indicated by the termination of the conductivity curve at some 𝑃𝑍𝑛
values. Therefore, it is shown that the way to simultaneously model the thermodynamic of a
system along with the nature of the defects of a compound enables the possibility to predict the
important semiconductor properties of a compound meanwhile limiting the results to its realistic
stability range. The less satisfactory agreement at 973 K may be due to multiple reasons: (i) the
𝜇

error in the mobility ratio 𝜇𝑛 ; (ii) the errors in the calculated energies and entropies of formation
𝑝

of point defects; (iii) the errors in the experiment, e.g., the unintentional doping can change the
carrier concentrations and therefore the conductivity. However, the trend that the “valley” shifts
to larger 𝑃𝑍𝑛 with increasing temperature is correctly predicted, using the model parameters from
the first-principles calculations without adjusting the parameters.
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Table 5.1 Calculated enthalpy of formation of ZB-ZnS, 𝑯𝐙𝐁−𝐙𝐧𝐒
, using PBEsol, PBE,
𝒇
PBEsol+D3, PBE+D3 and HSE06 and compared with experimental data.

Method
(kJ/m.f.)

𝐻𝑓ZB−ZnS

PBEsol

PBE

PBEsol+D3

PBE+D3

HSE06

Expt.

-156.5

-172.2

-158.8

-162.6

-194.1

−201.7

Figure 5.1 Phonon DOS of ZB-ZnS at the 0 K equilibrium volume calculated using PBEsol
under the harmonic approximation. The unit cell contains 8 atoms.
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Figure 5.2 Calculated entropy, linear thermal expansion coefficient (TEC) and bulk modulus of
ZB-ZnS as a function of temperature compared with the experimental data [25,167–169].
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Figure 5.3 Lattice energy of formation of native point defects in ZB-ZnS under (a) Zn-rich and
(b) S-rich conditions. Only the most stable charge states are shown for each defect. The Fermi
level is zero at VBM.

′′
Figure 5.4 Entropy of formation of major native point defects (a) VS∙∙ (b) VS× (c) VZn
and (d) Zni∙∙in

ZB-ZnS as a function of temperature. DFT results are represented by solid lines. Parameterized
entropies using the expression in Equation 5.4 are represented by dashed lines.

Figure 5.5 Calculated phase diagrams of the Zn-S system: (a) the temperature-composition
diagram at P=1000 Pa; (b) the pressure-temperature diagram at the composition 0.75 mole
fraction of sulfur; (c) the pressure-temperature diagram at the composition 0.25 mole fraction of
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sulfur. Experiments () by Pátek[177] show the phase boundary between the ZB/WZ+gas and
gas regions in agreement with the calculated boundary.

Figure 5.6 Point defect diagrams at 0.75 mole fraction of sulfur. The point defects in ZB-ZnS
"
include: (a) VS×; (b) VS∙∙; (c) VZn
; (d) Zni∙∙; (e) the electron; and (f) the hole. The highest and the

lowest contour lines of defect concentration are labeled by their values in cm-3. The values of two
neighboring contour lines differ by a factor of 10. The “G” represents the gas. The phase
boundary is in red color to be distinguished with the contour lines of defect concentration.
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Figure 5.7 Point defect diagrams at 0.25 mole fraction of sulfur. The point defects in ZB-ZnS
"
include: (a) VS×; (b) VS∙∙; (c) VZn
; (d) Zni∙∙; (e) the electron; and (f) the hole. The highest and the

lowest contour lines of the defect concentrations are labeled by their values in cm-3. The values of
two neighboring contour lines differ by a factor of 10. The “G” represents the gas. The phase
boundary is in red color to be distinguished with the contour lines of defect concentration.

Figure 5.8 majority carrier diagram at (a) 0.25 mole fraction of sulfur and at (b) 0.75 mole
fraction of sulfur. In the n-type region, the majority carrier is electron. In the p-type region, the
majority carrier is the hole. The “G” represents the gas.
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Figure 5.9 Conductivity of ZB-ZnS as a function of zinc partial pressure at the sulfur-rich
condition at (a) 973 K and at (b) 1073 K. The conductivity is normalized to its minimum. The
ratio between the electron mobility and the hole mobility is assumed to be 33.
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Chapter 6
Modeling of phase equilibria and defect chemistry of the Cu-Zn-Sn-S system

6.1 Introduction
Low-cost renewable energy is the cornerstone of a sustainable world. Photovoltaics (PV)
is promising, since solar energy is clean and abundant. Considerable effort has been devoted to
searching a low-cost, earth-abundant and non-toxic PV absorber material. In particular
Cu2ZnSnS4 (CZTS) is a promising candidate [2], and its alloy with Se, Cu2ZnSn(S,Se)4 (CZTSSe)
achieved a reasonably high efficiency of 12.6% in 2013 [4]. Despite a significant amount of
research, there has been little progress on improving performance [181]. It is widely believed that
the bottleneck is avoiding deleterious secondary phases and controlling point defects in CZTS
[181]. Although there has been considerable effort to experimentally probe the phase and defect
chemistry, the complexity of this 4-component system is daunting. There is a sufficient amount of
work in the literature to warrant the CALPHAD approach [23,182,183].
In this dissertation, a CALPHAD model is established to describe phase stability and
intrinsic defect chemistry of CZTS simultaneously, by using both experimental data and firstprinciples calculations. Although CALPHAD is a mature technique in thermodynamics of multicomponent systems, incorporation of point defects and carriers into the model description is still
under development. It is noted that since 1990s, there have been several attempts of modeling
point defects using CALPHAD [184–187]. These previous studies, however, were limited to
simple binary systems. In fact, none of them is suitable for more complicated systems, such as
CZTS. For example, in CZTS, the CuZn+ZnCu antisite complex is known to be very abundant, due
to the large binding energy between CuZn and ZnCu [188]. However, this important defect
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complex cannot be captured by the previous models, where different atomic sites are assumed
nearly independent and only weak short range ordering as a perturbation can be considered.
Another serious problem in these studies is that the model parameters are system-dependent,
which make descriptions of different systems incompatible and prevent the possibility of
combining them. For example, the electrons are referenced to the valence band maximum (VBM)
or the conduction band minimum (CBM), but these energy levels are obviously material specific
[184]. The method used in the present study avoids these issues and is described in detail in the
Chapter 2.

6.2 First-principles calculations
The methodology described above requires large amount of thermochemical data and
information about electronic structure as inputs, which are usually difficult to obtain
experimentally. Thanks to DFT, these data can be efficiently computed, enabling us to construct
the CALPHAD model from the atomic level and generate results in the macroscopic level where
comparison with experiments is more viable.
The energies of formation of Cu2S, ZnS, SnS2 and Cu2ZnSnS4 are shown in Table 6.1.
For the binary compounds, our HSE06 calculations are very close to experimental values
[127,129,166], while another DFT study using PBEsol displays significant errors compared with
the experiments. This sharp contrast shows that the conventional (semi)local DFT functionals,
even with some modifications like PBEsol, is not sufficient to provide sufficiently accurate
thermochemical data. Thus more sophisticated but usually more computationally demanding tools
such as hybrid functionals are necessary. For the Cu2ZnSnS4 formation energy, the only
experimental value available, −930±98 kJ/mole [189], is much more negative than both the
calculations using HSE06 (-476.58 kJ/mole) and PBEsol (-369.13 kJ/mole). However, using
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HSE06 leads to better agreement. It should be noted that the reliability of the experimental value
is questionable, because it is calculated from sputtering rates measured during ion bombardment
based on Sigmund’s sputtering theory and the Born-Haber cycle. Since the formation energy is
not directly measured and estimation involves several assumptions, a large error is possible. It
will be shown in the next section that our HSE06 calculations are more realistic than both the
PBEsol calculations and the experiment based on the phase relations and the entropy which can
be relatively accurately calculated using the phonon theory.
The 0 K enthalpies of formation of the major point defects in CZTS, 𝑉𝐶𝑢 , 𝐶𝑢𝑍𝑛 , 𝑍𝑛𝐶𝑢
and 𝐶𝑢𝑍𝑛 + 𝑍𝑛𝐶𝑢 , are illustrated in Figure 6.1, under two sets of chemical potentials: μ=(μCu,
μZn, μSn, μS)=(-0.404, -1.190, 0, -0.737) eV and (-0.773, -1.928, -1.474, 0) eV. “0” means the
chemical potential of the pure element in its standard state. Both 𝑉𝐶𝑢 and 𝐶𝑢𝑍𝑛 become more
favorable at S-rich conditions, since the cations tend to leave CZTS and enter the chemical
reservoir, and Zn has a stronger such tendency than Cu due to the more negative energy of
formation of ZnS. The enthalpy of formation of 𝐶𝑢𝑍𝑛 + 𝑍𝑛𝐶𝑢 does not change with chemical
potentials, since it conserves the composition. A kink in the curve represents a defect level, where
the defect changes its charge state and releases an electron or a hole. The charge of 𝑉𝐶𝑢 changes
from 0 to -1 at 0.04 eV, while the charge of 𝐶𝑢𝑍𝑛 changes from 0 to -1 at 0.19 eV. Therefore, 𝑉𝐶𝑢
is a shallow acceptor, while 𝐶𝑢𝑍𝑛 is a deep acceptor. A deep defect level can increase carrier
recombination and decrease the efficiency of the solar cell, and thus should ultimately be avoided.
𝑍𝑛𝐶𝑢 has no defect levels within the bandgap, with the charge being +1, thus it is a hole killer.
The entropies of formation of major point defects are illustrated in Figure 6.2. For all the
point defects, the entropy of formation has a rapid change below 300 K, but changes little above
×
×
×
300 K. The neutral defects, 𝑉𝐶𝑢
, 𝐶𝑢𝑍𝑛
, 𝑍𝑛𝐶𝑢
and 𝐶𝑢𝑍𝑛 + 𝑍𝑛𝐶𝑢 , have small entropies of

′ , 𝐶𝑢 ′ and 𝑍𝑛 ∙ , have quite significant entropies of
formation, but the charged defects, 𝑉𝐶𝑢
𝑍𝑛
𝐶𝑢
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formation, with the absolute values being about 4 kB in medium and high temperature. This is
equivalent to 0.35 eV at 1000 K, which is rather significant, if compared to the enthalpies of
formation shown in Figure 6.1. Thus, the calculation of the entropy of formation of point defects
is important. However, it is still not a common practice at the moment, possibly due to its high
computation demands required by the phonon approach.
Though the band structure can be calculated by DFT, it is obtained from the literature
here. The temperature-dependent bandgap of CZTS can be described by the Bose–Einstein model
as
Equation 6.1

𝟐𝒂𝑩
𝑩 /𝑻)−𝟏

𝑬𝒈 (𝑻) = 𝑬𝒈 (𝟎) − 𝒆𝒙𝒑(𝜣

where 𝐸𝑔 (0)=1.510 eV, 𝑎𝐵 =0.0559 eV, and Θ𝐵 =523 K from the transmittance spectra
measurements [190]. Due to the lack of information, it is assumed that the bandgap variance
contributes to CBM and VBM equally, i.e.,
Equation 6.2

𝜺𝒄 (𝑻) = 𝜺𝒄 (𝟐𝟗𝟖) +

𝑬𝒈 (𝑻)−𝑬𝒈 (𝟐𝟗𝟖)
𝟐

and
Equation 6.3

𝜺𝒗 (𝑻) = 𝜺𝒄 (𝟐𝟗𝟖) −

𝑬𝒈 (𝑻)+𝑬𝒈 (𝟐𝟗𝟖)
𝟐

Due to this assumption, in the present model, the temperature dependence is only treated
for the bandgap, not for the band edges. Using 𝜀𝐻 as the reference level for electrons,
𝜀𝑐 (298)=0.71 eV [191].
The electron and hole effective masses of CZTS has been calculated from band curvature
in the literature [192]. Due to anisotropy of the tetragonal structure of CZTS, the longitudinal
mass and the transverse mass are not equal, thus the effective mass tensor cannot be reduced to a
scalar, and using it to calculate effective DOS would be difficult. Thus, here the effective DOS is
determined directly from its definition, Equation 2.20 and Equation 2.21, and shown in Figure
6.3. The effective DOS increases with temperature significantly. This means that the entropy for
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electrons and holes is increasing since more states are available for them. The valence band has
much larger effective DOS than the conduction band, due to its lower degree of dispersion, which
is common for most semiconductors. The effective mass that is compatible with the effective
DOS, the so-called DOS effective mass, is defined by
𝟐

Equation 6.4

𝒎∗𝒄 =

𝑵
𝒉𝟐 ( 𝒄 )𝟑
𝟐

𝟐𝝅𝒌𝑩 𝑻

and
𝟐

Equation 6.5

𝒎∗𝒗 =

𝑵
𝒉𝟐 ( 𝒗 )𝟑
𝟐

𝟐𝝅𝒌𝑩 𝑻

The DOS effective masses are also shown in Figure 6.3, and the trend is similar to that of
the effective DOS. The DOS effective mass is obviously very different from the effective mass
derived from band curvature, since the latter is not temperature-dependent. The temperature
dependence of the DOS effective mass is originated from the fact that the energy band is not
strictly parabolic. Consequently, one should be careful when selecting the effective mass data to
calculate the effective DOS.

6.3 Modeling of phase equilibria and defect chemistry
The CALPHAD model of the Cu-Zn-Sn-S system is constructed based on the lower order
systems modeled in previous chapters and the first-principles calculations of CZTS and its point
defects. To simultaneously show how phase equilibria and defect chemistry vary with the
conditions, the phase diagrams superimposed with defect concentrations are plotted in Figure 6.4,
Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.6, which are termed “phase-defect diagrams” by the present author. Since
𝐶𝑢𝑍𝑛 has the lowest formation energy among the considered point defects and it has a relatively
deep defect level (about 0.2 eV) inside the bandgap which may cause carrier recombination, it is
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selected to be shown in the phase-defect diagrams. Furthermore, only the neutral state of 𝐶𝑢𝑍𝑛 ,
×
×
i.e., 𝐶𝑢𝑍𝑛
is shown, since the minority carrier electrons are captured by 𝐶𝑢𝑍𝑛
, and the minority

carrier lifetime is the key factor that determined the solar cell efficiency.
The phase-defect diagrams at T=823 K, n(S)/[n(Cu2S)+n(ZnS)+n(SnS2)+n(S)]=0.1 and
different pressures are illustrated in Figure 6.4, where n(i) is the number of moles of the
component i. Here, four components, Cu2S, ZnS, SnS2 and S are defined. It can be seen that the
pressure has a very large influence on both phase equilibria and defect chemistry. At P=103 Pa,
the single CZTS phase region (hereafter “CZTS region”) is very narrow and long. With pressure
decreasing, the CZTS region expands towards the SnS2 corner but shrinks along the Cu2S-ZnS
direction. At P=10-1 Pa, the CZTS region is very extended towards the SnS2 corner. However, this
×
trend does not always continue. At P=10-3 Pa, the CZTS region disappear. High 𝐶𝑢𝑍𝑛
×
concentration exists in the Cu2S-SnS2 side while low 𝐶𝑢𝑍𝑛
concentration exists in the ZnS-SnS2

side, which explains why the high-efficiency CZTS solar cells are usually Cu-poor and Zn-rich.
×
With pressure decreasing, the 𝐶𝑢𝑍𝑛
concentration in the ZnS-SnS2 side first decreases and then
×
increases, thus there is an optimal pressure to minimize the 𝐶𝑢𝑍𝑛
concentration, which is around

10 Pa.
The phase-defect diagrams at T=823 K, n(S)/[n(Cu2S)+n(ZnS)+n(SnS2)+n(S)]=0.9 and
different pressures are illustrated in Figure 6.5. The trend with pressure is similar as that at T=823
K and n(S)/[n(Cu2S)+n(ZnS)+n(SnS2)+n(S)]=0.1. However, the higher
×
n(S)/[n(Cu2S)+n(ZnS)+n(SnS2)+n(S)] leads to higher 𝐶𝑢𝑍𝑛
concentration. In addition, at P=10-1

Pa, the CZTS region is already absent, meaning a stronger trend of decomposition. Thus, a high
n(S)/[n(Cu2S)+n(ZnS)+n(SnS2)+n(S)] is not beneficial, and we will focus on
n(S)/[n(Cu2S)+n(ZnS)+n(SnS2)+n(S)]=0.1.
The phase-defect diagrams at T=623 K, n(S)/[n(Cu2S)+n(ZnS)+n(SnS2)+n(S)]=0.1 and
different pressures are illustrated in Figure 6.6. The lower temperature leads to a stronger stability
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×
of CZTS; at P=10-5 Pa, the CZTS region still exists. The 𝐶𝑢𝑍𝑛
concentration is also lower, and
×
the lowest 𝐶𝑢𝑍𝑛
concentration is achieved at lower pressure, between 10-1 Pa and 10-3 Pa. Note
×
that at T=823 K, the lowest 𝐶𝑢𝑍𝑛
concentration is achieved at about 10 Pa. Thus, a low

temperature is beneficial for obtaining low defect concentrations. The disadvantages include two
aspects. First, a low temperature means slow kinetics, thus in practice the temperature cannot be
too low if the sample needs to be synthesized in a reasonable time. Second, a low temperature
leads to a smaller CZTS region, thus secondary phases are more possible to form.
From the above discussions, it is concluded that for reducing secondary phases and
harmful point defects, (i) the composition should be towards ZnS-SnS2 side; (ii) the excess sulfur
should not be in a large amount; (iii) the temperature and the pressure should not be too high or
too low and optimal values exist. Further experimental and computational works are needed to
determine the optimal conditions.
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Table 6.1 Energies of formation per formula (m.f.), Ef, of selected compounds in the Cu-Zn-Sn-S
system calculated using HSE06 in this work, in comparison with those using PBEsol [193] and
experiments. For convenience, for HSE06, the corresponding values in eV are given in the
parentheses.
Compound
Cu2S
ZnS
SnS2
Cu2ZnSnS4

Space group
𝑃21 /𝑐
𝐹4̅3𝑚
𝑃3̅𝑚1
𝐼4̅

HSE06 (This work)
-73.17 (-0.760 eV)
-185.68 (-1.928 eV)
-142.02 (-1.474 eV)
-476.58 (-4.948 eV)

Ef (kJ/m.f.)
PBEsol [193]
-46.24
-156.74
-120.97
-369.13

Expt.
-79.5 [127]
−201.7 [166]
-151.5 [129]
−930±98 [189]

Figure 6.1 0 K enthalpy of formation of major point defects in CZTS under (μCu, μZn, μSn, μS)
equal to (a) (-0.404, -1.190, 0, -0.737) eV and (b) (-0.773, -1.928, -1.474, 0) eV.
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Figure 6.2 Entropy of formation of major point defects in CZTS. The chemical reservoir is the
pure elements in their structures stable at room temperature, i.e., fcc-Cu and hcp-Zn.

Figure 6.3 Temperature-dependent effective DOS and the DOS effective mass compared with the
effective mass determined from band curvature [192]. m0 is the mass of an electron.
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Figure 6.4 Phase-defect diagrams at T=823 K, n(S)/[n(Cu2S)+n(ZnS)+n(SnS2)+n(S)]=0.1 and
different pressures, in terms of the components Cu2S, ZnS and SnS2.
x(ZnS)=n(ZnS)/[n(Cu2S)+n(ZnS)+n(SnS2)] and x(SnS2)=n(SnS2)/[n(Cu2S)+n(ZnS)+n(SnS2)].
The gas is omitted in the labels of phase regions since it always exists.
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Figure 6.5 Phase-defect diagrams at T=823 K, n(S)/[n(Cu2S)+n(ZnS)+n(SnS2)+n(S)]=0.9 and
different pressures, in terms of the components Cu2S, ZnS and SnS2.
x(ZnS)=n(ZnS)/[n(Cu2S)+n(ZnS)+n(SnS2)] and x(SnS2)=n(SnS2)/[n(Cu2S)+n(ZnS)+n(SnS2)].
The gas is omitted in the labels of phase regions since it always exists.
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Figure 6.6 Phase-defect diagrams at T=623 K, n(S)/[n(Cu2S)+n(ZnS)+n(SnS2)+n(S)]=0.1 and
different pressures, in terms of the components Cu2S, ZnS and SnS2.
x(ZnS)=n(ZnS)/[n(Cu2S)+n(ZnS)+n(SnS2)] and x(SnS2)=n(SnS2)/[n(Cu2S)+n(ZnS)+n(SnS2)].
The gas is omitted in the labels of phase regions since it always exists.
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Chapter 7
A physical model of thermal vacancies within the CALPHAD method
In the following chapters, the methodologies developed in the present dissertation but not
involved in Chapter 2 are described. In this chapter, a physical model of thermal vacancies within
the CALPHAD method is described, aiming to solve the long-standing controversy in modeling
the vacancies in solids within the CALPHAD method.

7.1 Introduction
Due to the important role of vacancies in many processes and properties of materials,
there has been an attempt [24,194–201] to model vacancies within the CALPHAD approach as
Equation 7.1

𝑮 = 𝒚𝑨 𝑮𝑨 + 𝒚𝑽𝒂 𝑮𝑽𝒂 + 𝑹𝑻𝒚𝑨 𝒍𝒏𝒚𝑨 + 𝑹𝑻𝒚𝑽𝒂 𝒍𝒏𝒚𝑽𝒂 + 𝒚𝑨 𝒚𝑽𝒂 𝑳

Equation 7.2

𝑳 = ∑𝒌=𝟎 𝒌𝑳(𝒚𝑨 − 𝒚𝑽𝒂 )𝒌

Equation 7.3

𝒚𝑨 + 𝒚𝑽𝒂 = 𝟏

where 𝑦𝐴 (𝑦𝑉𝑎 ) and 𝐺𝐴 (𝐺𝑉𝑎 ) are the site fraction and the molar Gibbs energy of the host
atom A (the vacancy), respectively, R the gas constant, T the temperature, and L the interaction
parameter between the host atom and the vacancy which can be expanded in Redlich-Kister
polynomials [26] with coefficients 𝑘𝐿. By minimizing 𝐺 as a function of 𝑦𝐴 (𝑦𝑉𝑎 ), the
equilibrium states can be obtained.
Here arises the question: what is the value of 𝐺𝑉𝑎 , the Gibbs energy of the vacancyendmember without the host atoms, i.e., all the lattice sites are vacant? Various values were
suggested for 𝐺𝑉𝑎 without consensus. The most intuitive one is zero [194–197], since the
vacancy-endmember is “nothing”. Other choices include RTln10 [198] and 30T J/mol
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[24,199,200]. A more recent work [201] analyzed previous results and found that the behavior of
the model is very sensitive to the value of 𝐺𝑉𝑎 through numerical simulations. When 𝐺𝑉𝑎 is zero
or negative, there is no equilibrium state. When 𝐺𝑉𝑎 is positive but below a critical value, there
are multiple equilibrium states. When 𝐺𝑉𝑎 exceeds this critical value, there is a unique solution
associated with the equilibrium vacancy concentration. Based on these observations, it was
concluded that 𝐺𝑉𝑎 should be larger than a critical value, (ln2-1/2)RT, to ensure a unique
equilibrium state. Moreover, it was mentioned that 𝐺𝑉𝑎 is just a formal parameter without any
physical meaning. Another work [200] also noticed the problems caused by a zero or negative
𝐺𝑉𝑎 .
The aim of the present work is to resolve the controversy by establishing a physical
model of thermal vacancies within the CALPHAD approach. The paper is organized as
following. First, the physical definition of 𝐺𝑉𝑎 is introduced. Then, the solutions of the model
under different conditions are derived and discussed, followed by comparison with experiments.
Finally, discussions and conclusions are given.

7.2 Theoretical formulation
Since the formation of vacancy has significant impact on volume, the pressure effect
must be considered in the Gibbs energy model by defining 𝐺𝑉𝑎 as
Equation 7.4

𝑮𝑽𝒂 = 𝑮𝟎𝑽𝒂 + 𝑷𝑽𝑽𝒂

0
where P is the pressure, 𝑉𝑉𝑎 the molar volume of the vacancy, and 𝐺𝑉𝑎
the Gibbs energy of

vacancy at P=0 and equal to zero. Here the pressure effect is ignored for the solid element A
without vacancies, since its volume changes little. The pressure effect is considered for the
vacancy-endmember, making its molar Gibbs energy non-zero. The reason is that although a
vacancy has nothing inside, it occupies certain amount of volume, suffering energy penalties from
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pressure. According to our best knowledge, no previous works [24,194–201] have considered this
point.
The quantity of interests is the molar Gibbs energy of A in a defect-bearing form,
expressed as
Equation 7.5
(𝟏 − 𝒚𝑨 )𝑳.

𝑮

𝑮𝒎 = 𝑮𝒎 (𝒚𝑨 ) = 𝒚 = 𝑮𝑨 +
𝑨

𝟏−𝒚𝑨
𝑷𝑽𝑽𝒂
𝒚𝑨

+ 𝑹𝑻𝒍𝒏𝒚𝑨 + 𝑹𝑻

𝟏−𝒚𝑨
𝒍𝒏(𝟏 −
𝒚𝑨

𝒚𝑨 ) +

For the equilibrium states,
Equation 7.6

𝝏𝑮𝒎
𝝏𝒚𝑨

=−

𝑷𝑽𝑽𝒂
𝒚𝑨 𝟐

𝑹𝑻

𝝏𝑳

− 𝒚 𝟐 𝒍𝒏(𝟏 − 𝒚𝑨 ) − 𝑳 + (𝟏 − 𝒚𝑨 ) 𝝏𝒚 = 𝟎.
𝑨

𝑨

Assume the solution is subregular at this moment, i.e., expanding the interaction
parameter to the first order:
Equation 7.7

𝑳 = 𝟎𝑳 + 𝟏𝑳(𝒚𝑨 − 𝒚𝑽𝒂 ) = 𝟎𝑳 + 𝟏𝑳(𝟐𝒚𝑨 − 𝟏).

Then
Equation 7.8

𝝏𝑮𝒎
𝝏𝒚𝑨

=−

𝑷𝑽𝑽𝒂
𝒚𝑨 𝟐

𝑹𝑻

− 𝒚 𝟐 𝒍𝒏(𝟏 − 𝒚𝑨 ) − 𝟎𝑳 + 𝟑 𝟏𝑳 − 𝟒 𝟏𝑳𝒚𝑨 = 𝟎(𝟎 ≤ 𝒚𝑨 ≤ 𝟏).
𝑨

Before proceeding to its numerical solutions, let’s do an asymptotic analysis to get some
insights.
For 𝑦𝐴 ≈ 1, Equation 7.8 can be first rewritten and then approximated as
Equation 7.9

𝒚𝑽𝒂 = 𝟏 − 𝒚𝑨 = 𝐞𝐱𝐩 (−

𝑷𝑽𝑽𝒂 + 𝟎𝑳𝒚𝑨 𝟐 −𝟑 𝟏𝑳𝒚𝑨 𝟐 +𝟒 𝟏𝑳𝒚𝑨 𝟑
𝑹𝑻

) ≈ 𝐞𝐱𝐩(−

𝑷𝑽𝑽𝒂 + 𝟎𝑳+ 𝟏𝑳
𝑹𝑻

).

As long as 𝑇 is small enough with respect to the formation energy of vacancies, which is
true for most metals, the condition 𝑦𝐴 ≈ 1 is always satisfied. In other words, an equilibrium state
is found around 𝑦𝐴 = 1, corresponding to the solid with low vacancy concentration.
For 𝑦𝐴 ≈ 0,

𝜕𝐺𝑚
𝜕𝑦𝐴

Equation 7.10 𝟎 =

𝝏𝑮𝒎
𝝏𝒚𝑨
𝟎

−

𝑷𝑽𝑽𝒂
𝒚𝑨 𝟐

+

𝑹𝑻
𝟏
+ 𝑹𝑻 −
𝒚𝑨
𝟐

can be expanded and from Equation 7.8 one has
=−

𝑷𝑽𝑽𝒂
𝒚𝑨 𝟐
𝟏

𝑹𝑻

𝟏

− 𝒚 𝟐 (−𝒚𝑨 − 𝟐 𝒚𝑨 𝟐 + ⋯ ) − 𝟎𝑳 + 𝟑 𝟏𝑳 − 𝟒 𝟏𝑳𝒚𝑨 =
𝑨

𝑳 + 𝟑 𝑳 − 𝟒 𝟏𝑳𝒚𝑨 + ⋯ ≈ −

𝑷𝑽𝑽𝒂
𝒚𝑨 𝟐

+

𝑹𝑻
𝒚𝑨

⇒ 𝒚𝑨 ≈

𝑷𝑽𝑽𝒂
.
𝑹𝑻
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1

Since 𝑦 is a large quantity, only the leading terms containing 𝑦 are kept in the
𝐴

𝐴

approximation of Equation 7.10. As long as 𝑃 is small enough, the condition 𝑦𝐴 ≈ 0 is always
satisfied. In other words, an equilibrium state is found around 𝑦𝐴 = 0. However, its nature is still
not clear. The molar volume of the defect-bearing system 𝑉 = 𝑦𝐴 𝑉𝐴 + 𝑦𝑉𝑎 𝑉𝑉𝑎 ≈ 𝑉𝑉𝑎 , thus this
solution satisfies
Equation 7.11 𝑷𝑽 ≈ 𝒚𝑨 𝑹𝑻.
This is nothing but the ideal gas law. Therefore, the solution around 𝑦𝐴 = 0 corresponds
to a gas.
Through an asymptotic analysis, two solutions for the equilibrium states have been
𝑃𝑉𝑉𝑎 + 0𝐿+ 1𝐿

obtained. They are denoted as 𝑦𝐴𝑠𝑜𝑙 ≈ 1 − exp(−

𝑅𝑇

𝑔𝑎𝑠

) and 𝑦𝐴

≈

𝑃𝑉𝑉𝑎
,
𝑅𝑇

representing the

solid with low vacancy concentration and the gas, respectively. Their Gibbs energies can be
𝑔𝑎𝑠

obtained by inserting 𝑦𝐴𝑠𝑜𝑙 and 𝑦𝐴
𝒈𝒂𝒔

for 𝑦𝐴 in Equation 7.5. The gas has the Gibbs energy

𝒈𝒂𝒔

Equation 7.12 𝑮𝒎 = 𝑮𝒎 (𝒚𝑨 ) = 𝑮𝑨 +
𝒈𝒂𝒔
𝒚𝑨 ) +

(𝟏 −

𝒈𝒂𝒔
𝒈𝒂𝒔
𝒚𝑨 )[ 𝟎𝑳 + 𝟏𝑳(𝟐𝒚𝑨

𝒈𝒂𝒔

𝟏−𝒚𝑨

𝒈𝒂𝒔
𝒚𝑨

𝒈𝒂𝒔

+ 𝑹𝑻

𝟎

𝟏

𝑷𝑽𝑽𝒂 + 𝑹𝑻𝒍𝒏𝒚𝑨

− 𝟏)] ≈ 𝑮𝑨 +

𝒈𝒂𝒔
𝑹𝑻𝒍𝒏𝒚𝑨

𝒈𝒂𝒔

𝟏−𝒚𝑨

𝒈𝒂𝒔
𝒚𝑨

𝒍𝒏(𝟏 −

+ ( 𝑳 − 𝑳)

The vacancy-bearing solid has the Gibbs energy
𝒔𝒐𝒍
Equation 7.13 𝑮𝒔𝒐𝒍
𝒎 = 𝑮𝒎 (𝒚𝑨 ) = 𝑮𝑨 +
𝟎
𝟏
𝒔𝒐𝒍
(𝟏 − 𝒚𝒔𝒐𝒍
𝑨 )[ 𝑳 + 𝑳(𝟐𝒚𝑨 − 𝟏)] ≈ 𝑮𝑨

𝟏−𝒚𝒔𝒐𝒍
𝑨
𝒚𝒔𝒐𝒍
𝑨

𝑷𝑽𝑽𝒂 + 𝑹𝑻𝒍𝒏𝒚𝒔𝒐𝒍
𝑨 + 𝑹𝑻

𝟏−𝒚𝒔𝒐𝒍
𝑨
𝒚𝒔𝒐𝒍
𝑨

𝒍𝒏(𝟏 − 𝒚𝒔𝒐𝒍
𝑨 )+

The difference between their molar Gibbs energies is approximately written as
𝒈𝒂𝒔

𝒈𝒂𝒔

Equation 7.14 𝑮𝒎 − 𝑮𝒔𝒐𝒍
𝒎 ≈ 𝑹𝑻𝒍𝒏𝒚𝑨

+ ( 𝟎𝑳 − 𝟏𝑳)

with
𝒈𝒂𝒔

Equation 7.15 𝒚𝑨

𝑔𝑎𝑠

When 𝐺𝑚

≈

𝑷𝑽𝑽𝒂
.
𝑹𝑻
𝑔𝑎𝑠

𝑠𝑜𝑙
− 𝐺𝑚
> 0, the stable phase is the solid. When 𝐺𝑚
𝑔𝑎𝑠

phase is the gas. When 𝐺𝑚
be derived as

𝑠𝑜𝑙
− 𝐺𝑚
< 0, the stable

𝑠𝑜𝑙
− 𝐺𝑚
= 0, the gas and the solid coexist, and the vapor pressure can
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𝑹𝑻

Equation 7.16 𝑷𝒗𝒂𝒑 = 𝑽 𝐞𝐱𝐩(−
𝑽𝒂

𝟎

𝑳− 𝟏 𝑳
𝑹𝑻

).

To determine the model parameters 𝑉𝑉𝑎 , 0𝐿 and 1𝐿, their connections with the quantities
which can be obtained from the first-principles calculations or the experiments need to be made.
It is evident that Equation 7.9 describes the thermal excitation of a vacancy, thus
Equation 7.17 𝑷𝑽𝑽𝒂 + 𝟎𝑳 + 𝟏𝑳 = 𝑮𝒇 ⇒ 𝟎𝑳 + 𝟏𝑳 = 𝑮𝒇 − 𝑷𝑽𝑽𝒂 ≈ 𝑮𝒇
where 𝐺 𝑓 is the Gibbs energy of formation of one mole dilute vacancies without the
configurational entropy, and can be obtained using first-principles calculations or from the
literature. The approximation in Equation 7.17 is valid, because 𝐺 𝑓 is in the order of 100 kJ/mol
𝑔𝑎𝑠

(1 eV/vacancy), and 𝑃𝑉𝑉𝑎 ≪ 𝐺 𝑓 , since even when 𝑇 = 3000 K, 𝑃𝑉𝑉𝑎 = 𝑦𝐴

𝑅𝑇 ≪ 𝑅𝑇 = 25

kJ/mol, thus ignoring 𝑃𝑉𝑉𝑎 has little influences on dilute vacancies in the solid.
The left hand side of Equation 7.14 is the Gibbs energy difference between the solid and
the gas, and the first term of the right hand side is the configurational Gibbs energy of the gas (the
configurational Gibbs energy of the solid is omitted), thus it is thus clear that
Equation 7.18

𝒈𝒂𝒔

𝟎

𝑳 − 𝟏𝑳 = 𝑮𝒔 ≡ 𝑮𝒎 − 𝑮𝒔𝒐𝒍
𝒎 − 𝑹𝑻𝒍𝒏

𝑷𝑽𝑽𝒂
𝑹𝑻

where 𝐺 𝑠 is the Gibbs energy of sublimation without the configurational entropy, for which the
Gibbs energies of both the solid and the gas should be calculated. The solid can be treated
quantum-mechanically using the first-principles quasi-harmonic approach or from the abundant
experimental data. The gas can be treated using the theory of statistical physics, i.e., the SackurTetrode equation, which describes the classical ideal gas incorporating quantum considerations,
with the Gibbs energy given by [35]
𝑷𝝀𝟑
𝑩𝑻

𝒈𝒂𝒔

Equation 7.19 𝑮𝒎 = 𝑹𝑻𝒍𝒏 𝒌

with the thermal de Broglie wavelength
Equation 7.20 𝝀 =

𝒉
√𝟐𝝅𝒎𝒌𝑩 𝑻
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where ℎ the Planck constant, 𝑚 the mass of an atom, and 𝑘𝐵 the Boltzmann constant. In the
Sackur-Tetrode equation, the entropy at 0 K is diverged. If one wishes to treat the entropy at 0 K
properly, the quantum statistics (Fermi-Dirac statistics or Bose–Einstein statistics) should be
thoroughly used, and the expression of the thermodynamic properties will be much more
complicated. Since the present work focuses on the classical gas, there is no need to do so.
The definition of 𝑉𝑉𝑎 does not affect the Gibbs energies of the gas and the solid, nor the
Gibbs energy of formation of a vacancy, as long as it has roughly the same order as the molar
𝑔𝑎𝑠

volume of an element. The affected quantity is the site fraction of the gas, 𝑦𝐴

, which ought to

be dependent on 𝑉𝑉𝑎 . Thus, the definition of 𝑉𝑉𝑎 is not unique. However, to make the
thermodynamic models of different elements consistent, a universal 𝑉𝑉𝑎 should be used. It is
suggested in the present work to use 𝑉𝑉𝑎 =10 cm3/mol, since the molar volumes of most elements
are around this value.

7.3 Application
The present model is applied to tungsten, for which the sublimation is especially
important, since both of its melting temperature and boiling temperature are very high. In
addition, the sublimation of tungsten is related to everyday life since the tungsten filament is used
in the incandescent light bulb. The Gibbs energy of solid tungsten is calculated based on the
quasi-harmonic approximation. The phonon calculations are implemented to obtain the
vibrational spectrum which determines the thermodynamic properties. All the first-principles
calculations in the present work are based on the density functional theory (DFT) [12,13], using
Vienna Ab-initio Simulation Package (VASP) [119,202]. A GGA (Generalized Gradient
Approximation) [15] exchange correlation functional PBE [15] using the projector augmented
wave (PAW) [50] method is employed. For the phonon calculations, a 3×3×3 supercell which
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consists of 54 atoms and a 4×4×4 mesh of Monkhorst-Pack k-points [120] are used, and the finite
displacement method is applied with a displacement of 0.01 Å. An energy cutoff of 300 eV is
used for plane-wave basis expansion in all the calculations. The Gibbs energy of the vacancy-rich
endmember, which has been proved to be the gas, is calculated using Equation 7.19 and Equation
7.20.
The non-configurational Gibbs energy of sublimation 𝐺 𝑠 calculated based on the above
approach is show in Figure 7.1. It can be seen that the linearity of 𝐺 𝑠 is quite good, indicating that
a constant enthalpy of sublimation and a constant entropy of sublimation can be approximately
extracted. The calculated curve is therefore fitted to a linear function as
Equation 7.21 𝑮𝒔 ≈ 𝟕𝟕𝟔𝟔𝟕𝟔 − 𝟒𝟒. 𝟒𝟐𝟑𝑻(𝐉/𝐦𝐨𝐥).
For 𝐺 𝑓 of tungsten, a formation enthalpy of 337120 J/mol (3.5 eV/vacancy) and a
formation entropy of 26.605 J/K/mol (3.2 𝑘𝐵 /vacancy) from the literature [203] are used in the
present work. The relevant properties and parameters of tungsten are shown in Table 7.1.
Using the constructed model of tungsten, its sublimation representing the competition
between the solid phase and the gas phase can be studied. The vapor pressure 𝑃𝑣𝑎𝑝 is the pressure
that both phases are in equilibrium at a given temperature and has been analyzed approximately
in Equation 7.16. Similarly, one has the sublimation temperature at a given pressure. The results
based on the numerical solutions of the present model are shown in Figure 7.2. The agreement
with the experimental data [204] is quite satisfactory.
Note that the model parameters are mainly from the first-principles calculations and the
statistical mechanical treatment of the gas phase, without any parameter fitting. Therefore, such a
good agreement demonstrates the theoretical correctness of the present model, as well as the
methods of determining its parameters. From Figure 7.2, the linear relationship between log P and
1/T can be seen in a certain range, representing an Arrhenian behavior. But in the whole range,
the deviation from the Arrhenian behavior is present, which is evident from the approximate
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formula Equation 7.16, where the prefactor is temperature-dependent. The curve of the vapor
pressure as a function of temperature can be also regarded as the phase boundary between the
solid and the gas in a temperature-pressure phase diagram. The high-T and low-P region is for the
gas, while the low-T and high-P region for the solid.
It is worth considering the nature of the present model, which evidently describes two
phases, the solid and the gas, depending on the site fraction. The site fraction 𝑦𝐴 can thus be
considered as an order parameter. For the solid, 𝑦𝐴 ≈ 1, while for the gas, 𝑦𝐴 ≈ 0. At the vapor
pressure or the sublimation temperature, there is a phase transition between these two phases, and
𝑦𝐴 has a discontinuous change. The present model not only describes the phase transition well,
but also solves the previous controversy around the definition of the Gibbs energy of the fullvacancy endmember [24,194–201]. It was thought that this parameter has no physical meaning
[201], which is disproved by the present model. It is not justified to ignore the pressure effect
when the system undergoes a large volume change caused by vacancies. In addition, it was
thought that the equilibrium state should be unique when the vacancy concentration changes
[201]. However, this is an artificial requirement, and in principle, there is no reason prohibiting
multiple equilibrium states within one model.
It is also worth noting that although the gas and the solid are described in the same
model, the description of the gas is not dependent on that of the solid, which can be seen from
Equation 7.19, where the Gibbs energy of the gas does not contain any information of the solid.
In other words, no matter how one changes the description of the solid, the gas will not be
affected.
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Table 7.1 Molar volume of the vacancy, Gibbs energy of formation of a dilute vacancy, nonconfigurational Gibbs energy of sublimation and interaction parameters of W.
𝑉𝑉𝑎 (cm3/mol)

10

𝐺 𝑓 (J/mol)

337120-26.605T

𝐺 𝑠 (J/mol)

776676-44.423T

0

𝐿 (J/mol)

556898 -35.514T

1

𝐿 (J/mol)

-219778 +8.909T

Figure 7.1 Non-configurational Gibbs energy of sublimation 𝑮𝒔 of tungsten. The calculated
curve is fitted to a linear function.
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Figure 7.2 The calculated vapor pressure of tungsten based on the present model, compared to
the experimental data [204].
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Chapter 8
An efficient method for calculating thermodynamic properties of the crystal
with a large unit cell

8.1 Introduction
The Debye model is often sufficient to estimate the finite temperature thermodynamic
properties [17] for many simple solids, but this approach is not appropriate for the S-Se system
[54] since it does not account for the internal degrees of freedom within a unit cell. These are
needed for these complex molecular crystals. Estimation based on phonon calculations within the
quasi-harmonic approximation (QHA) often describes finite temperature properties reasonably
well, but is time-consuming, especially for the complex systems of this study. The unit cells of
the α, β, and α’ phases are quite large (32~48 atoms), and the symmetry is low, leading to a
myriad of degrees of freedom. In the usual phonon calculations, a supercell consisting of multiple
unit cells is used. For the S-Se system, this is particularly demanding due to the structural features
mentioned above. However, since the unit cells are large, and the interactions between them are
attributed to van der Waals forces, it is expected that vibrations of a unit cell are not significantly
influenced by the other unit cells. Consequently, it should be sufficient to constrain phonon
calculations within one unit cell (i.e. at the Γ point). The three acoustic phonon branches,
however, are limited to the Γ point with zero frequencies when one unit cell is used, and the
acoustic phonon dispersion cannot be calculated, which introduces considerable error. To obtain
the acoustic phonon dispersion, two widely used approaches are the linear dispersion assumption
based on the Debye model, as successfully applied to ZrSiO4, USiO4, Ca5(PO4)3F, and Pb5(VO4)3I
[205], and the sine wave dispersion assumption based on the Kieffer model [206], as applied to
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Mg14Si5O24 [207], CaCO3 [208] and Al4Be6Si12O36 [209]. The latter approach is thought to be
more accurate than the linear dispersion approach [206], and is adopted in the present work.
Treatment of anharmonicity is another issue. In the framework of QHA, this is usually
accomplished by calculating phonons at several (at least five) volumes and fitting. Regardless of
efficiency, sometimes this procedure fails, since imaginary frequencies may appear as volume
changes. A method based on mode Grüneisen parameters, which represent the volume
dependence of vibrational frequencies [207,210,211] has been applied to calculate finite
temperature properties of silicates. In this method, anharmonicity is taken into account by mode
Grüneisen parameters, and only calculations at three volumes are needed. In the applications
referenced above, however, only the contribution from the optical Grüneisen parameters to
thermal expansion was considered without stating a reason. Ignoring the contribution from the
acoustic Grüneisen parameters, however, will inevitably introduce errors that are not necessarily
negligible.

8.2 Theoretical formulation
Considering the important role of the acoustic Grüneisen parameters, the acoustic
contribution is derived and a more complete expression within QHA for the product of thermal
expansion and bulk modulus is proposed as follows:
Equation 8.1

𝜶𝑻 𝑩𝑻 =

𝒙 [𝒂𝒓𝒄𝒔𝒊𝒏(𝒙⁄𝒙𝒊 )]𝟐 𝒙𝟐 𝒆𝒙
𝟑𝒌 𝟐 𝟑 𝟑
𝒌 𝟑𝒏
𝒙 𝟐 𝒆𝒙𝒊
∑𝒊=𝟏 𝜸𝒊 ∫𝟎 𝒊
∑𝒊=𝟒 𝜸𝒊 𝒙𝒊𝒊 𝟐
(
)
𝒅𝒙
+
𝒙
𝟐
𝟐
𝟐
(𝒆 −𝟏)
(𝒆 −𝟏)
𝑽𝒄 𝝅
𝑽𝒄
√𝒙𝒊 −𝒙

where
Equation 8.2

𝒙𝒊 =

ℏ𝝎𝒊
𝒌𝑻

In the above expressions, αT is the volume thermal expansion coefficient, BT the bulk
modulus, k the Boltzmann constant, Vc the volume of a unit cell, γi the mode Grüneisen
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parameter, n the number of atoms in a unit cell, and ωi the vibrational frequency. On the right
side of Equation 8.1, the first term is related to the acoustic Grüneisen parameters, and the second
term is related to the optical Grüneisen parameters. It is stressed that the inclusion of the
contribution from the acoustic Grüneisen parameters is not only for theoretical completeness, but
also has practical value. Neglecting the acoustic Grüneisen parameters leads to underestimation
of the thermal expansion that produces further errors in other finite temperature properties.
The temperature-dependent bulk modulus can be calculated knowing its value at 0 K and
its temperature derivative expressed as [210]:
Equation 8.3

𝝏𝑩
𝝏𝑻 𝒑

( ) = −𝜶𝑩∞ (𝑩′ − 𝒒𝒉𝒕 + 𝟏)

where 𝛼𝐵∞ is the limit of 𝛼 𝑇 𝐵𝑇 as T approaches infinity. Furthermore,
Equation 8.4

𝒒𝒉𝒕 =

𝝏𝒍𝒏𝜸
̅
𝝏𝒍𝒏𝑽

where
Equation 8.5

̅=
𝜸

∑𝟑𝒏
𝒊=𝟏 𝜸𝒊
𝟑𝒏

It is noted that the parameter qht, which describes the volume dependence of the
macroscopic Grüneisen parameter at high temperature, cannot be reliably calculated from firstprinciples for the present system, possibly due to the inherent limitation of the D3 correction. For
most solids, the value of qht lies between 1 and 2, and is largely dependent on the crystal structure
[212–214]. Fortunately, such variation in qht will have only minor influence on the
thermodynamic properties since qht is a high order effect of anharmonicity. For α, β and α’, we
simply assign qht =1, which is close to the value calculated for 3D van der Waals crystals [215].
The δ phase consists of molecular chains and is treated as 2D van der Waals crystals. Thus 1.5 is
a more appropriate value for qht (see details in Appendix). Knowing the temperature-dependent
thermal expansion and bulk modulus, other finite temperature properties, such as entropy and
enthalpy, can be deduced in the QHA framework (see details in Appendix A).
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8.3 Application
The hybrid method is applied to the phases in the S-Se system. It should be especially
noted that the β-S phase consists of six molecules in one unit cell, each with two possible
orientations. It was reported that there is an order-disorder transition at about 198 K [43,44,216].
The ordered phase at low temperature, denoted by β1 in the present work, contains neighboring
molecules in different orientations. In the disordered phase, two of six molecules are randomly
oriented. Similar to our recent partition function approach [170], the disordered phase is
considered to be a mixture of two ordered microstates, β1 and β2. In β2, the orientations of
neighboring molecules are the same. To further simplify this case, it is assumed that the β1 and
β2 microstates have equal probability of existing, since the temperature range in which β-S is
stable is well above the order-disorder transition temperature of 198 K [37]. Assuming ideal
mixing, the Gibbs energy of the disordered phase can be written as:
Equation 8.6

𝑮𝜷 =

𝑮𝜷𝟏 +𝑮𝜷𝟐
𝟐

− 𝑻𝑺𝒄

Here, Sc = (R/24) ln2 is the configurational entropy caused by disorder [216] due to the 2fold disorder of 2 molecules in the 48-atom unit cell. Given the Gibbs energy, Gβ, the thermal
properties of the disordered phase can be calculated from those of the ordered phases.
Figure 8.1 shows the finite temperature properties (heat capacity at constant pressure, Cp,
thermal expansion coefficient (TEC), entropy, enthalpy, and Gibbs energy) of the elemental
phases -S, β-S, δ-Se and α’-Se using DFT. The calculated results for the -S phase are
compared with SGTE data [25] and other experimental data [217,218]. The calculated
temperature dependence of Cp, entropy, enthalpy and Gibbs energy are each in excellent
agreement with experiment [25,217]. The agreement for TEC [218] in the low-temperature range
is also good, but deviates in the high-temperature range (above 300 K, note that the melting
temperature of sulfur is 388 K). This is partially attributed to the invalidity of QHA near the
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melting temperature where atoms can move away significantly from their equilibrium positions.
The same calculations are also performed for β-S, which is a disordered phase and treated as a
mixture between two ordered structures in this study. Again, the agreement with experiment
[25,217] is good, noting that a comparison of TEC is absent due to the lack of experimental data.
Using the calculated finite temperature properties of α-S and β-S, the Gibbs energy
difference between these two phases is obtained and plotted in Figure 8.2. The α-S→β-S
transition temperature is predicted to be 428 K, which is reasonably close to the experimental
value, 369 K [219]. The deviation may be partly due to the approximation made when calculating
the properties of β-S, i.e., the β1 and β2 microstates have equal probability of existing. To the
best of our knowledge, such a prediction has no successful precedents, although sulfur is a
common and important element in the everyday life of human beings.
As previously mentioned, application of the DFT functional PBEsol+D3 has the problem
of overbinding δ-Se. This affects not only the 0 K properties (e.g. overestimating the binding
energy of δ-Se), but also the finite temperature properties. Figure 8.1 shows the calculated finite
temperature properties of δ-Se. The calculated values for Cp are in good agreement with
experiment [25,38] below 400 K. However, above this temperature the disagreement is not
negligible, with the calculated values being smaller than the experimental observations. This is
not surprising since the TEC is also seriously underestimated [218] and that Cp is dependent on
TEC. The agreement is better for entropy, enthalpy, and Gibbs energy [25], but small deviation is
observable at higher temperature. A substantial improvement requires a DFT functional that can
describe δ-Se well, which is beyond the scope of the present work.
Also shown in Figure 8.1 is the calculated finite temperature properties of α’-Se. Cp and
entropy are in good agreement with experiments whereas the enthalpy and Gibbs energy show
large systematic errors [38]. The main source of the disagreement is the overestimation of the
enthalpy at 0 K. Note that the reference state is the most stable phase at 0 K, δ-Se, thus this
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overestimation comes from the problem of overbinding δ-Se. In fact, for α’-Se itself, Cp and
entropy, for which δ-Se does not need to be used as reference state, are both well reproduced.
This suggests that this phase can be well described by the present methodology. The systematic
errors can be corrected by requiring match to experimental data [38]. The quantity used for this
𝛿
α’
correction is the difference between Gibbs energies of δ-Se and α’-Se, ∆𝐺 = 0𝐺𝑆𝑒
− 0𝐺𝑆𝑒
, which

is calculated from DFT and experiment [38] respectively. The correction term is (to reduce
round-off error, the significant figures in the following expression are beyond the accuracy of
both the experiment and the DFT calculation)
Equation 8.7

̃
𝜹
𝟎
𝑮𝑺𝒆

− 𝟎𝑮𝜹𝑺𝒆 ≡ 𝑮𝒄𝒐𝒓 = ∆𝑮(𝐞𝐱𝐩) − ∆𝑮(𝐃𝐅𝐓) = 𝟔𝟒𝟏𝟑. 𝟓𝟐𝟓 − 𝟏. 𝟗𝟖𝟗𝑻

𝛿
0 𝛿
where 0̃
𝐺𝑆𝑒 and 𝐺𝑆𝑒 are the corrected and uncorrected Gibbs energies (in J/mol) of δ-Se,

respectively, and 𝑇 is the temperature (in K). The correction term is taken as a linear function
determined by two data points at 298 K and 420 K which is the highest temperature studied for
α’-Se in the experiments [38].
The δ-S, α’-S and β-Se phases are metastable, and thus their properties have not been
measured. Their calculated finite temperature properties are listed in Figure 8.3. In addition, the
α-Se phase is unstable and cannot be treated within the framework of QHA. Thus, its finite
temperature properties are not calculated with DFT in the present work. There is overall
consistency between the first-principles predictions and the results of the CALPHAD modeling
presented in the next section after the above described correction is made to the Gibbs energy of
δ-Se, which demonstrates the usefulness of ab initio thermodynamic approach for metastable
phases.
In summary, it is concluded that the present first-principles calculations of finite
temperature properties, based on the proposed approach, are successful for the S-Se system. Not
only properties of individual phases are well reproduced, but also the relationship between
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different phases is described with satisfactory accuracy, as illustrated for the α-S→β-S transition
temperature. While necessary for the thermodynamic modeling of the S-Se system, using first
principles calculations to suggest thermodynamic properties that describe phase equilibria is not
trivial due to the subtle energetics in this complex crystal system.
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Figure 8.1 Heat capacity at constant pressure (CP), linear thermal expansion coefficient (LTEC),
entropy, enthalpy and Gibbs energy of -S, β-S, δ-Se and α’-Se (in the -Se structure) predicted
by DFT using PBEsol+D3, in comparison with those from the CALPHAD model (taken from the
SGTE database [25] directly for -S, β-S and δ-Se) and experimental data [38,217,218].
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Figure 8.2 Gibbs energy difference between the -S and the -S predicted by PBEsol+D3.
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Figure 8.3 Heat capacity at constant pressure (CP), linear thermal expansion coefficient (LTEC),
entropy, enthalpy and Gibbs energy of δ-S, -S and β-Se predicted by DFT using PBEsol+D3, in
comparison with those from the CALPHAD model.
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Chapter 9
Configuration-based estimation method for efficient calculations of
vibrational formation entropies of vacancies
In this chapter, an efficient method for estimating vibrational formation entropies of
vacancies based on the geometric configuration is introduced, which is termed the
“Configuration-based estimation” by the present author.

9.1 Introduction
Defects play very important roles in determining materials properties. The most common
defects are zero-dimensional, i.e., the point defects. Point defects are essential in understanding
many materials behaviors, such as conductivity and diffusion. An important quantity describing
point defects is the formation Gibbs energy, consisting of the formation enthalpy and the entropic
contribution. In practice, only the formation enthalpy is usually used, and the entropic
contribution is assumed to be small, probably due to difficulty in calculating the vibrational
formation entropy [31]. However, studies show that the vibrational formation entropy can easily
reach 10 kB (kB is the Boltzmann constant), thus leading to an error in the defect concentration as
high as 4 orders [220].
There have been many efforts to calculate the vibrational formation entropy, such as the
Green function method [221], the large-crystallite method [222], the cBΩ model [223,224], the
second-moment model [225], the elastically corrected embedded-cluster method [226] and so on.
But these methods suffer either accuracy or efficiency issues. Nowadays, the most popular
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method is the phonon calculation based on quasi-harmonic approximation (QHA). However, it is
quite demanding in terms of computing resources and time.
In the present work, an efficient approach, the Configuration-based Estimation (CBE), is
formulated and applied to calculate the vibrational formation entropy of vacancies in two metals,
FCC-Cu and HCP-Mg, as well as one semiconductor, zincblende-ZnS. Such a selection in
materials is to prove the generality of CBE. The aim of the CBE approach is to achieve very high
efficiency while keeping good accuracy.

9.2 Theoretical formulation
The vibrational formation entropy of a vacancy formed by removing atom l can be
defined as
Equation 9.1

∆𝑺𝒇 = 𝑺𝒅 − 𝑺𝒑 + 𝑺𝒍

Here, 𝑆𝑑 and 𝑆𝑝 are the vibrational entropies of the defective and perfect crystals,
respectively, 𝑆𝑙 is the vibrational entropy of atom l in the perfect crystal, which will be defined
later. In the high-temperature condition, the vibrational formation entropy of a point defect is
expressed as
Equation 9.2

∏𝟑𝑵−𝟔(ℏ𝝎𝒌;𝒅 /𝒌𝑩 𝑻)

∆𝑺𝒇 = −𝒌𝑩 𝒍𝒏 ∏𝒌=𝟏
𝟑𝑵−𝟑
𝒌=𝟏

(ℏ𝝎𝒌;𝒑 /𝒌𝑩 𝑻)

− 𝟑𝒌𝑩 + 𝑺𝒍

Here, 𝜔𝑘;𝑑 and 𝜔𝑘;𝑝 are the vibration frequencies of the defective and perfect crystals,
respectively, ℏ the reduced Plank constant, 𝑇 the temperature. Since 𝜔𝑘 2 is the eigenvalue of the
matrix 𝑳 = (

𝑓𝑖𝛼,𝑗𝛽
√𝑚𝑖 𝑚𝑗

) with 𝑓𝑖𝛼,𝑗𝛽 being the force constant, 𝛼 and 𝛽 the directions, and 𝑚𝑖 the mass

of atom i, we have
Equation 9.3

𝟏

𝒅𝒆𝒕𝑳𝒅
𝟔
𝑩 𝑻) 𝒅𝒆𝒕𝑳𝒑

∆𝑺𝒇 = − 𝟐 𝒌𝑩 𝒍𝒏 (ℏ/𝒌

− 𝟑𝒌𝑩 + 𝑺𝒍
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We introduce an approximation that the Hamiltonian consists of pair potentials that are
only dependent on the distance between two atoms. Admittedly, this approximation is quite
drastic, but it is expected the many-body effects can be largely cancelled. Under this
approximation, QHA is strictly equivalent to local harmonic approximation (LHA) [227], so the
coupling between different atoms can be ignored. Thus
Equation 9.4

∆𝑺𝒇 =

𝒅𝒆𝒕𝑳
𝟏
− 𝟐 𝒌𝑩 ∑𝒊≠𝒍 𝒍𝒏 𝒅𝒆𝒕𝑳𝒊;𝒅
𝒊;𝒑

𝟏

−

(𝒅𝒆𝒕𝑳𝒍 )𝟐
[−𝒌𝑩 𝒍𝒏 (𝒌 𝑻/ℏ)
𝟑
𝑩

+ 𝟑𝒌𝑩 ] + 𝑺𝒍
1

Here, 𝑳𝒊 is the local dynamic matrix of atom i. Under LHA, 𝑆𝑙 =

(𝑑𝑒𝑡𝑳𝒍 )2
−𝑘𝐵 𝑙𝑛 (𝑘 𝑇/ℏ)
3
𝐵

+ 3𝑘𝐵 .

So
Equation 9.5

𝒅𝒆𝒕𝑳

𝟏

𝟏

𝐝𝐞𝐭(𝒇𝒊𝜶,𝒊𝜷;𝒅 )

∆𝑺𝒇 = − 𝟐 𝒌𝑩 ∑𝒊≠𝒍 𝒍𝒏 𝒅𝒆𝒕𝑳𝒊;𝒅  = − 𝟐 𝒌𝑩 ∑𝒊≠𝒍 𝒍𝒏 𝒅𝒆𝒕(𝒇
𝒊;𝒑

𝒊𝜶,𝒊𝜷;𝒑 )

Since force constants are mainly determined by nearest neighbor interactions, we have
Equation 9.6

𝝏𝟐 𝑼

𝒇𝒊𝜶,𝒊𝜷 = 𝝏𝜶 𝝏𝜷 ≈ ∑𝒋∈𝑵𝑵(𝒊)
𝒊

𝒊

𝝏𝒖𝒊𝒋

(𝜶𝒊 −𝜶𝒋)(𝜷𝒊 −𝜷𝒋 )
𝟏
|
∙
)
𝟐
𝝏𝒓 𝒓=|𝒓𝒊 −𝒓𝒋 | |𝒓𝒊 −𝒓𝒋 |
|𝒓𝒊 −𝒓𝒋 |

̂
̂ 𝑻 (𝒓𝒊 −𝒓𝒋 )(𝒓𝒊 −𝒓𝒋 )𝑻 𝜷
𝜶

≈

𝝏𝟐 𝒖𝒊𝒋 (|𝒓𝒊 −𝒓𝒋 |)

𝝏𝟐 𝒖𝒊𝒋

= ∑𝒋∈𝑵𝑵(𝒊) ( 𝝏𝒓𝟐 |𝒓=|𝒓𝒊 −𝒓𝒋 | −

𝝏𝜶𝒊 𝝏𝜷𝒊
(𝜶 −𝜶 )(𝜷 −𝜷 )
∑𝒋∈𝑵𝑵(𝒊) 𝒇𝒊𝒋 ∙ 𝒊 𝒋 𝒊𝟐 𝒋
|𝒓𝒊 −𝒓𝒋 |

= ∑𝒋∈𝑵𝑵(𝒊) 𝒇𝒊𝒋 ∙

𝟐

|𝒓𝒊 −𝒓𝒋|

Here, 𝑈 is the energy of the whole system, 𝑢𝑖𝑗 the interaction between atoms i and j,
𝑁𝑁(𝑖) the nearest neighbors of atoms i, 𝑓𝑖𝑗 =

𝜕2 𝑢𝑖𝑗
𝜕𝑟 2

|𝑟=|𝒓𝒊 −𝒓𝒋 | the pair force constant, and 𝛼̂ the

unit vector along direction 𝛼.
Generally, for a perfect crystal, 𝑓𝑖𝑗 can be determined by phonon calculations. However,
if there is only one type of bonds, then phonon calculations are not needed, as shown for Cu and
ZnS later. For a defective crystal, if there is no significant change in the charge state of the atoms,
then variation of the pair force constant with the bond length can be describe by the bond
Grüneisen parameter
Equation 9.7

𝟏 𝒅𝒍𝒏𝒇𝒊𝒋

𝜸𝒊𝒋 = − 𝟔 ∙ 𝒅𝒍𝒏𝒓

𝒊𝒋
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Here, 𝑟𝑖𝑗 = |𝒓𝒊 − 𝒓𝒋 |, and 𝛾𝑖𝑗 is the Grüneisen parameter of bond i j. Thus
Equation 9.8

𝜸

𝒓

𝒇𝒊𝒋;𝒅 = 𝒇𝒊𝒋;𝒑 𝐞𝐱𝐩(−𝟔 ∫𝒓 𝒊𝒋;𝒅 𝒓𝒊𝒋 𝒅𝒓𝒊𝒋 )
𝒊𝒋;𝒑

𝒊𝒋

Performing phonon calculations at several volumes for the perfect crystal, 𝛾𝑖𝑗 can be
sampled and fitted to a function of 𝑟𝑖𝑗 . The first order approximation is just using 𝛾𝑖𝑗 ≈ 𝛾𝑖𝑗 (𝑟𝑖𝑗;𝑝 ),
which, however, may be not sufficiently accurate when 𝑟𝑖𝑗 has a significant change. The equation
is not just limited to relation between the perfect and defective crystals. In the perfect crystal, if
two bonds are of the same type but have some difference in lengths, their relation can be also
described by this equation.
It turns out that if 𝑓𝑖𝑗 and 𝛾𝑖𝑗 of the perfect crystal are known, then we can calculate the
vibrational formation entropy based on static configurations. If all the bonds are the same in the
perfect crystals, then 𝑟𝑖𝑗 and 𝛾𝑖𝑗 are directly related to the bulk properties. With Birch–
2

4

Murnaghan equation of state 𝐸 = 𝑎 + 𝑏𝑉 −3 + 𝑐𝑉 −3 + 𝑑𝑉 −2 [228,229], we have
𝟒

Equation 9.9

𝒇𝒊𝒋;𝒅

𝒍𝒏 𝒇

𝒊𝒋;𝒑

𝟖
− 𝟑 𝒍𝒏𝛌 +

=

𝟐

𝟒𝟎𝒄
𝟏𝟎𝟎 𝟐
𝒄 −𝟐𝟖𝒃𝒅
𝟗

[𝒂𝒓𝒄𝒕𝒂𝒏𝒉

𝟑√

𝟏𝟎𝟎 𝟐
𝒄 −𝟐𝟖𝒃𝒅
𝟗

𝟑√

𝒍𝒏 |

𝟏𝟎𝟎 𝟐
𝒄 −𝟐𝟖𝒃𝒅
𝟗

√

𝟐

𝟐𝟎𝒄

𝟏𝟎
𝟑

𝟐𝒃(𝑽𝟎 𝝀)𝟑 + 𝒄

𝟏𝟎
𝟑

𝒍𝒏 |

𝟐

𝟏𝟎
𝟑

𝟒

|+

𝟐

𝟏𝟎
𝟑

𝒃𝑽𝟎 𝟑 + 𝒄𝑽𝟎 𝟑 +𝟕𝒅
𝟐

− 𝒂𝒓𝒄𝒕𝒂𝒏𝒉

𝟏𝟎𝟎 𝟐
𝒄 −𝟐𝟖𝒃𝒅
𝟗

𝟐𝒃(𝑽𝟎 𝝀)𝟑 + 𝒄−√

𝟏𝟎𝟎 𝟐
𝒄 −𝟐𝟖𝒃𝒅
𝟗

𝟐𝒃𝑽𝟎 𝟑 + 𝒄−√

𝟐

𝟏𝟎
𝟑

𝒃(𝑽𝟎 𝝀)𝟑 + 𝒄(𝑽𝟎 𝝀)𝟑 +𝟕𝒅

𝟏𝟎𝟎 𝟐
𝒄 −𝟐𝟖𝒃𝒅
𝟗

√

𝟐

∙

𝟏𝟎
𝟑

𝟐𝒃𝑽𝟎 𝟑 + 𝒄

𝟏𝟎
𝟑

𝟏𝟎𝟎 𝟐
𝒄 −𝟐𝟖𝒃𝒅
𝟗

𝟐𝒃𝑽𝟎 𝟑 + 𝒄+√
𝟐

𝟏𝟎
𝟑

]+

|

𝟏𝟎𝟎 𝟐
𝒄 −𝟐𝟖𝒃𝒅
𝟗

𝟐𝒃(𝑽𝟎 𝝀)𝟑 + 𝒄+√

𝑟

where λ = (𝑟𝑖𝑗;𝑑 )3 . In this situation, the phonon calculation for the perfect crystal is not
𝑖𝑗;𝑝

necessary, and the equation of state can provide sufficient information. This situation includes
many important materials, such as FCC/BCC/HCP metals, silicon, GaAs, ZnO and so on.
If the charge state of some atom changes significantly, then the situation will be
complicated, since the nature of the chemical bonds may change, leading to a new “phase”
forming locally. This case may happen in the vicinity of vacancies in compounds. There are two
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different scenarios. One is that there are excess electrons, which does not need special treatments,
since these electrons will be mainly distributed in the vacancy and will not influence the bonding.
The other is that there is depletion of electrons of the vicinal ions, reducing the bonding electrons
and leading to smaller force constants if the bond length is fixed. The force constant is roughly
proportional to the number of bonding electrons [230], thus the charge corrected bond force
constant
𝒓

𝜸

𝒏

Equation 9.10 𝒇𝒊𝒋;𝒅 = 𝒇𝒊𝒋;𝒑 𝐞𝐱𝐩(−𝟔 ∫𝒓 𝒊𝒋;𝒅 𝒓𝒊𝒋 𝒅𝒓𝒊𝒋 ) 𝒏𝒊𝒋;𝒅
𝒊𝒋;𝒑

𝒊𝒋

𝒊𝒋;𝒑

The number of bonding electrons in the perfect crystals 𝑛𝑖𝑗;𝑝 can be calculated by
wavefunction analysis or estimated based on charge analysis. If the formal valence of the cation is
𝑞𝑐 , the real valence is 𝑞̃𝑐 , and the coordination number is 𝑧𝑐 , assuming the cation neighbors with
the same type of anions, then
𝟐

̃𝒄 )
Equation 9.11 𝒏𝒊𝒋;𝒑 = 𝒛 (𝒒𝒄 − 𝒒
𝒄

This is the covalent part of the valence electrons. This equation cannot be applied to
crystals with very high ionicity, due to their lack of covalency. However, in cases with very high
ionicity, there is no need to consider depletion of electrons, since the ions are very rigid. The
depletion of electrons of ions leads to the change of number of bonding electrons
Equation 9.12 ∆𝒏𝒊𝒋 ≡ 𝒏𝒊𝒋;𝒅 − 𝒏𝒊𝒋;𝒑 = −

̃𝒄
∆𝒒
𝒛𝒄

−

̃𝒂
∆𝒒
𝒛𝒂

Here, 𝑞̃𝑎 is the real valence of the anion, and 𝑧𝑎 the coordination number of the anion in
the perfect crystal. In the present work, Bader’s “Atoms in Molecules” [231] is used for charge
analysis, due to its simplicity.
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9.3 Application
To verify the validity of the CBE method preliminarily, the vibrational formation
entropies of vacancies in several representative materials are computed using phonon calculations
and the CBE method, respectively, and then compared. In both methods, the defected supercell is
fixed at the equilibrium volume of the perfect one, which will be called “constant volume” for
simplicity. The vibrational formation entropy at zero pressure can be then easily calculated from
that at the constant volume (e.g., using the method in Ref. [220]), which is not the focus of the
present work. It is known that sometimes the anharmonicity effect is significant for vacancies
[232], but in the present work the harmonic phonon calculations are regarded as the benchmark. It
should be mentioned that the CBE method has the potential of taking into account the
anharmonicity effect, which will be the focus of further works. Due to the limitation on the
computation resources, it is difficult to map the formation entropies of vacancies of a large
amount of materials using the time-consuming phonon calculations in the present work. Cu, Mg
and ZnS are selected for the comparison. The reason for selecting these materials is that Cu and
Mg are two typical metals, with fcc and hcp structures, respectively, and ZnS is a common
compound with a structure whose name is after it, i.e., the zincblende structure, a very popular
structure in semiconductors. The success in these three representative materials will lend the CBE
method considerable credit.
The phonon density of states (DOS) calculated by PBEsol for perfect and defected Cu,
Mg and ZnS is shown in Figure 9.1. It can be observed that for Cu and Mg, there is frequency
“softening” caused by the vacancy. For ZnS, the situation is more complicated. Three point
×
defects, the neutral zinc vacancy 𝑉𝑍𝑛
, the neutral sulfur vacancy 𝑉𝑆× and the charged zinc vacancy
′′
𝑉𝑍𝑛
cause very significant frequency softening, while the charged sulfur vacancy 𝑉𝑆∙∙ causes

frequency softening and hardening at the same time. From these observations, it is expected that
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×
′′
𝑉𝑍𝑛
, 𝑉𝑆× and 𝑉𝑍𝑛
may have relatively large formation entropies, while 𝑉𝑆∙∙ has smaller formation

entropies, which is confirmed by detailed calculations shown later.
Since the defected crystal has one less atom than the perfect crystal due to the vacancy, it
is necessary to set a reference state for the “missing” atom. Here, the reference state is set to be
the state in the bulk material. However, for ZnS, there are two kinds of atoms in the bulk material,
thus it is necessary to find a way to partition the total entropy of ZnS into contributions from Zn
and S. One way is to calculate the contribution of certain atoms to the total entropy from the
partial phonon DOS. The resulted entropies of Zn and S in ZnS are shown in Figure 9.2. It is
observed that Zn has higher entropy than S, which is easy to understand since crudely speaking
the entropy decreases with the frequency that decreases with the atomic mass and Zn has a larger
mass than S. At 1000 K, the entropies of Zn and S are 7.8 kB and 5.9 kB, respectively. Another
way is to use an approximate relation,

𝑆𝐴
𝑆𝐵

=√

𝑧𝐵 𝑚𝐴
∙
𝑚𝐵 𝑧𝐴

[220]. The prerequisite to use it is that both

atoms share the same bonding, which is obviously the case for ZnS. The resulted entropies of Zn
and S at 1000 K is 8.1 kB and 5.6 kB, respectively, which are quite close to those obtained from
partial phonon DOS.
From the phonon DOS, the vibrational formation entropies of vacancies in Cu, Mg and
ZnS can be computed as functions of the temperature, as shown in Figure 9.3. The most
significant feature is that after some temperature (close to the Debye temperature), the formation
entropies almost do not change, where the high temperature approximation employed in the CBE
method is well justified. Actually, even at as low as the room temperature, the formation entropy
value is already very close to the high temperature limit.
Using the CBE method, the formation entropies of vacancies in Cu, Mg and ZnS are
computed and listed in Table 9.1 along with those from phonon calculations in the present work.
The values from the CBE method without charge correction are in reasonable agreement with
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×
those from the phonon calculations. However, for 𝑉𝑍𝑛
and 𝑉𝑆∙∙, the errors are relatively significant

and over 1 kB. In addition, both are underestimations. Such deviations are in our expectations,
×
since there is depletion of electrons of the vicinal ions around 𝑉𝑍𝑛
or 𝑉𝑆∙∙, which decreases the

force constants and increases the entropy, but completely ignored in the uncorrected CBE
method. The formal valences of Zn and S are +2 and -2 respectively, while the corresponding real
×
valences are +0.87 and -0.87 respectively, based on the Bader charge analysis. Therefore, 𝑉𝑍𝑛

removes 0.87 electrons in addition to the Zn ion, and 𝑉𝑆∙∙ removes 1.13 electrons in addition to the
S ion. After applying the charge correction described by Equation 9.10, Equation 9.11 and
Equation 9.12, the agreement between the CBE method and the phonon calculations gets much
×
better for 𝑉𝑍𝑛
and 𝑉𝑆∙∙, as shown in Table 9.1. The comparison is also illustrated in Figure 9.4.
′′
The largest difference occurs for 𝑉𝑍𝑛
, and it is 0.83 kB. It is clear that although the types of defects

are various (metal, semiconductors, different charge states) and their formation entropies span
quite a wide range (from less than 2 kB to more than 10 kB), the phonon calculations and the CBE
method give very similar results. It should be mentioned that it is difficult to achieve an accuracy
of 1 kB even in phonon calculations for the formation entropy of point defects due to many
artifacts involved [220]. From this perspective, it can be said the CBE method is almost
equivalent to phonon calculations in results.
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Table 9.1 Vibrational formation entropy of vacancies in Cu, Mg and ZnS at constant volume
based on phonon calculations (at the high temperature limit) and CBE. The errors of the corrected
CBE values with respect to the phonon calculations are shown in parenthesis.
∆𝑆𝑓 |𝐶𝐵𝐸 /𝑘𝐵

∆𝑆𝑓 |𝑝ℎ𝑜𝑛𝑜𝑛
Material

Defect
/𝑘𝐵

Charge
Uncorrected

Corrected
correction

Cu

×
𝑉𝐶𝑢

2.64

2.06 (-0.58)

0

2.06 (-0.58)

Mg

×
𝑉𝑀𝑔

2.30

1.98 (-0.32)

0

1.98 (-0.32)

×
𝑉𝑍𝑛

5.59

4.05 (-1.54)

1.11

5.16 (-0.43)

𝑉𝑆×

10.25

9.57 (-0.68)

0

9.57 (-0.68)

′′
𝑉𝑍𝑛

3.53

4.36 (+0.83)

0

4.36 (+0.83)

𝑉𝑆∙∙

2.25

0.92 (-1.33)

1.50

2.42 (+0.17)

ZnS
(zincblende)
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Figure 9.1 Phonon density of states from PBEsol calculated under the harmonic approximation
for perfect and defected Cu, Mg and ZnS.
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Figure 9.2 Vibrational entropies of Zn and S in the perfect ZnS crystal based on the partial
phonon density of states.

Figure 9.3 Vibrational formation entropies of vacancies in Cu, Mg and ZnS based on phonon
calculations.

Figure 9.4 Comparison of the formation entropies of vacancies from the phonon calculations and
the CBE method.
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Chapter 10
Conclusions and future work

10.1 Conclusions
In the present dissertation, phase equilibria and defect chemistry of the Cu-Zn-Sn-S
system are studied using first-principles and computational thermodynamics towards photovoltaic
applications. DFT calculations combined with the phonon approach are used to obtain the free
energies of phases and point defects. The finite-size corrections for charged supercell calculations
are properly considered to get accurate formation energies of point defects by using the extended
FNV (Freysoldt, Neugebauer, and Van de Walle) method. The CALPHAD technique is extended
to be able to describe defect chemistry, and the relations between the quantities from firstprinciples calculations and the CALPHAD model parameters are established. Using the above
developed methodology, the S-Se and the Cu-Zn-Sn-S systems are modeled. Based on the
models, it is discussed that how the conditions (composition, temperature and pressure) change
phase equilibria and defect chemistry and the possible consequences on the photovoltaic
properties. Another content of the present dissertation is developing methodologies that facilitate
the modelling work, including a physical model of vacancies within the CALPHAD technique, a
hybrid method for calculating thermodynamic properties of crystals with large unit cells and an
efficient method for estimating the vibrational formation entropies of vacancies. It is found that:
(1) To correctly predict the thermochemistry of the S-Se system, a proper description of
the van der Waals force is necessary in a DFT functional.
(2) To optimize the photovoltaic properties of Cu2SnS3, a Cu/Sn ratio of ~1.9, a
pressure of around 1-100 Pa, an annealing temperature in a very limited pressure-
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dependent range, and a sulfurization temperature below 687 K should be used. A
Sn-rich and S-poor condition can suppress deep centers which may cause carrier
recombination, but at this condition tin sulfides form and they are usually easy to
vaporize and leave voids in thin films resulting in a detrimental morphology. Thus,
it is worth studying how to prevent evaporation of tin sulfides in the future.
(3) In Cu2SnS3, 𝑉𝐶𝑢 is the most abundant point defects, making the intrinsic Cu2SnS3 ptype. The deep centers in include 𝐶𝑢𝑆𝑛 and 𝑉𝑆𝑛 , and their formation is facilitated by
the usual S-rich conditions in the experiments.
(4) The hybrid functional combined with proper finite-size corrections for charged
supercell calculations is able to predict the defect levels of Cu2SnS3 in good
agreement with the experiment. However, correct defect formation energies or
defect levels cannot be predicted if using the LDA/GGA calculations or proper
finite-size corrections are not added.
(5) The experimentally observed “valley” in the Zn partial pressure-conductivity curve
due to the double carrier mechanism is well reproduced by the CALPHAD model of
phase equilibria and defect chemistry of the Zn-S system.
(6) Phase equilibria and defect chemistry of a multi-component system can be
comprehensively described by the phase-defect diagrams, which show the
combination of phases and the defect concentrations under different conditions.
(7) For reducing secondary phases and harmful point defects in CZTS, (i) the
composition should be towards ZnS-SnS2 side; (ii) the excess sulfur should not be in
a large amount; (iii) the temperature and the pressure should not be too high or too
low and optimal values exist. Further experimental and computational works are
needed to determine the optimal conditions.
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10.2 Future work
(1) Kinetic Monte Carlo simulations of formation of CZTS from precursors by
sulfurization.
(2) First-principles calculations of the nonradiative recombination rate caused by point
defects.
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Appendix A
Details of calculation for finite temperature properties
Within the quasi-harmonic approximation (QHA), finite temperature properties are
determined by phonon density of states (DOS). In the present work, phonons are separated into
the acoustic and optical branches. The three acoustic branches are assumed to have a sine wave
dispersion, following the Kieffer model [36]. The maximum frequency of each acoustic branch is
calculated from the sound velocity, using the following equation [36]:
𝟏

Equation A. 1 𝝎𝒊 =

𝟑
𝟑
𝟒𝒗𝒊 (𝟒𝝅𝑽 )
𝒄

In the above equation, 𝜔𝑖 is the maximum angular frequency of an acoustic branch, 𝑣𝑖 the
sound velocity, and 𝑉𝑐 the volume of one unit cell.
The sound velocity is calculated by [37, 76]:
𝑮𝑯
𝝆

Equation A. 2 𝒗𝟏 = 𝒗𝟐 = ̅̅̅
𝒗𝒔 = √
𝟒
𝟑

𝑲𝑯 + 𝑮𝑯

Equation A. 3 𝒗𝟑 = 𝒗̅𝒍 = √

𝝆

where
𝟏

Equation A. 4 𝑲𝑯 = 𝟐 (𝑲𝑹 + 𝑲𝑽 )
𝟏

Equation A. 5 𝑮𝑯 = 𝟐 (𝑮𝑹 + 𝑮𝑽 )
Equation A. 6 𝑲𝑹 = 𝒔
Equation A. 7 𝑲𝑽 =

𝟏
+𝒔
+𝒔
+𝟐(𝒔
𝟏𝟏
𝟐𝟐
𝟑𝟑
𝟏𝟐 +𝒔𝟐𝟑 +𝒔𝟏𝟑 )

𝒄𝟏𝟏 +𝒄𝟐𝟐 +𝒄𝟑𝟑 +𝟐(𝒄𝟏𝟐 +𝒄𝟐𝟑 +𝒄𝟏𝟑 )
𝟗

Equation A. 8 𝑮𝑹 = 𝟒(𝒔

𝟏𝟓
)−𝟒(𝒔
+𝒔
+𝒔
+𝒔
𝟏𝟏
𝟐𝟐
𝟑𝟑
𝟏𝟐
𝟐𝟑 +𝒔𝟏𝟑 )+𝟑(𝒔𝟒𝟒 +𝒔𝟓𝟓 +𝒔𝟔𝟔 )
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and
Equation A. 9 𝑮𝑽 =

𝒄𝟏𝟏 +𝒄𝟐𝟐 +𝒄𝟑𝟑 −(𝒄𝟏𝟐 +𝒄𝟐𝟑 +𝒄𝟏𝟑 )+𝟑(𝒄𝟒𝟒 +𝒄𝟓𝟓 +𝒄𝟔𝟔 )
𝟏𝟓

Here, 𝑣̅𝑠 is the average shear sound velocity, 𝑣̅𝑙 is the average longitudinal sound
velocity, 𝜌 is the density, 𝑐𝑖𝑗 are the elastic constants, and 𝑠𝑖𝑗 are the compliances.
The optical phonon branches are approximated by vibration modes, since the large unit
cell and the weak van der Waals force lead to weak coupling between atoms in different unit
cells. Elastic constants and optic vibration frequencies are calculated using VASP directly. With
values for these frequencies, finite temperature properties are calculated within QHA. In the
present work, an expression is proposed for the product of the thermal expansion and bulk
modulus as shown in Equation 8.1 in the main text. Then, finite temperature properties are then
calculated with Equation 8.3, Equation 8.4 and Equation 8.5 in the main text and the following
equations [37]:
𝒙 [𝒂𝒓𝒄𝒔𝒊𝒏(𝒙⁄𝒙𝒊)]𝟐 𝒙𝟐 𝒆𝒙
𝟑𝑹 𝟐 𝟑 𝟑
𝑹 𝟑𝒏 𝒙𝒊 𝟐 𝒆𝒙𝒊
∑𝒊=𝟏 ∫𝟎 𝒊
∑
(
)
𝒅𝒙
+
𝒙
𝟐
(𝒆 −𝟏)
𝒏 𝝅
𝒏 𝒊=𝟒 (𝒆𝒙𝒊 −𝟏)𝟐
√𝒙𝒊 𝟐 −𝒙𝟐

Equation A. 10

𝑪𝑽 =

Equation A. 11

𝑪𝒑 = 𝑪𝑽 + 𝑻𝜶𝑻 𝟐 𝑩𝑻 𝑽𝑻

𝒙 [𝒂𝒓𝒄𝒔𝒊𝒏(𝒙⁄𝒙𝒊 )]𝟐
𝟑𝑹 𝟐 𝟑 𝟑
𝒙
∑𝒊=𝟏 ∫𝟎 𝒊
(
)
[𝒆𝒙 −𝟏 − 𝒍𝒏(𝟏 −
𝒏 𝝅
√𝒙𝒊 𝟐 −𝒙𝟐
𝑻
𝑹
𝒍𝒏(𝟏 − 𝒆−𝒙𝒊 )] + 𝒏 𝒍𝒏𝑸𝒆 + ∫𝟎 𝜶𝑻′ 𝟐 𝑩𝑻′ 𝑽𝑻′ 𝒅𝑻′

𝑺𝑻 =

Equation A. 12
𝑹 𝟑𝒏
𝒙
∑ [ 𝒊 −
𝒏 𝒊=𝟒 𝒆𝒙𝒊 −𝟏

Equation A. 14

𝒙 [𝒂𝒓𝒄𝒔𝒊𝒏(𝒙⁄𝒙𝒊 )]𝟐
𝟑𝑹𝑻 𝟐 𝟑 𝟑
𝟏
𝟏
∑𝒊=𝟏 ∫𝟎 𝒊
(
)
𝒙 (𝒆𝒙 −𝟏 + 𝟐) 𝒅𝒙 +
𝒏
𝝅
√𝒙𝒊 𝟐 −𝒙𝟐
𝑻
𝟐
∫𝟎 𝑻′𝜶𝑻′ 𝑩𝑻′ 𝑽𝑻′ 𝒅𝑻′

𝑯𝑻 = 𝑬𝟎 +

Equation A. 13
𝑹𝑻 𝟑𝒏
𝟏
𝟏
∑𝒊=𝟒 𝒙𝒊 [ 𝒙𝒊 + ]
𝒏
𝒆 −𝟏
𝟐

𝒆−𝒙 )] 𝒅𝒙 +

+

𝑮𝑻 = 𝑯𝑻 − 𝑻𝑺𝑻

In the above equations, 𝛼𝐵∞ is the limit of 𝛼 𝑇 𝐵𝑇 as T approaches infinity, 𝑅 the gas
constant, 𝐶𝑉 the molar specific heat capacity at constant volume, 𝐶𝑝 the molar specific heat
capacity at constant pressure,

𝑅
𝑙𝑛𝑄𝑒
𝑛

the electronic contribution to entropy (here equal to 0), and

𝑆𝑇 the entropy, 𝐻𝑇 the enthalpy, and 𝐺𝑇 the Gibbs energy at temperature T.
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As mentioned in the main text, for the S-Se system, 𝑞 ℎ𝑡 cannot be reliably calculated
based on the present functionals, thus requiring approximation. The three phases, α, β, and α’, are
formed by 3D stacking of molecular rings, and approximated as 3D van der Waals crystals with
qht ≈1, which is close to the value calculated for rare-gas crystals using an intermolecular
potential [45]. The other phase, δ, is formed by 2D arrangement of molecular chains, and
approximated as 2D van der Waals crystals. With the other factors fixed, there is a
̅
𝜕𝑙𝑛𝛾

̅
1 𝜕𝑙𝑛𝛾

correspondence between qht and dimensionality. For 3D solids, V ∝ 𝑎3 , 𝑞 ℎ𝑡 = 𝜕𝑙𝑛𝑉 = 3 𝜕𝑙𝑛𝑎 (𝑎 is
the lattice parameter). For 2D solids,V ∝ 𝑎2 , 𝑞 ℎ𝑡 =

̅
𝜕𝑙𝑛𝛾
𝜕𝑙𝑛𝑉

=

̅
1 𝜕𝑙𝑛𝛾
.
2 𝜕𝑙𝑛𝑎

Thus, 𝑞 ℎ𝑡 (2𝐷) = 1.5𝑞 ℎ𝑡 (3𝐷).

To be consistent with the other phases, qht ≈1.5 is used for the δ phase.
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Appendix B
Thermo-Calc S-Se database
ELEMENT /- ELECTRON_GAS
ELEMENT VA VACUUM

0.0000E+00 0.0000E+00 0.0000E+00!

ELEMENT S ORTHORHOMBIC_S
ELEMENT SE HEXAGONAL_A8

SPECIES S1SE1

0.0000E+00 0.0000E+00 0.0000E+00!

S1SE1!

SPECIES S2

S2!

SPECIES S3

S3!

SPECIES S4

S4!

SPECIES S5

S5!

SPECIES S6

S6!

SPECIES S7

S7!

SPECIES S8

S8!

SPECIES SE2

SE2!

SPECIES SE3

SE3!

SPECIES SE4

SE4!

SPECIES SE5

SE5!

SPECIES SE6

SE6!

SPECIES SE7

SE7!

SPECIES SE8

SE8!

3.2066E+01 0.0000E+00 0.0000E+00!
7.8960E+01 5.5145E+03 4.1966E+01!
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FUNCTION F15177T

2.98150E+02 +269797.373+2.28102912*T-25.70471*T*LN(T)

+.003751372*T**2-5.48887167E-07*T**3+3450.3165*T**(-1); 1.00000E+03 Y
+273925.002-38.4958657*T-19.81748*T*LN(T)-2.300353E-04*T**2
-1.18709967E-08*T**3-570436.5*T**(-1); 3.40000E+03 Y
+257401.532-.943967214*T-24.05931*T*LN(T)-5.98546E-07*T**2
+2.02961167E-09*T**3+9368165*T**(-1); 1.00000E+04 N !
FUNCTION F15190T

2.98150E+02 +133937.621-2.9669152*T-36.03086*T*LN(T)

-7.575785E-04*T**2-6.26963667E-08*T**3+32664.065*T**(-1); 1.90000E+03
Y
+136402.743-18.4360967*T-33.89732*T*LN(T)-.001888083*T**2
+5.755845E-08*T**3-768055*T**(-1); 5.60000E+03 Y
+143480.481-47.6895586*T-30.27502*T*LN(T)-.0025922375*T**2
+8.08832167E-08*T**3-2679722*T**(-1); 6.00000E+03 N !
FUNCTION F15281T

2.98150E+02 +117374.548+2.98629558*T-34.09678*T*LN(T)

-.002325464*T**2+1.85480167E-07*T**3+128593.6*T**(-1); 1.00000E+03 Y
+117352.438+2.50383258*T-34.04744*T*LN(T)-.0021150245*T**2
+9.16602333E-08*T**3+175718.45*T**(-1); 3.40000E+03 Y
+124361.091+14.5182895*T-36.1923*T*LN(T)-5.930925E-04*T**2
-7.54259333E-09*T**3-7484105*T**(-1); 6.00000E+03 N !
FUNCTION F15337T

2.98150E+02 +126744.316+83.8435679*T-52.94561*T*LN(T)

-.0043385055*T**2+6.68300333E-07*T**3+276938.3*T**(-1); 1.00000E+03 Y
+123958.871+118.720435*T-58.16242*T*LN(T)-7.29079E-06*T**2
+2.42566833E-10*T**3+558805*T**(-1); 6.00000E+03 N !
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FUNCTION F15351T

2.98150E+02 +109847.439+203.904962*T-72.67966*T*LN(T)

-.009041155*T**2+1.47148883E-06*T**3+505278*T**(-1); 9.00000E+02 Y
+104526.08+272.793561*T-83.05028*T*LN(T)-1.828101E-05*T**2
+6.19803333E-10*T**3+1023588.5*T**(-1); 6.00000E+03 N !
FUNCTION F15357T

2.98150E+02 +106276.073+170.263397*T-74.99022*T*LN(T)

-.035336475*T**2+5.76872833E-06*T**3+227070.6*T**(-1); 9.00000E+02 Y
+75139.8853+544.891052*T-130.537*T*LN(T)+.007879015*T**2
-4.32610333E-07*T**3+3425257*T**(-1); 2.80000E+03 Y
+114904.754+339.945758*T-103.9801*T*LN(T)+2.25877E-05*T**2
-7.925025E-10*T**3-7832715*T**(-1); 6.00000E+03 N !
FUNCTION F15362T

2.98150E+02 +57214.7955+523.240738*T-130.1838*T*LN(T)

-4.152356E-04*T**2-4.27131667E-07*T**3+779118.5*T**(-1); 1.60000E+03 Y
+8925.72404+728.509035*T-155.3363*T*LN(T)+.002031178*T**2
-1.776135E-08*T**3+14908280*T**(-1); 4.20000E+03 Y
+43158.7845+657.511851*T-147.3935*T*LN(T)+.0015928905*T**2
-3.34608333E-08*T**3-8046775*T**(-1); 6.00000E+03 N !
FUNCTION F15367T

2.98150E+02 +59623.0035+634.182526*T-153.2939*T*LN(T)

-.003102847*T**2+3.66153167E-07*T**3+940068*T**(-1); 1.50000E+03 Y
+56671.3253+666.288103*T-157.9591*T*LN(T)-2.441417E-06*T**2
+7.28532E-11*T**3+1284129.5*T**(-1); 6.00000E+03 N !
FUNCTION F15371T

2.98150E+02 +45619.0286+695.99667*T-166.1987*T*LN(T)

-.0109886*T**2-1.38875683E-06*T**3+753634*T**(-1); 8.00000E+02 Y
+22301.5849+822.418117*T-181.0091*T*LN(T)-.020252625*T**2
+3.04543E-06*T**3+4785936*T**(-1); 1.50000E+03 Y
+28125.3362+992.470204*T-208.7199*T*LN(T)+.006139635*T**2
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-2.57977667E-07*T**3-2943090*T**(-1); 3.90000E+03 Y
+82396.4106+766.112127*T-180.3439*T*LN(T)-2.580219E-04*T**2
+5.17172833E-09*T**3-21845450*T**(-1); 6.00000E+03 N !
FUNCTION F15462T

2.98150E+02 +232766.124-65.5963461*T-16.24307*T*LN(T)

-.005571435*T**2+6.58265833E-07*T**3-71610.6*T**(-1); 8.00000E+02 Y
+225185.13+10.715703*T-27.19696*T*LN(T)+.001124752*T**2
-5.25977833E-08*T**3+878596.5*T**(-1); 2.00000E+03 Y
+234611.822-36.1730685*T-21.1825*T*LN(T)-4.4978065E-04*T**2
+1.40450217E-08*T**3-1751022*T**(-1); 7.00000E+03 Y
+214845.002+13.1902608*T-26.95059*T*LN(T)+2.7852715E-04*T**2
-2.74948333E-09*T**3+10695825*T**(-1); 1.00000E+04 N !
FUNCTION F15491T

2.98150E+02 +129222.341+86.298475*T-50.63634*T*LN(T)

+.01244823*T**2-2.32291333E-06*T**3+119836.85*T**(-1); 8.00000E+02 Y
+137406.921-23.0997322*T-34.10038*T*LN(T)-.0022372185*T**2
+9.96887667E-08*T**3-629665*T**(-1); 3.60000E+03 Y
+132735.028-3.17188387*T-36.64234*T*LN(T)-.0015478395*T**2
+6.43754667E-08*T**3+1458396*T**(-1); 6.00000E+03 N !
FUNCTION F15498T

2.98150E+02 +159494.857+79.4847248*T-58.11338*T*LN(T)

-2.21118E-05*T**2+8.831945E-10*T**3+162301*T**(-1); 6.00000E+03 N !
FUNCTION F15500T

2.98150E+02 +139091.401+214.439145*T-82.98956*T*LN(T)

-3.913065E-05*T**2+1.564701E-09*T**3+276514.2*T**(-1); 6.00000E+03
N!
FUNCTION F15502T

2.98150E+02 +122769.295+309.584193*T-108*T*LN(T)

-2.2141475E-05*T**2+8.847785E-10*T**3+247104.45*T**(-1); 6.00000E+03
N!
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FUNCTION F15504T

2.98150E+02 +96476.8258+456.859718*T-132.9572*T*LN(T)

-1.8633165E-05*T**2+7.45342833E-10*T**3+280912.3*T**(-1); 6.00000E+03
N!
FUNCTION F15506T

2.98150E+02 +99084.1051+567.553808*T-157.8755*T*LN(T)

-2.493888E-05*T**2+9.973365E-10*T**3+348709*T**(-1); 6.00000E+03 N !
FUNCTION F15508T

2.98150E+02 +100471.832+695.896433*T-182.7964*T*LN(T)

-3.059853E-05*T**2+1.2224525E-09*T**3+403660.45*T**(-1); 6.00000E+03
N!
FUNCTION GHSERSS 2.98150E+02 -5198.294+53.913855*T-10.726*T*LN(T)
-.0273801*T**2+8.179537E-06*T**3; 3.68300E+02 Y
-6475.706+94.182332*T-17.8693298*T*LN(T)-.010936877*T**2
+1.406467E-06*T**3+36871*T**(-1); 1.30000E+03 Y
-12485.546+188.304687*T-32*T*LN(T); 1.30100E+03 N !
FUNCTION GHSERSE

2.98150E+02 -9376.371+174.205877*T-33.6527*T*LN(T)

+.02424314*T**2-1.5318461E-05*T**3+102249*T**(-1); 4.94000E+02 Y
-37546.134+507.111538*T-81.2006585*T*LN(T)+.037144892*T**2
-5.611026E-06*T**3+2614263*T**(-1); 8.00000E+02 Y
-12193.47+197.770166*T-35.1456*T*LN(T); 1.00000E+03 N !
FUNCTION UN_ASS

2.98150E+02 0.0 ; 3.00000E+02 N !

TYPE_DEFINITION % SEQ *!
DEFINE_SYSTEM_DEFAULT ELEMENT 2 !
DEFAULT_COMMAND DEF_SYS_ELEMENT VA /- !
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PHASE GAS:G % 1 1.0 !
CONSTITUENT GAS:G :S,S1SE1,S2,S3,S4,S5,S6,S7,S8,SE,SE2,SE3,SE4,SE5,SE6,
SE7,SE8 : !

PARAMETER G(GAS,S;0) 2.98150E+02 +F15177T#+R#*T*LN(1E-05*P);
6.00000E+03 N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(GAS,S1SE1;0) 2.98150E+02 +F15190T#+R#*T*LN(1E-05*P);
6.00000E+03 N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(GAS,S2;0) 2.98150E+02 +F15281T#+R#*T*LN(1E-05*P);
6.00000E+03 N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(GAS,S3;0) 2.98150E+02 +F15337T#+R#*T*LN(1E-05*P);
6.00000E+03 N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(GAS,S4;0) 2.98150E+02 +F15351T#+R#*T*LN(1E-05*P);
6.00000E+03 N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(GAS,S5;0) 2.98150E+02 +F15357T#+R#*T*LN(1E-05*P);
6.00000E+03 N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(GAS,S6;0) 2.98150E+02 +F15362T#+R#*T*LN(1E-05*P);
6.00000E+03 N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(GAS,S7;0) 2.98150E+02 +F15367T#+R#*T*LN(1E-05*P);
6.00000E+03 N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(GAS,S8;0) 2.98150E+02 +F15371T#+R#*T*LN(1E-05*P);
6.00000E+03 N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(GAS,SE;0) 2.98150E+02 +F15462T#+R#*T*LN(1E-05*P);
6.00000E+03 N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(GAS,SE2;0) 2.98150E+02 +F15491T#+R#*T*LN(1E-05*P);
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6.00000E+03 N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(GAS,SE3;0) 2.98150E+02 +F15498T#+R#*T*LN(1E-05*P);
6.00000E+03 N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(GAS,SE4;0) 2.98150E+02 +F15500T#+R#*T*LN(1E-05*P);
6.00000E+03 N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(GAS,SE5;0) 2.98150E+02 +F15502T#+R#*T*LN(1E-05*P);
6.00000E+03 N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(GAS,SE6;0) 2.98150E+02 +F15504T#+R#*T*LN(1E-05*P);
6.00000E+03 N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(GAS,SE7;0) 2.98150E+02 +F15506T#+R#*T*LN(1E-05*P);
6.00000E+03 N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(GAS,SE8;0) 2.98150E+02 +F15508T#+R#*T*LN(1E-05*P);
6.00000E+03 N REF0 !

TYPE_DEFINITION & GES A_P_D BCC_A2 MAGNETIC -1.0 4.00000E-01 !
PHASE BCC_A2 %& 2 1 3 !
CONSTITUENT BCC_A2 :S : VA : !

PARAMETER G(BCC_A2,S:VA;0) 2.98150E+02 +99801.706+53.913855*T
-10.726*T*LN(T)-.0273801*T**2+8.179537E-06*T**3; 3.68300E+02 Y
+98524.294+94.182332*T-17.8693298*T*LN(T)-.010936877*T**2
+1.406467E-06*T**3+36871*T**(-1); 1.30000E+03 Y
+92514.454+188.304687*T-32*T*LN(T); 1.30100E+03 N REF0 !
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TYPE_DEFINITION ' GES A_P_D FCC_A1 MAGNETIC -3.0 2.80000E-01 !
PHASE FCC_A1 %' 2 1 1 !
CONSTITUENT FCC_A1 :S : VA : !

PARAMETER G(FCC_A1,S:VA;0) 2.98150E+02 +99801.706+53.913855*T
-10.726*T*LN(T)-.0273801*T**2+8.179537E-06*T**3; 3.68300E+02 Y
+98524.294+94.182332*T-17.8693298*T*LN(T)-.010936877*T**2
+1.406467E-06*T**3+36871*T**(-1); 1.30000E+03 Y
+92514.454+188.304687*T-32*T*LN(T); 1.30100E+03 N REF0 !

PHASE GAMMA % 1 1.0 !
CONSTITUENT GAMMA :S,SE : !

PARAMETER G(GAMMA,S;0) 2.98150E+02 +GHSERSS#+100+1.8*T; 1.30100E+03
N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(GAMMA,SE;0) 2.98150E+02 +GHSERSE#+1300-2.3*T; 1.30100E+03
N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(GAMMA,S,SE;0) 2.98150E+02 1000-0.3*T; 3.00000E+03 N REF0 !

PHASE HEXAGONAL_A8 % 1 1.0 !
CONSTITUENT HEXAGONAL_A8 :S,SE : !
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PARAMETER G(HEXAGONAL_A8,S;0) 2.98150E+02 +GHSERSS#+3013.008-1.319*T
+0.400*T*LN(T)-0.00916*T**2; 3.00000E+03 N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(HEXAGONAL_A8,SE;0) 2.98150E+02 +GHSERSE#; 1.00000E+03 N
REF0 !
PARAMETER G(HEXAGONAL_A8,S,SE;0) 2.98150E+02 13000-25*T; 3.00000E+03
N REF0 !

PHASE LIQUID % 1 1.0 !
CONSTITUENT LIQUID :S,SE : !

PARAMETER G(LIQUID,S;0) 2.98150E+02 -4196.575+85.63027*T-17.413*T*LN(T)
-.00993935*T**2-7.0062E-08*T**3+1250*T**(-1); 3.35000E+02 Y
+1790361.98-44195.4514*T+7511.61943*T*LN(T)-13.9855175*T**2
+.0048387386*T**3-79880891*T**(-1); 3.88360E+02 Y
-876313.954+23366.873*T-4028.756*T*LN(T)+7.954595*T**2-.00290851333*T**3
+33980035*T**(-1); 4.32250E+02 Y
+454088.687-7814.67023*T+1237.001*T*LN(T)-1.5607295*T**2
+3.59883667E-04*T**3-31765395*T**(-1); 5.00000E+02 Y
+18554.561-144.895285*T+16.535*T*LN(T)-.0454119*T**2+8.327402E-06*T**3
-2705030*T**(-1); 7.00000E+02 Y
+21243.126-113.298877*T+9.944*T*LN(T)-.0288384*T**2+3.791365E-06*T**3
-3507570*T**(-1); 9.00000E+02 Y
+16117.849-32.79523*T-2.425*T*LN(T)-.01712545*T**2+1.84974E-06*T**3
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-3215170*T**(-1); 1.30000E+03 Y
-6461.814+175.590536*T-32*T*LN(T); 1.30100E+03 N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(LIQUID,SE;0) 2.98150E+02 +50533.347-1178.28824*T
+194.107439*T*LN(T)-.390268991*T**2+1.19219297E-04*T**3-2224398*T**(-1);
4.94000E+02 Y
-5228.304+183.72559*T-35.1456*T*LN(T); 1.00000E+03 N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(LIQUID,S,SE;0) 2.98150E+02 5030-11.414*T; 3.00000E+03
N REF0 !

PHASE MONOCLINIC % 1 1.0 !
CONSTITUENT MONOCLINIC :S,SE : !

PARAMETER G(MONOCLINIC,S;0) 2.98150E+02 -5725.422+89.544275*T
-17.413*T*LN(T)-.00993935*T**2-7.0062E-08*T**3+1250*T**(-1); 3.88360E+02
Y
-7455.008+114.782945*T-21.1531404*T*LN(T)-.008566163*T**2
+1.112484E-06*T**3+122167*T**(-1); 1.30000E+03 Y
-11779.415+186.699065*T-32*T*LN(T); 1.30100E+03 N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(MONOCLINIC,SE;0) 2.98150E+02 +GHSERSE#+3255.222+5.258*T
-1.575*T*LN(T)+.00395*T**2; 3.00000E+03 N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(MONOCLINIC,S,SE;0) 2.98150E+02 9500-25.55*T; 3.00000E+03 N
REF0 !
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PHASE ORTHORHOMBIC_S % 1 1.0 !
CONSTITUENT ORTHORHOMBIC_S :S,SE : !

PARAMETER G(ORTHORHOMBIC_S,S;0) 2.98150E+02 +GHSERSS#; 1.30100E+03 N
REF0 !
PARAMETER G(ORTHORHOMBIC_S,SE;0) 2.98150E+02 +GHSERSE#+6018.4812;
1.30100E+03 N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(ORTHORHOMBIC_S,S,SE;0) 2.98150E+02 2000-15.5*T; 3.00000E+03
N REF0 !

LIST_OF_REFERENCES
NUMBER SOURCE
!
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Appendix C
Thermo-Calc Cu-Zn-Sn-S database
ELEMENT /- ELECTRON_GAS

0.0000E+00 0.0000E+00 0.0000E+00!

ELEMENT VA VACUUM

0.0000E+00 0.0000E+00 0.0000E+00!

ELEMENT CU FCC_A1

6.3546E+01 5.0041E+03 3.3150E+01!

ELEMENT S ORTHORHOMBIC_S

3.2066E+01 0.0000E+00 0.0000E+00!

ELEMENT SN BCT_A5

1.1871E+02 6.3220E+03 5.1195E+01!

ELEMENT ZN HCP_ZN

6.5390E+01 5.6568E+03 4.1631E+01!

SPECIES CP
SPECIES CU1S1
SPECIES CU2
SPECIES CU2CU1S1
SPECIES CU2S1
SPECIES CU2SN1S3
SPECIES CU2ZN1SN1S4
SPECIES CU2ZNSNS3
SPECIES CU3SN1S4

S1SN0.5!
CU1S1!
CU2!
CU3S1!
CU2S1!
CU2S3SN1!
CU2S4SN1ZN1!
CU2S3SN1ZN1!
CU3S4SN1!

SPECIES CU3SN1S4-1

CU3S4SN1/-1!

SPECIES CU8SN4S12

CU8S12SN4!

SPECIES CUZN2SNS4
SPECIES CUZN2SNS4+1

CU1S4SN1ZN2!
CU1S4SN1ZN2/+1!
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SPECIES S1SN1

S1SN1!

SPECIES S1VA1-2

S1/-2!

SPECIES S1ZN1

S1ZN1!

SPECIES S1ZN2+2
SPECIES S2

S1ZN2/+2!
S2!

SPECIES S2SN1

S2SN1!

SPECIES S2SN2

S2SN2!

SPECIES S3

S3!

SPECIES S3SN2
SPECIES S4

S3SN2!
S4!

SPECIES S4SN3

S4SN3!

SPECIES S5

S5!

SPECIES S6

S6!

SPECIES S7

S7!

SPECIES S8

S8!

SPECIES SN2

SN2!

SPECIES SN2S1

S1SN2!

SPECIES VA+1

VA1/+1!

SPECIES VA+2

VA1/+2!

SPECIES VA-1

VA1/-1!

SPECIES VA-2

VA1/-2!

SPECIES VA1CU1ZN1SN1S4

CU1S4SN1ZN1!

SPECIES VA1CU1ZN1SN1S4-1
SPECIES VA1ZN1
SPECIES VA1ZN1+2

CU1S4SN1ZN1/-1!

ZN!
ZN1/+2!
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SPECIES VA2CU1S1

CU1S1!

SPECIES VA2S1

S!

SPECIES ZN+2

ZN1/+2!

SPECIES ZN1CU2SN1S4
SPECIES ZN2SNS4
SPECIES ZN4S4
SPECIES ZNCUS1

FUNCTION F8669T

CU2S4SN1ZN1!
S4SN1ZN2!
S4ZN4!
CU1S1ZN1!

298.15 +331712.276-25.4355936*T-21.044*T*LN(T)

+2.776E-04*T**2-4.9305E-08*T**3+5295*T**(-1); 1600 Y
+336105.821-35.4351878*T-20.115*T*LN(T)+.00118285*T**2
-2.18138333E-07*T**3-1572935*T**(-1); 3000 Y
+390707.537-303.006733*T+14.175*T*LN(T)-.0079804*T**2
+2.27558333E-07*T**3-16772955*T**(-1); 5300 Y
+110975.664+452.828908*T-75.18201*T*LN(T)+.004605*T**2
-1.02516667E-07*T**3+1.4589055E+08*T**(-1); 8400 Y
+918206.507-898.334069*T+75.05701*T*LN(T)-.0078504*T**2
+9.14616667E-08*T**3-6.694665E+08*T**(-1); 10000 N !
FUNCTION F8790T

298.15 +325363.72+41.2211629*T-42.9032*T*LN(T)

+.0042696725*T**2-7.30724167E-07*T**3+83557*T**(-1); 1000 Y
+323531.386+45.6007316*T-43.16801*T*LN(T)+.0027015745*T**2
-3.05527667E-07*T**3+508466.5*T**(-1); 2600 Y
+408100.121-298.734759*T-.1218812*T*LN(T)-.006807415*T**2
+7.54689833E-08*T**3-30089340*T**(-1); 4200 Y
+610817.388-954.625504*T+79.40987*T*LN(T)-.02072152*T**2
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+5.32670333E-07*T**3-1.274925E+08*T**(-1); 6000 N !
FUNCTION F8815T

298.15 +462958.167+11.1478222*T-37.642*T*LN(T)

-1.1515E-04*T**2-6.7015E-08*T**3+51145*T**(-1); 3500 Y
+692156.122-643.599384*T+40.105*T*LN(T)-.01109485*T**2
+1.90893333E-07*T**3-1.2151985E+08*T**(-1); 5500 Y
+1198333.43-1966.90368*T+195.893*T*LN(T)-.03229355*T**2
+7.29055E-07*T**3-4.2822925E+08*T**(-1); 6000 N !
FUNCTION F8857T

298.15 +360695.208+86.5671437*T-56.88859*T*LN(T)

-9.99244E-04*T**2+1.37975767E-07*T**3+192388.25*T**(-1); 1300 Y
+361237.959+87.3428119*T-57.12582*T*LN(T)-3.713802E-04*T**2
+2.283655E-08*T**3; 3000 N !
FUNCTION F16008T 298.15 +269797.373+2.28102912*T-25.70471*T*LN(T)
+.003751372*T**2-5.48887167E-07*T**3+3450.3165*T**(-1); 1000 Y
+273925.002-38.4958657*T-19.81748*T*LN(T)-2.300353E-04*T**2
-1.18709967E-08*T**3-570436.5*T**(-1); 3400 Y
+257401.532-.943967214*T-24.05931*T*LN(T)-5.98546E-07*T**2
+2.02961167E-09*T**3+9368165*T**(-1); 10000 N !
FUNCTION F16096T 298.15 +99274.4274+5.41492195*T-36.94687*T*LN(T)
-3.646584E-04*T**2+1.48367217E-08*T**3+117356.95*T**(-1); 2100 Y
+64557.3991+184.451464*T-60.16766*T*LN(T)+.00661593*T**2
-3.839315E-07*T**3+9936725*T**(-1); 4800 Y
+839867.211-1926.5495*T+189.8661*T*LN(T)-.02936195*T**2
+5.90122833E-07*T**3-4.427822E+08*T**(-1); 6000 N !
FUNCTION F15261T 298.15 +199869.765-136.770985*T-12.911*T*LN(T)
-.02719215*T**2+5.1825E-08*T**3-270815*T**(-1); 500 Y
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+213246.542-409.08679*T+31.5*T*LN(T)-.09051545*T**2
+1.65099117E-05*T**3-992710*T**(-1); 800 Y
+122742.669+698.404006*T-133.453*T*LN(T)+.042823*T**2-3.65318E-06*T**3
+8299720*T**(-1); 1500 Y
+230840.61-76.8966299*T-27.702*T*LN(T)-.00351325*T**2+1.84305E-07*T**3
-12569015*T**(-1); 4400 Y
+117938.093+294.792025*T-72.855*T*LN(T)+.004475*T**2-7.9125E-08*T**3
+40234935*T**(-1); 6000 N !
FUNCTION F16023T 298.15 +117374.548+2.98629558*T-34.09678*T*LN(T)
-.002325464*T**2+1.85480167E-07*T**3+128593.6*T**(-1); 1000 Y
+117352.438+2.50383258*T-34.04744*T*LN(T)-.0021150245*T**2
+9.16602333E-08*T**3+175718.45*T**(-1); 3400 Y
+124361.091+14.5182895*T-36.1923*T*LN(T)-5.930925E-04*T**2
-7.54259333E-09*T**3-7484105*T**(-1); 6000 N !
FUNCTION F16179T 298.15 +129675.189+138.150672*T-61.55421*T*LN(T)
-4.093695E-04*T**2+3.56161833E-08*T**3+239104.6*T**(-1); 2200 Y
+129038.905+143.914269*T-62.36284*T*LN(T)+8.576405E-07*T**2
-2.77070167E-11*T**3+331201.65*T**(-1); 6000 N !
FUNCTION F16185T 298.15 -5919.44884+243.874839*T-82.8432*T*LN(T)
-1.046E-04*T**2+255224*T**(-1); 2000 N !
FUNCTION F16033T 298.15 +126744.316+83.8435679*T-52.94561*T*LN(T)
-.0043385055*T**2+6.68300333E-07*T**3+276938.3*T**(-1); 1000 Y
+123958.871+118.720435*T-58.16242*T*LN(T)-7.29079E-06*T**2
+2.42566833E-10*T**3+558805*T**(-1); 6000 N !
FUNCTION F16042T 298.15 +109847.439+203.904962*T-72.67966*T*LN(T)
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-.009041155*T**2+1.47148883E-06*T**3+505278*T**(-1); 900 Y
+104526.08+272.793561*T-83.05028*T*LN(T)-1.828101E-05*T**2
+6.19803333E-10*T**3+1023588.5*T**(-1); 6000 N !
FUNCTION F16046T 298.15 +106276.073+170.263397*T-74.99022*T*LN(T)
-.035336475*T**2+5.76872833E-06*T**3+227070.6*T**(-1); 900 Y
+75139.8853+544.891052*T-130.537*T*LN(T)+.007879015*T**2
-4.32610333E-07*T**3+3425257*T**(-1); 2800 Y
+114904.754+339.945758*T-103.9801*T*LN(T)+2.25877E-05*T**2
-7.925025E-10*T**3-7832715*T**(-1); 6000 N !
FUNCTION F16051T 298.15 +57214.7955+523.240738*T-130.1838*T*LN(T)
-4.152356E-04*T**2-4.27131667E-07*T**3+779118.5*T**(-1); 1600 Y
+8925.72404+728.509035*T-155.3363*T*LN(T)+.002031178*T**2
-1.776135E-08*T**3+14908280*T**(-1); 4200 Y
+43158.7845+657.511851*T-147.3935*T*LN(T)+.0015928905*T**2
-3.34608333E-08*T**3-8046775*T**(-1); 6000 N !
FUNCTION F16056T 298.15 +59623.0035+634.182526*T-153.2939*T*LN(T)
-.003102847*T**2+3.66153167E-07*T**3+940068*T**(-1); 1500 Y
+56671.3253+666.288103*T-157.9591*T*LN(T)-2.441417E-06*T**2
+7.28532E-11*T**3+1284129.5*T**(-1); 6000 N !
FUNCTION F16060T 298.15 +45619.0286+695.99667*T-166.1987*T*LN(T)
-.0109886*T**2-1.38875683E-06*T**3+753634*T**(-1); 800 Y
+22301.5849+822.418117*T-181.0091*T*LN(T)-.020252625*T**2
+3.04543E-06*T**3+4785936*T**(-1); 1500 Y
+28125.3362+992.470204*T-208.7199*T*LN(T)+.006139635*T**2
-2.57977667E-07*T**3-2943090*T**(-1); 3900 Y
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+82396.4106+766.112127*T-180.3439*T*LN(T)-2.580219E-04*T**2
+5.17172833E-09*T**3-21845450*T**(-1); 6000 N !
FUNCTION F16520T 298.15 +299805.017-138.265505*T-2.769934*T*LN(T)
-.025123235*T**2+2.91121E-06*T**3-225080.65*T**(-1); 500 Y
+299818.158-153.051454*T+.006576569*T*LN(T)-.031759785*T**2
+5.12529167E-06*T**3-157706.25*T**(-1); 900 Y
+259620.873+283.605387*T-63.72523*T*LN(T)+.0132323*T**2
-8.43548E-07*T**3+4603149.5*T**(-1); 2000 Y
+305551.58+10.5671675*T-27.57385*T*LN(T)+5.86253E-04*T**2
-1.41879667E-08*T**3-6339225*T**(-1); 6600 Y
+330332.683-10.457896*T-25.61849*T*LN(T)+7.907715E-04*T**2
-2.626045E-08*T**3-39037215*T**(-1); 10000 N !
FUNCTION F16534T 298.15 +415023.293-24.2764849*T-36.02127*T*LN(T)
-.005866135*T**2+7.95920667E-07*T**3-134064.05*T**(-1); 1100 Y
+418717.2-28.8639596*T-36.06067*T*LN(T)-.003023904*T**2
+1.82022167E-07*T**3-1196854*T**(-1); 3000 Y
+318814.516+319.936469*T-78.71578*T*LN(T)+.0048371295*T**2
-7.82327E-08*T**3+41752485*T**(-1); 6000 N !
FUNCTION F16017T 298.15 +123657.321-20.1370184*T-20.78611*T*LN(T);
2800.20 Y
+123613.527-19.3397056*T-20.90317*T*LN(T)+6.83641E-05*T**2
-5.67235E-09*T**3+4147.257*T**(-1); 4300 Y
+103507.763+66.0961497*T-31.55762*T*LN(T)+.0023042395*T**2
-8.82324667E-08*T**3+5389360*T**(-1); 8200 Y
+674634.046-911.495396*T+77.46355*T*LN(T)-.006985585*T**2
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+6.07435833E-08*T**3-5.584395E+08*T**(-1); 10000 N !
FUNCTION GHSERCU 298.15 -7770.4576+130.485221*T-24.11239*T*LN(T)
-.00265684*T**2+1.29222833E-07*T**3+52477.8*T**(-1); 1357.70 Y
-13309.7195+183.649837*T-31.38*T*LN(T); 3200 N !
FUNCTION GHSERSS 298.15 -5198.29365+53.9138545*T-10.726*T*LN(T)
-.0273801*T**2+8.17953667E-06*T**3; 368.30 Y
-6126.42216+90.6330606*T-17.413*T*LN(T)-.00993935*T**2
-7.00616667E-08*T**3+1250*T**(-1); 388.30 Y
-878435.562+23372.3922*T-4028.756*T*LN(T)+7.954595*T**2
-.00290851333*T**3+33980035*T**(-1); 432.20 Y
+451967.08-7809.151*T+1237.001*T*LN(T)-1.5607295*T**2
+3.59883667E-04*T**3-31765395*T**(-1); 500 Y
+16432.9539-139.376055*T+16.535*T*LN(T)-.0454119*T**2
+8.32740167E-06*T**3-2705030*T**(-1); 700 Y
+19121.5192-107.779647*T+9.944*T*LN(T)-.0288384*T**2+3.791365E-06*T**3
-3507570*T**(-1); 900 Y
+13996.2416-27.2759999*T-2.425*T*LN(T)-.01712545*T**2+1.84974E-06*T**3
-3215170*T**(-1); 1300 N !
FUNCTION GHSERZN 298.15 -7285.78605+118.469042*T-23.70131*T*LN(T)
-.001712034*T**2-1.26496267E-06*T**3; 692.60 Y
-10942.2592+172.177943*T-31.38*T*LN(T); 1700 N !
FUNCTION GBCCZN 298.15 +2886.96-2.5104*T+GHSERZN#; 6000 N !
FUNCTION GCUBCT

298.15 +4184+GHSERCU#; 3200 N !

FUNCTION GHSERSN 298.15 -10019.8997+169.791719*T-33.71943*T*LN(T)
+.01400296*T**2-8.16320167E-06*T**3+116057.1*T**(-1); 505 Y
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-5358.3542+115.006758*T-25.18406*T*LN(T)-.0010525155*T**2
+2.71676167E-08*T**3-409413.05*T**(-1); 4700 N !
FUNCTION GCU1S1 298.15 -69620.2049+232.406038*T-43.671*T*LN(T)
-.01006815*T**2+7.86666667E-10*T**3+105060*T**(-1); 1000 N !
FUNCTION GCU2S1 298.15 -98751.2763+256.486453*T-52.84392*T*LN(T)
-.03937144*T**2; 376 Y
-113271.82+625.572713*T-112.0475*T*LN(T)+.0153762*T**2; 717 Y
-101797.035+442.878338*T-85.01888*T*LN(T); 1402 Y
-99919.925+431.838395*T-83.68*T*LN(T); 2000 N !
FUNCTION GSN1S2 298.15 -161162.107+339.194839*T-62.85918*T*LN(T)
-.01030949*T**2+1.859145E-10*T**3-49611.095*T**(-1); 1300 N !
FUNCTION GSN1S2N 298.15 +GSN1S2#-14000-1.5*T; 1300 N !
FUNCTION GC2TS3 298.15 -325700+656.4*T-123.4*T*LN(T)-.03121*T**2
+4.827E-06*T**3-8907*T**(-1)-13*T; 6000 N !
FUNCTION GC3TS4 298.15 -401900+889.9*T-165.9*T*LN(T)-.03822*T**2
+6.621E-06*T**3-5962*T**(-1); 6000 N !
FUNCTION GCU2S1D 298.15 +GCU2S1#+5062.7-11.9513418*T; 2000 N !
FUNCTION GZN1S1 298.15 -219149.946+271.380078*T-48.675*T*LN(T)
-.0028809*T**2-3.13333333E-10*T**3+205930*T**(-1); 1293 Y
-219494.77+278.452446*T-49.741*T*LN(T)-.0022485*T**2+1.19E-09*T**3
+225495*T**(-1); 2100 Y
-245630.069+418.258402*T-67*T*LN(T); 3000 N !
FUNCTION GSN1S1

298.15 -121320.209+181.75708*T-37.52375*T*LN(T)

-.014866145*T**2-3.30030167E-09*T**3-126888.8*T**(-1); 875 Y
-119047.93+194.575124*T-40.7147*T*LN(T)-.007959545*T**2
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+1.64765767E-08*T**3-17512.25*T**(-1); 1154 Y
-147978.906+451.50896*T-74.9*T*LN(T); 2700 N !
FUNCTION GDIASN 100 -9579.608+114.007785*T-22.972*T*LN(T)-.00813975*T**2
+2.7288E-06*T**3+25615*T**(-1); 298.15 Y
-9063.001+104.84654*T-21.5750771*T*LN(T)-.008575282*T**2
+1.784447E-06*T**3-2544*T**(-1); 800 Y
-10909.351+147.396535*T-28.4512*T*LN(T); 3000 N !
FUNCTION GBCCCU

298.15 +4017-1.255*T+GHSERCU#; 6000 N !

FUNCTION GBCCSN 298.15 +4400-6*T+GHSERSN#; 3000 N !
FUNCTION GLIQCU 298.14 +12964.735-9.511904*T-5.8489E-21*T**7+GHSERCU#;
1357.77 Y
-46.545+173.881484*T-31.38*T*LN(T); 3200 N !
FUNCTION GLIQS

298.14 -4196.575+85.63027*T-17.413*T*LN(T)

-.00993935*T**2-7.0062E-08*T**3+1250*T**(-1); 335 Y
+1790361.98-44195.4514*T+7511.61943*T*LN(T)-13.9855175*T**2
+.0048387386*T**3-79880891*T**(-1); 388.36 Y
-876313.954+23366.873*T-4028.756*T*LN(T)+7.954595*T**2
-.00290851333*T**3+33980035*T**(-1); 432.25 Y
+454088.687-7814.67023*T+1237.001*T*LN(T)-1.5607295*T**2
+3.59883667E-04*T**3-31765395*T**(-1); 500 Y
+18554.561-144.895285*T+16.535*T*LN(T)-.0454119*T**2+8.327402E-06*T**3
-2705030*T**(-1); 700 Y
+21243.126-113.298877*T+9.944*T*LN(T)-.0288384*T**2+3.791365E-06*T**3
-3507570*T**(-1); 900 Y
+16117.849-32.79523*T-2.425*T*LN(T)-.01712545*T**2+1.84974E-06*T**3
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-3215170*T**(-1); 1300 Y
-6461.814+175.590536*T-32*T*LN(T); 1301 N !
FUNCTION GLIQSN 100 -855.425+108.677684*T-25.858*T*LN(T)+5.1185E-04*T**2
-3.192767E-06*T**3+18440*T**(-1)+1.47031E-18*T**7; 250 Y
+1247.957+51.355548*T-15.961*T*LN(T)-.0188702*T**2+3.121167E-06*T**3
-61960*T**(-1)+1.47031E-18*T**7; 505.08 Y
+9496.31-9.809114*T-8.2590486*T*LN(T)-.016814429*T**2
+2.623131E-06*T**3-1081244*T**(-1); 800 Y
-1285.372+125.182498*T-28.4512*T*LN(T); 3000 N !
FUNCTION GLIQZN 298.15 -128.574+108.177079*T-23.701314*T*LN(T)
-.001712034*T**2-1.264963E-06*T**3-3.58958E-19*T**7; 692.68 Y
-3620.391+161.608594*T-31.38*T*LN(T); 1700 N !
FUNCTION GSN2S3 298.15 -298928.129+567.960047*T-107.0267*T*LN(T)
-.021966*T**2+219660*T**(-1); 1000 N !
FUNCTION UN_ASS 298.15 +0.0; 300 N !

TYPE_DEFINITION % SEQ *!
DEFINE_SYSTEM_DEFAULT ELEMENT 2 !
DEFAULT_COMMAND DEF_SYS_ELEMENT VA /- !

PHASE GAS:G % 1 1.0 !
CONSTITUENT GAS:G :CU,CU1S1,CU2,CU2S1,S,S1SN1,S1ZN1,S2,S2SN1,S2SN2,S3,S4,
S5,S6,S7,S8,SN,SN2,ZN : !
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PARAMETER G(GAS,CU;0)

298.15 +F8669T#+R#*T*LN(1E-05*P);

6000 N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(GAS,CU1S1;0)

298.15 +F8790T#+R#*T*LN(1E-05*P);

6000 N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(GAS,CU2;0)

298.15 +F8815T#+R#*T*LN(1E-05*P);

6000 N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(GAS,CU2S1;0)

298.15 +F8857T#+R#*T*LN(1E-05*P);

6000 N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(GAS,S;0)

298.15 +F16008T#+R#*T*LN(1E-05*P);

6000 N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(GAS,S1SN1;0)

298.15 +F16096T#+R#*T*LN(1E-05*P);

6000 N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(GAS,S1ZN1;0)

298.15 +F15261T#+R#*T*LN(1E-05*P);

6000 N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(GAS,S2;0)

298.15 +F16023T#+R#*T*LN(1E-05*P);

6000 N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(GAS,S2SN1;0)

298.15 +F16179T#+R#*T*LN(1E-05*P);

6000 N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(GAS,S2SN2;0)

298.15 +F16185T#+R#*T*LN(1E-05*P);

6000 N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(GAS,S3;0)

298.15 +F16033T#+R#*T*LN(1E-05*P);

6000 N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(GAS,S4;0)

298.15 +F16042T#+R#*T*LN(1E-05*P);

6000 N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(GAS,S5;0)

298.15 +F16046T#+R#*T*LN(1E-05*P);
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6000 N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(GAS,S6;0)

298.15 +F16051T#+R#*T*LN(1E-05*P);

6000 N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(GAS,S7;0)

298.15 +F16056T#+R#*T*LN(1E-05*P);

6000 N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(GAS,S8;0)

298.15 +F16060T#+R#*T*LN(1E-05*P);

6000 N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(GAS,SN;0)

298.15 +F16520T#+R#*T*LN(1E-05*P);

6000 N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(GAS,SN2;0)

298.15 +F16534T#+R#*T*LN(1E-05*P);

6000 N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(GAS,ZN;0)

298.15 +F16017T#+R#*T*LN(1E-05*P);

6000 N REF0 !

PHASE ANILITE % 2 1.75 1 !
CONSTITUENT ANILITE :CU : S : !

PARAMETER G(ANILITE,CU:S;0)

298.15 +1.75*GHSERCU#+GHSERSS#

-76019-9.85*T; 6000 N REF0 !

TYPE_DEFINITION & GES A_P_D BCC_A2 MAGNETIC -1.0 4.00000E-01 !
PHASE BCC_A2 %& 2 1 3 !
CONSTITUENT BCC_A2 :CU,S,SN,ZN : VA : !
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PARAMETER G(BCC_A2,CU:VA;0)

298.14 +4017-1.255*T+GHSERCU#;

3200 N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(BCC_A2,S:VA;0)

298.15 +99801.706+53.913855*T

-10.726*T*LN(T)-.0273801*T**2+8.179537E-06*T**3; 368.30 Y
+98524.294+94.182332*T-17.8693298*T*LN(T)-.010936877*T**2
+1.406467E-06*T**3+36871*T**(-1); 1300 Y
+92514.454+188.304687*T-32*T*LN(T); 1301 N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(BCC_A2,SN:VA;0)

100 -3558.517+116.765451*T

-25.858*T*LN(T)+5.1185E-04*T**2-3.192767E-06*T**3+18440*T**(-1); 250 Y
-1455.135+59.443315*T-15.961*T*LN(T)-.0188702*T**2+3.121167E-06*T**3
-61960*T**(-1); 505.08 Y
+6924.724-1.994731*T-8.2590486*T*LN(T)-.016814429*T**2+2.623131E-06*T**3
-1081244*T**(-1)-1.2307E+25*T**(-9); 800 Y
-3856.959+132.99688*T-28.4512*T*LN(T)-1.2307E+25*T**(-9); 3000 N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(BCC_A2,ZN:VA;0)
PARAMETER G(BCC_A2,CU,SN:VA;0)

298.15 +GBCCZN#; 6000 N REF0 !
298.15 -44821.6+51.2164*T; 3000 N

REF0 !
PARAMETER G(BCC_A2,CU,SN:VA;1)

298.15 -6876.5-56.4271*T; 3000 N

REF0 !
PARAMETER G(BCC_A2,CU,ZN:VA;0)

298.15 -51595.88+13.064*T; 6000 N

REF0 !
PARAMETER G(BCC_A2,CU,ZN:VA;1)

298.15 +7562.12-6.45432*T; 6000 N

REF0 !
PARAMETER G(BCC_A2,CU,ZN:VA;2)

298.15 +30743.74-29.915*T; 6000 N
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REF0 !
PARAMETER G(BCC_A2,SN,ZN:VA;0)

298.15 +6514.76+25.70957*T; 6000 N

REF0 !

$ THIS PHASE HAS A DISORDERED CONTRIBUTION FROM BCC_A2
TYPE_DEFINITION ' GES AMEND_PHASE_DESCRIPTION BCC_B2 DIS_PART
BCC_A2,,,!
PHASE BCC_B2 %' 3 .5 .5 3 !
CONSTITUENT BCC_B2 :CU,S,SN,ZN : CU,S,SN,ZN : VA : !

PARA G(BCC_B2,CU:CU:VA;0) 298.15 +0; 6000 N!
PARA G(BCC_B2,S:CU:VA;0) 298.15 +0; 6000 N!
PARA G(BCC_B2,SN:CU:VA;0) 298.15 +0; 6000 N!
PARAMETER G(BCC_B2,ZN:CU:VA;0)

298.15 -6170; 6000 N REF0 !

PARA G(BCC_B2,CU:S:VA;0) 298.15 +0; 6000 N!
PARA G(BCC_B2,S:S:VA;0) 298.15 +0; 6000 N!
PARA G(BCC_B2,SN:S:VA;0) 298.15 +0; 6000 N!
PARA G(BCC_B2,ZN:S:VA;0) 298.15 +0; 6000 N!
PARA G(BCC_B2,CU:SN:VA;0) 298.15 +0; 6000 N!
PARA G(BCC_B2,S:SN:VA;0) 298.15 +0; 6000 N!
PARA G(BCC_B2,SN:SN:VA;0) 298.15 +0; 6000 N!
PARA G(BCC_B2,ZN:SN:VA;0) 298.15 +0; 6000 N!
PARAMETER G(BCC_B2,CU:ZN:VA;0)

298.15 -6170; 6000 N REF0 !

PARA G(BCC_B2,S:ZN:VA;0) 298.15 +0; 6000 N!
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PARA G(BCC_B2,SN:ZN:VA;0) 298.15 +0; 6000 N!
PARA G(BCC_B2,ZN:ZN:VA;0) 298.15 +0; 6000 N!

PHASE BCT_A5 % 1 1.0 !
CONSTITUENT BCT_A5 :CU,S,SN,ZN : !

PARAMETER G(BCT_A5,CU;0)
PARAMETER G(BCT_A5,S;0)

298.15 +GCUBCT#; 6000 N REF0 !
298.15 +GHSERSS#+64730; 3000 N

REF0 !
PARAMETER G(BCT_A5,SN;0)

100 +GHSERSN#; 3000 N REF0 !

PARAMETER G(BCT_A5,ZN;0)

298.15 +2886.96-2.5104*T+GHSERZN#;

6000 N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(BCT_A5,CU,SN;0)
PARAMETER G(BCT_A5,S,SN;0)
PARAMETER G(BCT_A5,SN,ZN;0)

298.15 +21000; 6000 N REF0 !
298.15 -78362; 3000 N REF0 !
298.15 +6514.76+25.70957*T; 6000 N

REF0 !

PHASE CU10SN3 % 2 .769 .23 !
CONSTITUENT CU10SN3 :CU : SN : !

PARAMETER G(CU10SN3,CU:SN;0)

298.15 +.231*GHSERSN#

+.769*GHSERCU#-6655-1.4483*T; 6000 N REF0 !
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PHASE CU1S1_S % 1 1.0 !
CONSTITUENT CU1S1_S :CU1S1 : !

PARAMETER G(CU1S1_S,CU1S1;0)

298.15 +GCU1S1#+1200; 6000 N REF0 !

PHASE CU2S1_S % 1 1.0 !
CONSTITUENT CU2S1_S :CU2S1 : !

PARAMETER G(CU2S1_S,CU2S1;0)

298.15 +GCU2S1#; 6000 N REF0 !

PHASE CU2S1_S2 % 1 1.0 !
CONSTITUENT CU2S1_S2 :CU2S1 : !

PARAMETER G(CU2S1_S2,CU2S1;0)

298.15 +GCU2S1#+3849.3-10.2375*T;

6000 N REF0 !

PHASE CU2S1_S3 % 1 1.0 !
CONSTITUENT CU2S1_S3 :CP,CU2CU1S1,CU2S1,S1ZN1,SN2S1,VA2CU1S1,VA2S1,
ZNCUS1 : !

PARAMETER G(CU2S1_S3,CP;0)

298.15 +.5*GSN1S2#+107860; 6000 N
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REF0 !
PARAMETER G(CU2S1_S3,CU2CU1S1;0)

298.15 -49.382*T+3*GHSERCU#

+GHSERSS#; 6000 N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(CU2S1_S3,CU2S1;0)

298.15 +GCU2S1D#; 6000 N REF0 !

PARAMETER G(CU2S1_S3,S1ZN1;0)

298.15 +GZN1S1#+5000; 6000 N REF0 !

PARAMETER G(CU2S1_S3,SN2S1;0)

298.15 +2*GHSERSN#+GHSERSS#+27.5;

6000 N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(CU2S1_S3,VA2CU1S1;0)

298.15 +100000+GHSERCU#+GHSERSS#;

6000 N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(CU2S1_S3,VA2S1;0)

298.15 +105281+GHSERSS#; 6000 N

REF0 !
PARAMETER G(CU2S1_S3,ZNCUS1;0)

298.15 +.5*GZN1S1#+.5*GCU2S1D#

+100000; 6000 N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(CU2S1_S3,CP,CU2S1;0)

298.15 -98000-20*T; 6000 N REF0 !

PARAMETER G(CU2S1_S3,CU2S1,VA2S1;0)

298.15 -154893+51.3874*T-3500;

6000 N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(CU2S1_S3,CU2S1,SN2S1;0)

298.15 +377902; 6000 N REF0 !

PARAMETER G(CU2S1_S3,CU2S1,ZNCUS1;0) 298.15 +25000; 6000 N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(CU2S1_S3,CU2S1,S1ZN1;0)
6000 N REF0 !

PHASE CU2SN1S3 % 3 2 1 3 !
CONSTITUENT CU2SN1S3 :CU : SN : S : !

298.15 +25252.743-6.2716733*T;
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PARAMETER G(CU2SN1S3,CU:SN:S;0)

298.15 -325700+656.4*T

-123.4*T*LN(T)-.03121*T**2+4.827E-06*T**3-8907*T**(-1)-13*T; 6000 N REF0 !

PHASE CU2ZN1SN1S4 % 2 1 1 !
CONSTITUENT CU2ZN1SN1S4 :CU2ZN1SN1S4,CU2ZNSNS3,CU3SN1S4,CU3SN1S4-1,
CU8SN4S12,CUZN2SNS4,CUZN2SNS4+1,VA1CU1ZN1SN1S4,VA1CU1ZN1SN1S4-1,
ZN1CU2SN1S4,ZN2SNS4,ZN4S4 : VA,VA+1,VA-1 : !

PARAMETER G(CU2ZN1SN1S4,CU2ZN1SN1S4:VA;0) 298.15 -568500+953.2*T
-176.9*T*LN(T)-.02019*T**2+1.578E-06*T**3-6999*T**(-1)-4*T; 6000 N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(CU2ZN1SN1S4,CU2ZNSNS3:VA;0) 298.15 -353400+1028*T190*T*LN(T)
-11.53*T; 6000 N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(CU2ZN1SN1S4,CU3SN1S4:VA;0) 298.15 +GC3TS4#+10000; 6000 N
REF0 !
PARAMETER G(CU2ZN1SN1S4,CU3SN1S4-1:VA;0) 298.15 +GC3TS4#+42412.4; 6000 N
REF0 !
PARAMETER G(CU2ZN1SN1S4,CU8SN4S12:VA;0) 298.15 +4*GC2TS3#+40000-5.76*T;
6000 N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(CU2ZN1SN1S4,CUZN2SNS4:VA;0) 298.15 -565400+1175*T
-216.3*T*LN(T)-5.76*T; 6000 N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(CU2ZN1SN1S4,CUZN2SNS4+1:VA;0) 298.15 -572400+1175*T
-216.3*T*LN(T)-5.76*T; 6000 N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(CU2ZN1SN1S4,VA1CU1ZN1SN1S4:VA;0) 298.15 -387100+997.7*T
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-183.6*T*LN(T)-5.76*T-3.5*T; 6000 N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(CU2ZN1SN1S4,VA1CU1ZN1SN1S4-1:VA;0) 298.15 -367100+997.7*T
-183.6*T*LN(T)-5.76*T-3.5*T; 6000 N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(CU2ZN1SN1S4,ZN1CU2SN1S4:VA;0) 298.15 -568500+953.2*T
-176.9*T*LN(T)-.02019*T**2+1.578E-06*T**3-6999*T**(-1)-4*T; 6000 N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(CU2ZN1SN1S4,ZN2SNS4:VA;0) 298.15 -344000+1077*T
-198.7*T*LN(T)-11.53*T; 6000 N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(CU2ZN1SN1S4,ZN4S4:VA;0) 298.15 +4*GZN1S1#+40000; 6000 N
REF0 !
PARAMETER G(CU2ZN1SN1S4,CU2ZN1SN1S4:VA+1;0) 298.15 -568500+953.2*T
-176.9*T*LN(T)-.02019*T**2+1.578E-06*T**3-6999*T**(-1)+76942-7.16*T
-.00159*T**2+203.11102*T-25.23299*T*LN(T)-4*T; 6000 N REF0 !
PARA G(CU2ZN1SN1S4,CU2ZNSNS3:VA+1;0) 298.15 +0; 6000 N!
PARA G(CU2ZN1SN1S4,CU3SN1S4:VA+1;0) 298.15 +0; 6000 N!
PARA G(CU2ZN1SN1S4,CU3SN1S4-1:VA+1;0) 298.15 +0; 6000 N!
PARA G(CU2ZN1SN1S4,CU8SN4S12:VA+1;0) 298.15 +0; 6000 N!
PARA G(CU2ZN1SN1S4,CUZN2SNS4:VA+1;0) 298.15 +0; 6000 N!
PARA G(CU2ZN1SN1S4,CUZN2SNS4+1:VA+1;0) 298.15 +0; 6000 N!
PARA G(CU2ZN1SN1S4,VA1CU1ZN1SN1S4:VA+1;0) 298.15 +0; 6000 N!
PARA G(CU2ZN1SN1S4,VA1CU1ZN1SN1S4-1:VA+1;0) 298.15 +0; 6000 N!
PARAMETER G(CU2ZN1SN1S4,ZN1CU2SN1S4:VA+1;0) 298.15 -568500+953.2*T
-176.9*T*LN(T)-.02019*T**2+1.578E-06*T**3-6999*T**(-1)+76942-7.16*T
-.00159*T**2+203.11102*T-25.23299*T*LN(T)-4*T; 6000 N REF0 !
PARA G(CU2ZN1SN1S4,ZN2SNS4:VA+1;0) 298.15 +0; 6000 N!
PARA G(CU2ZN1SN1S4,ZN4S4:VA+1;0) 298.15 +0; 6000 N!
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PARAMETER G(CU2ZN1SN1S4,CU2ZN1SN1S4:VA-1;0) 298.15 -568500+953.2*T
-176.9*T*LN(T)-.02019*T**2+1.578E-06*T**3-6999*T**(-1)+70524-7.16*T
-.00159*T**2+67.23*T-.01725*T**2-4*T; 6000 N REF0 !
PARA G(CU2ZN1SN1S4,CU2ZNSNS3:VA-1;0) 298.15 +0; 6000 N!
PARA G(CU2ZN1SN1S4,CU3SN1S4:VA-1;0) 298.15 +0; 6000 N!
PARA G(CU2ZN1SN1S4,CU3SN1S4-1:VA-1;0) 298.15 +0; 6000 N!
PARA G(CU2ZN1SN1S4,CU8SN4S12:VA-1;0) 298.15 +0; 6000 N!
PARA G(CU2ZN1SN1S4,CUZN2SNS4:VA-1;0) 298.15 +0; 6000 N!
PARA G(CU2ZN1SN1S4,CUZN2SNS4+1:VA-1;0) 298.15 +0; 6000 N!
PARA G(CU2ZN1SN1S4,VA1CU1ZN1SN1S4:VA-1;0) 298.15 +0; 6000 N!
PARA G(CU2ZN1SN1S4,VA1CU1ZN1SN1S4-1:VA-1;0) 298.15 +0; 6000 N!
PARAMETER G(CU2ZN1SN1S4,ZN1CU2SN1S4:VA-1;0) 298.15 -568500+953.2*T
-176.9*T*LN(T)-.02019*T**2+1.578E-06*T**3-6999*T**(-1)+70524-7.16*T
-.00159*T**2+67.23*T-.01725*T**2-4*T; 6000 N REF0 !
PARA G(CU2ZN1SN1S4,ZN2SNS4:VA-1;0) 298.15 +0; 6000 N!
PARA G(CU2ZN1SN1S4,ZN4S4:VA-1;0) 298.15 +0; 6000 N!
PARAMETER G(CU2ZN1SN1S4,CU2ZN1SN1S4,ZN1CU2SN1S4:VA;0) 298.15
+21754.8352
-379.2-4.217*T+.001*T**2-17.29*T; 6000 N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(CU2ZN1SN1S4,CU2ZNSNS3,*:VA;0) 298.15 -22900-193.5*T
+25.67*T*LN(T); 6000 N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(CU2ZN1SN1S4,CU3SN1S4,*:VA;0) 298.15 +3592-152.6*T
+19.07*T*LN(T); 6000 N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(CU2ZN1SN1S4,CU3SN1S4-1,*:VA;0) 298.15 -86420-155.9*T
+14.5*T*LN(T); 6000 N REF0 !
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PARAMETER G(CU2ZN1SN1S4,CU8SN4S12,*:VA;0) 298.15 +33380-365.7*T
+54.43*T*LN(T); 6000 N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(CU2ZN1SN1S4,CUZN2SNS4,*:VA;0) 298.15 +32100-216.8*T
+30.69*T*LN(T)-16455.1162; 6000 N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(CU2ZN1SN1S4,CUZN2SNS4+1,*:VA;0) 298.15 -42550-198.3*T
+34.47*T*LN(T); 6000 N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(CU2ZN1SN1S4,VA1CU1ZN1SN1S4,*:VA;0) 298.15 -48380-192.4*T
+28.78*T*LN(T)+36591.5165; 6000 N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(CU2ZN1SN1S4,VA1CU1ZN1SN1S4-1,*:VA;0) 298.15 -141200-184.3*T
+22.92*T*LN(T)+36591.5165; 6000 N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(CU2ZN1SN1S4,ZN2SNS4,*:VA;0) 298.15 -213800-232.6*T
+37.81*T*LN(T); 6000 N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(CU2ZN1SN1S4,ZN4S4,*:VA;0) 298.15 +62910-174.2*T
+21.22*T*LN(T); 6000 N REF0 !

PHASE CU3SN % 2 .75 .25 !
CONSTITUENT CU3SN :CU : SN : !

PARAMETER G(CU3SN,CU:SN;0)

298.15 +.25*GHSERSN#+.75*GHSERCU#

-8194.2-.2043*T; 6000 N REF0 !

PHASE CU3SN1S4 % 3 3 1 4 !
CONSTITUENT CU3SN1S4 :CU : SN : S : !
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PARAMETER G(CU3SN1S4,CU:SN:S;0)

298.15 +GC3TS4#; 6000 N REF0 !

PHASE CU41SN11 % 2 .788 .212 !
CONSTITUENT CU41SN11 :CU : SN : !

PARAMETER G(CU41SN11,CU:SN;0)

298.15 +.212*GHSERSN#

+.788*GHSERCU#-6323.5-1.2808*T; 6000 N REF0 !

PHASE CU4SN1S4 % 3 4 1 4 !
CONSTITUENT CU4SN1S4 :CU : SN : S : !

PARAMETER G(CU4SN1S4,CU:SN:S;0)

298.15 -424700+977.7*T

-186.2*T*LN(T)-.06692*T**2+1.623E-05*T**3-10450*T**(-1)-3500-29*T; 6000 N
REF0 !

PHASE CU4SN7S16 % 3 4 7 16 !
CONSTITUENT CU4SN7S16 :CU : SN : S : !

PARAMETER G(CU4SN7S16,CU:SN:S;0)

298.15 +5*GSN1S2N#+2*GC2TS3#

-6.7500000E+03+7.1580000E+00*T; 6000 N REF0 !
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PHASE CU5SN2S7 % 3 5 2 7 !
CONSTITUENT CU5SN2S7 :CU : SN : S : !

PARAMETER G(CU5SN2S7,CU:SN:S;0)

298.15 -740500+1534*T

-288.3*T*LN(T)-.07462*T**2+1.518E-05*T**3-10740*T**(-1)-10*T; 6000 N REF0 !

PHASE CU6SN5 % 2 .545 .455 !
CONSTITUENT CU6SN5 :CU : SN : !

PARAMETER G(CU6SN5,CU:SN;0)

298.15 +.455*GHSERSN#

+.545*GHSERCU#-7085.92+.15558*T; 6000 N REF0 !

PHASE CU6SN5_L % 2 .545 .455 !
CONSTITUENT CU6SN5_L :CU : SN : !

PARAMETER G(CU6SN5_L,CU:SN;0)

298.15 +.455*GHSERSN#

+.545*GHSERCU#-7346.12+.72038*T; 6000 N REF0 !

PHASE CUZN_GAMMA % 4 2 2 3 6 !
CONSTITUENT CUZN_GAMMA :CU,ZN : CU,ZN : CU : ZN : !
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PARAMETER G(CUZN_GAMMA,CU:CU:CU:ZN;0) 298.15 -118720.63-42.34862*T
+7*GHSERCU#+6*GHSERZN#; 6000 N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(CUZN_GAMMA,ZN:CU:CU:ZN;0) 298.15 -44142.23-68.4538*T
+5*GHSERCU#+8*GHSERZN#; 6000 N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(CUZN_GAMMA,CU:ZN:CU:ZN;0) 298.15 -150185.23-21.81712*T
+5*GHSERCU#+8*GHSERZN#; 6000 N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(CUZN_GAMMA,ZN:ZN:CU:ZN;0) 298.15 -75606.83-47.9223*T
+3*GHSERCU#+10*GHSERZN#; 6000 N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(CUZN_GAMMA,CU,ZN:CU:CU:ZN;0) 298.15 +1E-04; 6000 N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(CUZN_GAMMA,CU:CU,ZN:CU:ZN;0) 298.15 +1E-04; 6000 N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(CUZN_GAMMA,ZN:CU,ZN:CU:ZN;0) 298.15 +1E-04; 6000 N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(CUZN_GAMMA,CU,ZN:ZN:CU:ZN;0) 298.15 +1E-04; 6000 N REF0 !

PHASE DIAMOND_A4 % 1 1.0 !
CONSTITUENT DIAMOND_A4 :S,SN,ZN : !

PARAMETER G(DIAMOND_A4,S;0)

100 +GHSERSS#+88970; 3000 N REF0 !

PARAMETER G(DIAMOND_A4,SN;0)

100 +GDIASN#; 3000 N REF0 !

PARAMETER G(DIAMOND_A4,ZN;0)

298.15 +30*T+GHSERZN#; 6000 N REF0 !

PARAMETER G(DIAMOND_A4,S,SN;0)

100 +53187; 3000 N REF0 !

PHASE DJURLEITE % 2 1.93 1 !
CONSTITUENT DJURLEITE :CU : S : !
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PARAMETER G(DJURLEITE,CU:S;0)

298.15 +1.93*GHSERCU#+GHSERSS#

-79760-16.02*T; 6000 N REF0 !

PHASE DO3 % 2 .75 .25 !
CONSTITUENT DO3 :CU,SN : CU,SN : !

PARAMETER G(DO3,CU:CU;0)

298.15 +GBCCCU#; 6000 N REF0 !

PARAMETER G(DO3,SN:CU;0)

298.15 +.25*GBCCCU#+.75*GBCCSN#

+116674.85+4.8166*T; 6000 N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(DO3,CU:SN;0)

298.15 +.75*GBCCCU#+.25*GBCCSN#

-10029.85+.00285*T; 6000 N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(DO3,SN:SN;0)
PARAMETER G(DO3,CU:CU,SN;0)

298.15 +GBCCSN#; 6000 N REF0 !
298.15 -1857.8-2.5311*T; 6000 N

REF0 !
PARAMETER G(DO3,CU:CU,SN;1)

298.15 -2.9894*T; 6000 N REF0 !

PARAMETER G(DO3,CU,SN:SN;0)

298.15 +45850-42.2191*T; 6000 N

REF0 !

TYPE_DEFINITION ( GES A_P_D FCC_A1 MAGNETIC -3.0 2.80000E-01 !
PHASE FCC_A1 %( 2 1 1 !
CONSTITUENT FCC_A1 :CU,S,SN,ZN : VA : !
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PARAMETER G(FCC_A1,CU:VA;0)
PARAMETER G(FCC_A1,S:VA;0)

298.14 +GHSERCU#; 3200 N REF0 !
298.15 +99801.706+53.913855*T

-10.726*T*LN(T)-.0273801*T**2+8.179537E-06*T**3; 368.30 Y
+98524.294+94.182332*T-17.8693298*T*LN(T)-.010936877*T**2
+1.406467E-06*T**3+36871*T**(-1); 1300 Y
+92514.454+188.304687*T-32*T*LN(T); 1301 N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(FCC_A1,SN:VA;0)

298.15 -345.135+56.983315*T

-15.961*T*LN(T)-.0188702*T**2+3.121167E-06*T**3-61960*T**(-1); 505.08 Y
+8034.724-4.454731*T-8.2590486*T*LN(T)-.016814429*T**2+2.623131E-06*T**3
-1081244*T**(-1)-1.2307E+25*T**(-9); 800 Y
-2746.959+130.53688*T-28.4512*T*LN(T)-1.2307E+25*T**(-9); 3000 N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(FCC_A1,ZN:VA;0)

298.15 +2969.82-1.56968*T+GHSERZN#;

6000 N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(FCC_A1,CU,S:VA;0)
PARAMETER G(FCC_A1,CU,SN:VA;0)

298.15 -102200-26.5*T; 6000 N REF0 !
298.15 -11106.95+2.0791*T; 6000 N

REF0 !
PARAMETER G(FCC_A1,CU,SN:VA;1)

298.15 -15718.02+5.92547*T; 6000 N

REF0 !
PARAMETER G(FCC_A1,CU,ZN:VA;0)

298.15 -42803.75+10.02258*T; 6000

N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(FCC_A1,CU,ZN:VA;1)

298.15 +2936.39-3.05323*T; 6000 N

REF0 !
PARAMETER G(FCC_A1,CU,ZN:VA;2)

298.15 +9034.2-5.39314*T; 6000 N

REF0 !
PARAMETER G(FCC_A1,SN,ZN:VA;0)

298.15 +80*T; 6000 N REF0 !
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TYPE_DEFINITION ) GES A_P_D HCP_A3 MAGNETIC -3.0 2.80000E-01 !
PHASE HCP_A3 %) 2 1 .5 !
CONSTITUENT HCP_A3 :CU,ZN : VA : !

PARAMETER G(HCP_A3,CU:VA;0)

298.14 +600+.2*T+GHSERCU#; 3200 N

REF0 !
PARAMETER G(HCP_A3,ZN:VA;0)

298.15 +2970-1.57*T+GHSERZN#; 6000

N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(HCP_A3,CU,ZN:VA;0)

298.15 -36475+4.896*T; 6000 N REF0 !

PARAMETER G(HCP_A3,CU,ZN:VA;1)

298.15 +24790-10.135*T; 6000 N

REF0 !

TYPE_DEFINITION * GES A_P_D HCP_ZN MAGNETIC -3.0 2.80000E-01 !
PHASE HCP_ZN %* 2 1 .5 !
CONSTITUENT HCP_ZN :CU,S,SN,ZN : VA : !

PARAMETER G(HCP_ZN,CU:VA;0)

298.14 +600+.2*T+GHSERCU#; 3200 N

REF0 !
PARAMETER G(HCP_ZN,S:VA;0)

298.15 +GHSERSS#+57703; 6000 N

REF0 !
PARAMETER G(HCP_ZN,SN:VA;0)

298.15 -1955.135+57.797315*T

-15.961*T*LN(T)-.0188702*T**2+3.121167E-06*T**3-61960*T**(-1); 505.08 Y
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+6424.724-3.640731*T-8.2590486*T*LN(T)-.016814429*T**2+2.623131E-06*T**3
-1081244*T**(-1)-1.2307E+25*T**(-9); 800 Y
-4356.959+131.35088*T-28.4512*T*LN(T)-1.2307E+25*T**(-9); 3000 N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(HCP_ZN,ZN:VA;0)

298.15 +GHSERZN#; 6000 N REF0 !

PARAMETER G(HCP_ZN,CU,SN:VA;0)

298.14 +10000000; 3200 N REF0 !

PARAMETER G(HCP_ZN,CU,ZN:VA;0)

298.15 -14432.17-10.7814*T; 6000 N

REF0 !
PARAMETER G(HCP_ZN,S,ZN:VA;0)

298.15 +27237; 6000 N REF0 !

PARAMETER G(HCP_ZN,SN,ZN:VA;0)

298.15 +33438.94-11.14466*T; 6000

N REF0 !

PHASE LIQUID % 1 1.0 !
CONSTITUENT LIQUID :CU,CU2S1,S,S1SN1,S1ZN1,SN,ZN : !

PARAMETER G(LIQUID,CU;0)
PARAMETER G(LIQUID,CU2S1;0)

298.14 +GLIQCU#; 3200 N REF0 !
298.15 +GCU2S1#+17902.7

-21.0809832*T; 6000 N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(LIQUID,S;0)
PARAMETER G(LIQUID,S1SN1;0)

298.15 +GLIQS#; 1301 N REF0 !
298.15 +GSN1S1#+34248.056

-29.703431*T-1978.056+1.5547012*T; 6000 N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(LIQUID,S1ZN1;0)

298.15 +GHSERSS#+2122-5.52092641*T

+GHSERZN#+7322-10.5717586*T-178083.553+25.2633*T; 6000 N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(LIQUID,SN;0)

100 +GLIQSN#; 3000 N REF0 !

PARAMETER G(LIQUID,ZN;0)

298.15 +GLIQZN#; 6000 N REF0 !
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PARAMETER G(LIQUID,CU,CU2S1;0)

298.15 +85840-27.6287*T-19896.144

+12.186819*T; 6000 N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(LIQUID,CU,CU2S1;1)

298.15 -12900+8.5262*T-16964.612

+15.289327*T; 6000 N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(LIQUID,CU,SN;0)

100 -9002.8-5.8381*T; 3000 N REF0 !

PARAMETER G(LIQUID,CU,SN;1)

100 -20100.4+3.6366*T; 3000 N REF0 !

PARAMETER G(LIQUID,CU,SN;2)

100 -10528.4; 3000 N REF0 !

PARAMETER G(LIQUID,CU,ZN;0)

298.15 -40695.54+12.65269*T; 6000

N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(LIQUID,CU,ZN;1)

298.15 +4402.72-6.55425*T; 6000 N

REF0 !
PARAMETER G(LIQUID,CU,ZN;2)

298.15 +7818.1-3.25416*T; 6000 N

REF0 !
PARAMETER G(LIQUID,CU,S1SN1;0)
PARAMETER G(LIQUID,CU2S1,S;0)

298.15 +30000; 6000 N REF0 !
298.15 +40406.6-17.5576*T-36700

+32.3*T; 6000 N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(LIQUID,CU2S1,S;1)

298.15 -100287+35.0355*T+80000

-35*T; 6000 N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(LIQUID,CU2S1,S,S1SN1;1) 298.15 -80000; 6000 N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(LIQUID,CU2S1,S,S1SN1;2) 298.15 -67000; 6000 N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(LIQUID,CU2S1,SN;0)
PARAMETER G(LIQUID,CU2S1,S1SN1;0)

298.15 +30000; 6000 N REF0 !
298.15 -7993.3401-9.5*T; 6000 N

REF0 !
PARAMETER G(LIQUID,CU2S1,S1SN1;1)

298.15 +7000; 6000 N REF0 !

PARAMETER G(LIQUID,CU2S1,S1SN1,S1ZN1;0) 298.15 -30000; 6000 N REF0 !
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PARAMETER G(LIQUID,CU2S1,S1SN1,S1ZN1;1) 298.15 +100000; 6000 N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(LIQUID,CU2S1,S1SN1,S1ZN1;2) 298.15 +100000; 6000 N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(LIQUID,CU2S1,S1ZN1;0)

298.15 +1791.2946; 6000 N REF0 !

PARAMETER G(LIQUID,CU2S1,S1ZN1;1)

298.15 +9510.6354; 6000 N REF0 !

PARAMETER G(LIQUID,S,S1SN1;0)

298.15 -19000+19.5*T; 6000 N REF0 !

PARAMETER G(LIQUID,S,S1SN1;1)

298.15 +19000; 6000 N REF0 !

PARAMETER G(LIQUID,S,S1SN1,S1ZN1;0)

298.15 -13020.972; 6000 N REF0 !

PARAMETER G(LIQUID,S,S1SN1,S1ZN1;1)

298.15 -14342.495; 6000 N REF0 !

PARAMETER G(LIQUID,S,S1SN1,S1ZN1;2)

298.15 +25827.943; 6000 N REF0 !

PARAMETER G(LIQUID,S,S1ZN1;0)

298.15 +5155.594; 6000 N REF0 !

PARAMETER G(LIQUID,S,S1ZN1;1)

298.15 +17520.574; 6000 N REF0 !

PARAMETER G(LIQUID,S1SN1,SN;0)

298.15 +1960.704+19.832073*T+4000;

6000 N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(LIQUID,S1SN1,S1ZN1;0)

298.15 +8265.8391-9.9579295*T;

6000 N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(LIQUID,S1SN1,S1ZN1;1)

298.15 -417.74803+4.3807149*T;

6000 N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(LIQUID,S1SN1,S1ZN1;2)
PARAMETER G(LIQUID,S1ZN1,ZN;0)

298.15 -15000; 6000 N REF0 !
298.15 +142603.172-54.5637*T; 6000

N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(LIQUID,SN,ZN;0)

298.15 +19314.64-75.89939*T

+8.751396*T*LN(T); 6000 N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(LIQUID,SN,ZN;1)

298.15 -5696.28+4.20198*T; 6000 N

REF0 !
PARAMETER G(LIQUID,SN,ZN;2)

298.15 +1037.22+.98362*T; 6000 N
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REF0 !

PHASE S1SN1_S % 1 1.0 !
CONSTITUENT S1SN1_S :S1SN1 : !

PARAMETER G(S1SN1_S,S1SN1;0)

298.15 +GSN1S1#; 6000 N REF0 !

PHASE S1SN1_S2 % 1 1.0 !
CONSTITUENT S1SN1_S2 :S1SN1 : !

PARAMETER G(S1SN1_S2,S1SN1;0)

298.15 +GSN1S1#+670-.765714286*T;

6000 N REF0 !

PHASE S1ZN1_S % 3 1 1 1 !
CONSTITUENT S1ZN1_S :CU2SN1S3,S1VA1-2,S1ZN1,S1ZN2+2,VA1ZN1,VA1ZN1+2 :
VA,VA-1 : VA,VA+1 : !

PARAMETER G(S1ZN1_S,CU2SN1S3:VA:VA;0) 298.15 +GCU2S1#+GSN1S2#-25000;
6000 N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(S1ZN1_S,S1VA1-2:VA:VA;0) 298.15 +GHSERSS#+300000; 6000 N
REF0 !
PARAMETER G(S1ZN1_S,S1ZN1:VA:VA;0)

298.15 +GZN1S1#; 6000 N REF0 !
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PARAMETER G(S1ZN1_S,S1ZN2+2:VA:VA;0) 298.15 +GZN1S1#+GHSERZN#+300000;
6000 N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(S1ZN1_S,VA1ZN1:VA:VA;0) 298.15 +GHSERZN#+100000; 6000 N
REF0 !
PARAMETER G(S1ZN1_S,VA1ZN1+2:VA:VA;0) 298.15 +GHSERZN#+300000; 6000 N
REF0 !
PARA G(S1ZN1_S,CU2SN1S3:VA-1:VA;0) 298.15 +0; 6000 N!
PARAMETER G(S1ZN1_S,S1VA1-2:VA-1:VA;0) 298.15 +GHSERSS#+400000; 6000 N
REF0 !
PARAMETER G(S1ZN1_S,S1ZN1:VA-1:VA;0) 298.15 +GZN1S1#+110793+113*T
-12.472*T*LN(T); 6000 N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(S1ZN1_S,S1ZN2+2:VA-1:VA;0) 298.15 +GZN1S1#+GHSERZN#+200000;
6000 N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(S1ZN1_S,VA1ZN1:VA-1:VA;0) 298.15 +GHSERZN#+200000; 6000 N
REF0 !
PARAMETER G(S1ZN1_S,VA1ZN1+2:VA-1:VA;0) 298.15 +GHSERZN#+200000; 6000 N
REF0 !
PARA G(S1ZN1_S,CU2SN1S3:VA:VA+1;0) 298.15 +0; 6000 N!
PARAMETER G(S1ZN1_S,S1VA1-2:VA:VA+1;0) 298.15 +GHSERSS#+200000; 6000 N
REF0 !
PARAMETER G(S1ZN1_S,S1ZN1:VA:VA+1;0) 298.15 +GZN1S1#+257199+86*T
-12.472*T*LN(T); 6000 N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(S1ZN1_S,S1ZN2+2:VA:VA+1;0) 298.15
+GZN1S1#+GHSERZN#+400000;
6000 N REF0 !
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PARAMETER G(S1ZN1_S,VA1ZN1:VA:VA+1;0) 298.15 +GHSERZN#+200000; 6000 N
REF0 !
PARAMETER G(S1ZN1_S,VA1ZN1+2:VA:VA+1;0) 298.15 +GHSERZN#+400000; 6000 N
REF0 !
PARA G(S1ZN1_S,CU2SN1S3:VA-1:VA+1;0) 298.15 +0; 6000 N!
PARAMETER G(S1ZN1_S,S1VA1-2:VA-1:VA+1;0) 298.15 +GHSERSS#+300000; 6000 N
REF0 !
PARAMETER G(S1ZN1_S,S1ZN1:VA-1:VA+1;0) 298.15 +GZN1S1#+367992+199*T
-24.943*T*LN(T); 6000 N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(S1ZN1_S,S1ZN2+2:VA-1:VA+1;0) 298.15
+GZN1S1#+GHSERZN#+300000;
6000 N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(S1ZN1_S,VA1ZN1:VA-1:VA+1;0) 298.15 +GHSERZN#+300000; 6000 N
REF0 !
PARAMETER G(S1ZN1_S,VA1ZN1+2:VA-1:VA+1;0) 298.15 +GHSERZN#+300000; 6000
N
REF0 !
PARAMETER G(S1ZN1_S,S1VA1-2,S1ZN1:VA:VA;0) 298.15 -271000
-6.549*R#*T*EXP(-80.53*T**(-1))+2*R#*T*EXP(-1091*T**(-1)); 6000 N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(S1ZN1_S,S1ZN1,VA1ZN1:VA:VA;0) 298.15 +92945
-8.568*R#*T*EXP(-19.58*T**(-1))+1.489*R#*T*EXP(-267.1*T**(-1)); 6000 N
REF0 !
PARAMETER G(S1ZN1_S,S1ZN1,VA1ZN1+2:VA:VA;0) 298.15 -30000
-277.8*R#*T*EXP(-74.08*T**(-1))+279.1*R#*T*EXP(-76.28*T**(-1)); 6000 N
REF0 !
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PARAMETER G(S1ZN1_S,S1ZN1,S1ZN2+2:VA:VA;0) 298.15 -20000
-237.8*R#*T*EXP(-77.35*T**(-1))+238.8*R#*T*EXP(-79.45*T**(-1)); 6000 N
REF0 !

PHASE S1ZN1_S2 % 1 1.0 !
CONSTITUENT S1ZN1_S2 :CU2SN1S3,S1ZN1 : !

PARAMETER G(S1ZN1_S2,CU2SN1S3;0)

298.15 +GCU2S1#+GSN1S2#-24000;

6000 N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(S1ZN1_S2,S1ZN1;0)

298.15 +GZN1S1#+224-.173240526*T;

6000 N REF0 !

PHASE S2SN1_S % 1 1.0 !
CONSTITUENT S2SN1_S :S2SN1 : !

PARAMETER G(S2SN1_S,S2SN1;0)

298.15 +GSN1S2#-14000-1.5*T; 6000

N REF0 !

PHASE S3SN2_S % 1 1.0 !
CONSTITUENT S3SN2_S :S3SN2 : !

PARAMETER G(S3SN2_S,S3SN2;0)

298.15 +GSN2S3#-4300; 6000 N REF0 !
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PHASE S_S % 1 1.0 !
CONSTITUENT S_S :S,SN,ZN : !

PARAMETER G(S_S,S;0)

298.15 +GHSERSS#; 6000 N REF0 !

PARAMETER G(S_S,SN;0)

298.15 +GDIASN#+5770; 1301 N REF0 !

PARAMETER G(S_S,ZN;0)

298.15 +GHSERZN#+3219; 1301 N REF0 !

PARAMETER G(S_S,S,SN;0)

298.15 +26707; 1301 N REF0 !

PARAMETER G(S_S,S,ZN;0)

298.15 +7197; 1301 N REF0 !

PHASE S_S2 % 1 1.0 !
CONSTITUENT S_S2 :S,ZN : !

PARAMETER G(S_S2,S;0)

298.15 -5725.422+89.544275*T

-17.413*T*LN(T)-.00993935*T**2-7.0062E-08*T**3+1250*T**(-1); 388.36 Y
-7455.008+114.782945*T-21.1531404*T*LN(T)-.008566163*T**2
+1.112484E-06*T**3+122167*T**(-1); 1300 Y
-11779.415+186.699065*T-32*T*LN(T); 1301 N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(S_S2,ZN;0)
PARAMETER G(S_S2,S,ZN;0)

PHASE TETRAGONAL_A6 % 1 1.0 !

298.15 +GHSERZN#+6833; 6000 N REF0 !
298.15 +6238; 6000 N REF0 !
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CONSTITUENT TETRAGONAL_A6 :SN,ZN : !

PARAMETER G(TETRAGONAL_A6,SN;0)

298.15 -468.135+57.181195*T

-15.961*T*LN(T)-.0188702*T**2+3.121167E-06*T**3-61960*T**(-1); 505.08 Y
+7911.724-4.256851*T-8.2590486*T*LN(T)-.016814429*T**2+2.623131E-06*T**3
-1081244*T**(-1)-1.2307E+25*T**(-9); 800 Y
-2869.959+130.73476*T-28.4512*T*LN(T)-1.2307E+25*T**(-9); 3000 N REF0 !
PARAMETER G(TETRAGONAL_A6,ZN;0)

298.15 -3101.787+118.470069*T

-23.701314*T*LN(T)-.001712034*T**2-1.264963E-06*T**3; 692.68 Y
-6886.559+172.34566*T-31.38*T*LN(T)+4.70514E+26*T**(-9); 1700 N REF0 !
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